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DAB: What Next?

Very Cool Stuff

Digital radio commentaries by Mike
Starling, Skip Pizzi and Guy Wire.

Here they are: the best and
coolest new products for 2002.
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ANALYSIS

Radio Stations to
Make EAS Choices

rt

The Commission
Approved New
Codes, But Will

WASHINGTON Despite years of
waiting to get their stations on air, broadcasters who have made the switch to the
upper portion of the expanded AM band
— 1605 to 1705 kHz — have mixed
reviews on the economic benefits.
While they wait for the FCC to continue to develop rules governing the rare air
of the expanded band and to see if digital
AM radio will be economically viable,
some of the 47 stations now on air are
enjoying wider reach, stronger signals
and slightly higher profits, while others
have seen no financial benefit from their
new frequencies.
WRNC(AM), a gospel station in
Macon, Ga., has made little profit from
its 1670 kHz frequency since it launched
in 1998. According to James Gay, its
engineer, the station has not prospered
yet because it is still waiting for approval
from the FCC to move its transmitter site
from its location near several medical
practices to asite afew miles away.
Soon after launching the station, Gay
See EXPANDED AM, page 10
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Station Managers
Upgrade Their
Equipment?
by Randy J. Stine

AMERICA'S

WASHINGTON The addition of several Emergency
Alert System event and location codes, including one used
to activate Amber plans, is
expected to improve the capabilities and execution of EAS
during emergencies.
The FCC adopted areport
and order in February updating Part 11 of the EAS Rules.
The 21 new event codes
include a 911 telephone outage emergency, a nuclear
power plant warning, even a
volcano warning.
Broadcasters now must
decide whether to update their
See EAS, page 6

MISSING:
BROADCAST
EMERGENCY
RESPONSE

Law- Enforcement and
Broadcaster Guide

This brochure is part of the Amber education effort.

Legacy: The Digital Future-Value Packed
In today's marketplace, we know fincing an innovative solutions

THE SWEET SPOT

at areasonable price is difficult. But at Harris's Pacific Research and
Design Center, our engineers refused

V Mackie
Roc
Mid
and RW
send apair
of HR624s
eer-r--`ge.r
to asmalltown station
in Pennsylvania.

to compromise on any of their goak,
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looks, intelligence, robustness ard affordability. • •
So they developed new design concepts and manufacturirg
technologies that combine the finest quality components with
incredible styling and functionality — all at avery attractive price.
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Which means you get unparalleled ease of use, quick and easy format
changes, low cost of ownership and legendary Harris reliability
Contact your Harris representative for the rest of the story.
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NEWSWATCH•

FCC Seeks Comments
On AM IBOC
WASHINGTON Moving quickly, the
FCC has invited public comment on the
report by the National Radio Systems
Committee about Ibiquity Digital Corp.'s
AM IBOC system. The NRSC's report
evaluates the lab and field testing of
Ibiquity's system in the hybrid mode.
The comments are due by June 18 to
MM Docket 99-325. This extended period
is the same amount of time the commission designated for comments on the FM
system. The agency wanted to give ample
time for the many submissions it expects.

Additional testing is required to assess
IBOC's performance during AM nighttime skywave propagation conditions and
for Ibiquity to re-do some tests as it finishes integrating its Perceptual Audio Coder
or PAC into its system. Earlier tests were
conducted with its former codec, AAC.
The commission will seek further public
comments when it receives the results of
the additional tests.

Ibiquity Raises $ 45M
COLUMBIA, Md. & WARREN, NJ.
Ibiquity Digital Corp. has raised $45
million and says its business now is

fully funded.
It also gained a new investor,
Susquehanna Radio Corp., the nation's
eleventh- largest broadcaster. Most of
Ibiquity's investors contributed additional
funds, with Grotech, JP Morgan Partners,
New Venture Partners and Pequot Capital
leading the latest round of financing, called
"Series C."
This is the last planned round of private
equity funding and it raised the most money for the company in its history. Ibiquity
President/CEO Robert Struble said the
money raised through the stock sale would
be more than enough to get the company
to profitability, which Ibiquity expects in
late 2003.

BIG

SY

TECHLINE STUDIO FURNITURE

The price investors paid for the stock
undisclosed.
Th è "thbfié,`ffdili this round of financing is slated to *pay for Ibiquity's operational expenses and for commercialization of its. technology. Ibiquity hopes to
transition About 100 stations to digital by
the end of this year and introduce IBOC
receivers at the Consumer Electronics
Show in January.
Ibiquity already generates some undisclosed revenue by licensing its Perceptual
Audio Coder to Sirius Satellite Radio and
XM Satellite Radio. Although XM
recently declared it is using adifferent
audio compression technology rather
than Ibiquity's PAC (see page 3), Struble
said XM still has a licensing agreement
with Ibiquity.
Ibiquity licenses its IBOC technology
to several transmission equipment companies, as well as to several firms that
manufacture receivers, chip sets and
receiver components. Ibiquity plans to
charge stations licensing fees as well.
The company's investors include 14 of
the nation's top radio broadcasters, including ABC, Clear Channel and Viacom;
financial institutions such as J.P. Morgan
Partners, Pequot Capital and J&W
Seligman; and strategic partners Ford
Motor Co., Harris, Lucent Technologies,
Texas Instruments and Visteon.
With the addition of Susquehanna, 14
of the largest U.S. broadcasters own a
portion of Ibiquity.
was

See NEWSWATCH, page 14
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Satcasters Battle Over Codecs
XM, Sirius Each Claim the Better Codec, While
Ibiquity's PAC Gets Some New Competition
by Leslie Stimson
It was the battle of audio compression
algorithms this spring, with each of the
satellite radio companies claiming its
coding is better.
XM Satellite Radio revealed that its
audio codec of choice now is CTaacPlus, rather than the Perceptual Audio
Codec, the earlier choice for which it
still has a license agreement with
Ibiquity Digital Corp.
By contrast, both Ibiquity and XM's
competitor Sirius Satellite Radio use PAC.
Some observers said XM may be worried about sound quality now that listener comparisons to Sirius Satellite Radio
are possible.
"If it's perceived that the difference
between them sound-quality-wise is significant, that's not good," said one source.
XM claims superior sound quality
using CT-aacPlus, a combination of
Advanced Audio Coding — the work of
AT&T, Dolby, Fraunhofer and Sony —
and Spectral Band Replication from
Coding Technologies.
Digital Radio Mondiale also has
adopted CT-aacPlus as its codec, according to XM. DRM is developing digital
technology for shortwave, medium- and
long-wave service overseas.

XM is using
the CT-aacPlus
codec.

XM's use of CT-aacPlus is the first
commercial implementation of this codec.
Third-party testing of CT-aacPlus by
the BBC, Deutsche Telekom and Robert
Bosch Gmbh found it to be more than 30
percent more efficient than AAC at providing superior sound quality at satellite
bit rates, XM said.
XM is enhancing the effect of the
codec with Neural Audio, preprocessing
software that uses algorithms based on
models of the brain's perception of
sound. Neural Audio also is the name of
the Seattle-based research lab where the
product got its start.
Tony Masiello, XM vice president of
operations, said Neural Audio helps the
encoder make a better decision about
which audio is perceived by the human
ear and which is not.
"That's how codecs work. They
achieve their reduction by deciding
which audio elements are not perceived,
therefore they're not encoded."
Masiello said, "The neural preprocessor takes audio from the studio and
processes it before it goes into the
encoder on achannel-by-channel basis."
"We take the studio signal, feed it into
the neural engine, then take the same

audio and go through the encoder and
(satellite) uplink. Then we take the
decoded output of a radio, put that into
the neural engine as well and the neural
engine learns the differences between the
original and the audio that has gone
through the coding process, and compensates for the differences:'

"These algorithms are so advanced
and so efficient that what people know in
the marketplace, like Windows Media,
Real Audio and MP3, are not in the same
league as these coders," said Kalman.
PAC or no?
The selection of CT-aacPlus means
that XM will not use Ibiquity's
Perceptual Audio Codec. An XM
spokesman said, "PAC is afine technology. But we felt CT-aacPlus, enhanced by

an older version of PAC, Version 3, and
that there was abig difference in how the
versions performed. "Version 3had some
severe limitations," one source said.
Version 4 is what Ibiquity uses in its
in-band, on- channel terrestrial digital
radio system, Struble said.
Accounts differed about whether the
codec revelation was a surprise to
Ibiquity. Certainly it did not come as welcome news, as the company hopes to
license PAC for different applications.
No sources who spoke with Radio World
saw XM's decision as ablow to IBOC,
although some felt it was a blow to
Ibiquity's business plan to market PAC
for other applications.

The XM Signal Path
There's aneural engine for each of the
100 channels, he said. A white paper
released by XM states that Neural's
process analyzes and adjusts the audio
signal every 22.7 microseconds.
One broadcast source whose company
works with codecs characterized the
neural concept as "marketing hype" and
said the way XM and Sirius compress
sound has little relevance for applications to atypical station. He declined to
be named.
XM said its use of CT-aacPlus and the
Neural Audio preprocessing algorithm
means it doesn't need to use "traditional
statistical multiplexing."
Sirius, however, is using statistical
multiplexing.
No 'tit for tat'
A spokesman said Sirius didn't want
to get into a "tit-for-tat discussion" of the
merits of both Sirius and XM's technologies, but said Sirius is pleased with both
PAC and statistical multiplexing.
"We have had positive customer feedback. There was a reason that changes
were made on the other side."
Mark Kalman, vice president of
Sirius' national broadcast studio, said statistical multiplexing uses a variable
bitrate encoder, unlike AAC or MP3, for
example, which employ fixed bitrates.
Statistical multiplexing, he said, is
efficient and doesn't waste bits; it takes
only those it needs to encode the audio at
that instant. Statistical multiplexing puts
the unused bits in acommon bit pool for
the other channels, giving Sirius the ability to change the bitrate for each channel
constantly, and devote more to some and
less to others.
Kalman said DirecTV and phone companies traditionally use statistical multiplexing to increase the number of channels they can put in a set amount of
bandwidth; but Sirius is not using the
technology that way.
"We have abasic quality (bit rate) target; statistical multiplexing improves the
quality above that target, and most of the
time, we're above that."
Ibiquity has said its IBOC technology
will allow stations to use 96 kilobits per
second on FM, and that the satellite
companies are using less, around 64
kbps. Sirius said it doesn't comment on
its bit rates.

the Neural Audio preprocessing technology, was the best for our platform."
Ibiquity Digital Corp. President/CEO
Robert Struble said XM's decision was a
disappointment, but would have small
impact on Ibiquity's revenue. XM paid
Ibiquity an undisclosed amount for
licensing PAC.
Sirius is using Version 4 of Ibiquity's
PAC and is happy with its performance.
Sources close to the issue said XM had

"You don't want to have folks saying,
'How come these people are saying one
of the things you want to sell is no
good?" said one source.
But observers contacted for this story
agreed that the bottom line for digital
radio is not about who has the best codec.
It's about the programming, they said,
and whether consumers will feel it's a
good deal to pay more in the future for
analog radios.
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Visit www.nab.orginabstore or
call (800) 368-5644. The store
also has some cool merchandise
including reproductions of classic
radios.

A Summer of Radio Reading
by Paul J. McLane

County, N.Y.
O'Shaughnessy talks to politicians, journalists, activists, musicians, lawyers, restaurateurs,
sportswriters and other shady
characters. We get to listen. It's
great radio. Readers from the New
York metro area will find themselves particularly at home.
Proceeds benefit the wonderful
Broadcasters' Foundation. The
hardcover, 638-page book is $25,
available from bookstores or
wwwfordhampress.com.

Let's see what the mavens of
broadcast book publishing have
for our summertime reading.
Master storyteller William
O'Shaughnessy loves to talk and
loves to listen. He does both in his
second book, "It All Comes Back
to Me Now: Character Portraits
From the Golden Apple," published by Fordham University
Press.
It is acollection of essays, radio
editorials (remember those?),
speeches and interviews by one of
the country's most prominent
community broadcasters, president of Whitney Radio and editorial director of WVOX(AM) and
WRTN(FM) in Westchester

* * *

One copy of the same data, sent
to agroup address, goes to one
router which sends to multiple
receivers. Note the bandwidth
savings across the network.

* **
If Iwere to walk into your station today and ask to see the public inspection files, would you be
ready?

A pair of Mackie
HR624s — retail
value $ 1,298 —
will ship to the
Rev. Bill Baker.
who oversees the
day-to-day opera.? tion of noncommercial Christian
station WTMV(FM) in Youngsville, a
town of less than 2,000 in northwestern
Pennsylvania.
WTMV was licensed in 1998 and
operates out of Bill and Patty Baker's
former living room, with a50-foot tower
and single-bay antenna right outside. The call letters stand for "We're
The Master's Voice." At 100 watts, it covers the Brolcenstraw Valley
with the word of Jesus.

,
iedd

see`

The Mackie HR624 is aTHX-approved, 6-inch, two-way active
reference monitor that provides the accuracy of the HR824 in acompact, lighter package. It is suitable for recording, home and project
studios looking for amonitor with acombination of features and value. Characteristics of this near-field speaker are smooth, detailed
response; even dispersion for awider sweet spot; and user-adjustable
controls for acoustic spaces.
Rev. Baker won his speakers by signing up in our Readers' Choice
Sweepstakes. To enter, just visit www.rwonline.com.

Source: IP Multicast Initiative

An Explanation of IP Multicast From Tech Terms'
In the course of ayear, Jack
Layton performs 100 or more
Alternative Broadcast Inspection
Program compliance visits. He
says 75 percent of the files he
reviews are deficient. Some have
serious problems that could cost
stations alot of money if the FCC
were to inspect.
Out of this experience comes
"The Broadcaster's Guide to
Creating and Maintaining the
Public Inspection File." This is not
aslick hardcover, just asimple
booklet with aplastic binder full
of practical advice from someone
who knows of what he speaks.
It's abargain at $ 19.95 plus
shipping. Contact Jack Layton via
e-mail to layton@senet.

tions for terms and buzzwords,
from "A&B Signaling" to "Zulu
Time," covering radio and TV as
well as online technology and

Ed McLaughlin, Bill O'Shaughnessy and
Gordon Hastings, from left, are shown
in a photo from O'Shaughnessy's book.

* **
Words and phrases like
Boolean search, coaxial cable, LBand, ambient noise, directional
antenna and round-robin DNS
may be as clear as crystal to you.
But if they aren't, take apeek at
"Tech Terms: A Techno-Field
Guide," published by the NAB.
This second-edition softcover
provides 314 pages of explana-

AutoPilot

other new media. It would be
simplistic for an engineer reader
but quite handy for the non-techie
manager or anyone who works in
our technical world and needs a
guide to the language. Ireally
enjoyed flipping through it. The
$89.95 price is, however, steep
for asoftcover.

Broadcast Transmitter Control Software
• Control all sites from one PC
• Wizards for easy setup
• Powerful Scripting
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"AutoPilot 2kas not missed abeat -which is critical for ahigh powered AM
station. It's very dependable."
Paul Reynolds, Chief Engineer
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This softcover reference retails
for $895. Not exactly abeach
book, but you're paying for the
expertise and data a-plenty. To
order call (831) 624-1536 in
California.
Ihave many more books sitting
here on my review shelf to tell you
about. More to come.
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All-New AutroPib'c-t 2...
Unleash the Power!

I.

Kagan's "Radio Financial
Databook 2002" won't make it to
your beach blanket. But if you
want to analyze the business of
radio, this is atreasure trove.
For instance, Kagan's number
wizards project that our industry
revenue will increase 3.4 percent
this year and 7percent next year.
By 2010, they say, radio will be a
$33 billion business.
How much will revenue grow
in each radio market next year?
What regions will be strongest?
How will satellite radio affect us
financially by 2006? Which
groups have the best operating
margins? Where can you find a
good broker? The answers are
here, in tables galore.

•
•

"AutoPilot 2's open architecture has
really expanded our monitoring
capabilities. The power of the
scripting wizard can't be overstated."
Jeff Kuhne, Engineer, WRPI-FM

BURK
TFCHNOLOGY

Tel: 800-255-8090

Web Site: www.burk.com
Email: saleseburk.com
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With program choice directly under
the control of the prosumer, not the program director or serendipity, expectation
of reward will be high and the effort
required will drop virtually to zero.
Under Schramm's hypothesis, user satisfaction will skyrocket.
When listeners have PAR/ROT
devices, we'll be able to air compelling
niche programs in off hours that will
compete on an open playing field with
the blockbusters of primetime. Radio will
have shifted from a serial, temporal
delivery technique to access on demand.

DAB May Mean Radio on Demand
A Leading Public Radio Engineer Asks Whether
Digital Radio Will Indeed Be More Satisfying

This article is based on one that
appeared in the publication Current in
March and is used with permission.
Digital radio is not about technical
quality. Some of the worst audio you'll
ever hear will be digital audio. Although
compression technology continues to
improve, some digital service providers
inevitably want to devote fewer bits per
program stream so that they can air more
programs at once.
Digital is also not about cost-effectiveness. This year, National Public Radio is
retiring scores of analog reel-to-reel
recorders, some in service as long as 30
years. From now on, we'll be tempted to
replace audio equipment at the same furious rate that computers become obsolete.
And digital is not about speed.
Though digital technology can save time
in audio postproduction, it also lets producers extend their quest for the best,
absorbing any time saved. ( You'd be surprised to know how cleverly some are
painstakingly simulating spontaneity
during post-production.)

to read the rest of afront-page story, or
how many Web visitors will "drill down"
for more information on station Web sites.

Photo by Leslie Stimson

by Mike Starling

utes and yearning for them. If only.
Let's imagine aradio version of TiVo
called PAR/ROT— Personal Audio
Recorder/Radio On Tap. Parroting is
exactly what it will do for us, repeat what
we want, whenever we ask. It's coming,
and it will forever change how listeners

Mike Starling at the Public Radio Engineering Conference

Broadcasting's long-term success may
depend on how well we leverage opportunities for high satisfaction and low
Slice and dice
effort in an all-digital environment.
What is digital really about? Its overOn the receiving end of broadcasts,
mastering attribute is that it engages the
listeners and their digital helpers are takcomputer, the first machine that manipuing a much more active role than in the
lates content.
past. Radio may be approaching abreakWhether it's doing voicemail, adigital
through that Alvin and Heidi Toffler
automation system or atransmission protermed Prosumption — the act of contocol like the Ibiquity Digital Corp. prosumers producing their own high-quality
posal now pending at the FCC, digital
goods with the help of technology and
technology's stellar achievement is all
perhaps some thoughtful assistance from
about slicing and dicing content. That's
people on the sending end of broadcasts,
good news because making great radio is
like you and me.
why we're all here.
TiVo is apleasing example of an early
Long before we had heard of the
media prosumption device. ( Caution:
Internet, Isuspected that national program
evangelist at work.) Even at early-adopter
hosts would someday be sitting at home
pricing, TiVo has been the best media
and recording segments for national broaddevice I've purchased to date. My family
cast. But today, the innovative
never misses " Now," " West Wing,"
"JazzWorks" collaborative production
"Washington Week," " Providence,"
model developed by Boise State Radio and
"Sopranos," "60 Minutes" or " South
WDUQ(FM) in Pittsburgh has become a Park" (yes, the kids are still at home). We
model for widespread emulation.
never have to rush to meet astart time.
NPR Correspondent Ivan Watson can
We no longer care about commercial
now send areport from his laptop cominterruptions or particularly mind when
puter in Afghanistan through abriefcase- friends call during a program. Our
sized Inmarsat satellite uplink and directfavorite moments can be played and
ly into NPR's digital production system
replayed instantaneously, until we're conin Washington.
tent or saturated. If our aging ears miss a
Recently, The Wall Street Journal
line, we can hit the "last eight seconds"
showcased an article about a San Diego
button and hear it again.
DJ recording an interview with aband
With advanced search criteria, we easpassing through Sun Valley, Idaho, that
ily find and command the capture of
was subsequently aired in Boise and
beloved classics fed in the middle of the
sounded remarkably local and live.
night, otherwise lost in the clutter of 500
Paul Schafer's innovative analog
channels. While we watch no more TV
automation of decades ago is no match
than before, we enjoy it more.
for the commonly deployed tools of 21stThe problem is, I've become an
century broadcasters.
increasingly frustrated radio listener.
What's truly exciting is what's coming
TiVo users routinely lament the lack of a
for listeners. Listener behavior appears to
radio version. If only Icould start the latbe ruled by a maxim of human nature
est hour's "Morning Edition" when Iget
posited in the 1950s by communications
into the car. If only Icould skip over
theorist Wilbur Schramm: Individuals
pledge breaks (after calling in my contriturn their attention to media that give
bution, of course).
them high expectations of reward for the
If only Icould hear "Car Talk," Imus,
amount of effort required.
Tavis Smiley, Paul Harvey, Susan
Schramm's formula indicates how
Stamberg, Letterman's Top 10, or
many readers will go inside anewspaper
Charles Osgood when I've got the mm-

use our programs.
A critical link in this will be adding
digital tags to content so that machines
like PAR/ROT can manipulate it.

reese•

Feed the PAR/ROT
Except for live programming, prime
time will have nothing to do with when
programs are transmitted. It will be the
refreshing time Ispend with my most
cherished radio companions.
Listeners and their PAR/ROTs won't
be entirely on their own. Astute PAR/ROT
owners will seek out programmers and
editors to suggest content they will enjoy
and expand their horizons to new programming they're likely to appreciate.
TiVo already offers acrude "suggestions" protocol that recommends programs because they feature performers or
writers you've chosen in the past.
Sometimes it works well, sometimes not.
Video stores also offer a " Mark's
Suggestions" shelf of tapes, and
Amazon.com bases its recommendations
on the preferences of other buyers who
share some past selections with you.
Imagine acottage industry of content
advisors who use demographic and focus
See STARLING ON DAB, page 12
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INCREDIBLE SPECIFICATIONS
A DA should be seen — not heard. That's why Radio Systems' DAs have the lowest
noise and distortion and highest crosswalk and headroom specifications of
any DA in the industry.

ULTRA DEPENDABLE
Set-em and forget-em. Radio Systems' DAs don't drift and have very low
failure rates due to their use of high current output devices and conservatively
rated power supplies.

THE RIGHT STANDARDS
Our DAs feature balanced bridging inputs and ultra- low impedance, electronically
balanced outputs so they are transparent anywhere in your audio chain.

REAR PANEL CONNECTIVITY
Installation and trouble shooting is abreeze with our DA 4x4's rear panel
quick-install connectors. Twenty 3- pin removable mini barrier strips provide
plug-in connectivity for each channel of input and output.

FULLY CONFIGURABLE
Use the DA-4x4a for 8stereo outputs, or 16 mono outputs, or 2 banks of 4stereo
outputs or 4banks of 4mono outputs. Rear panel programming straps make
these different setups easy to configure.

FRONT PANEL CONTROL
This DA lets you know at aglance the status of all audio channels with
audio presence and peak LED indicators for all channels and individual level
sets for all 16 audio outputs.

2 MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM
If budget is aprimary concern, buy the classic DA16 or DA8models. Thousands of
these models are in use because they still offer great performance and dependability
at agreat low price (but lack front panel indicators and rear removable connectors).
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EAS encoders and decoders to accommodate the new codes, even though they will
not be required by the commission to
make these changes.
The FCC will require broadcasters
who replace existing EAS equipment
after Feb. 1, 2004, to install EAS equipment that is capable of receiving and
transmitting the new codes.
Incentive?
Some industry experts have expressed
concern that the commission, by making
the changes optional for broadcasters, has
opened the door for some broadcasters to
take their time to make the improvements.
"The worst-case scenario will be having an EAS system that's functioning
with only half the stations having the
upgrades," said Gary Timm, broadcast
chair of the Wisconsin EAS committee
and a member of the EAS National
Advisory Committee.
"There really is no incentive for broadcasters to make the changes. Everything
is optional. Ithink having the FCC mandate the upgrade by acertain date would
have been preferable," Timm said.
Richard Rudman, who expected to
give up his title as chairman of the EAS
National Advisory Committee earlier this
month, said it is difficult for the FCC to
do more than suggest the changes to

broadcasters.
"As a practical reality, it's hard to
mandate anything that is strictly voluntary and not funded," he said.
Yet Rudman, who still chairs the Los
Angeles County local emergency committee, is hopeful broadcasters will take
the lead in loading new event codes in
their EAS systems.
"It will also be important that local
and state EAS committees rewrite their
plans to incorporate the new codes to
help keep confusion to a minimum,"
Rudman said.
Several EAS equipment manufacturers
said if a station's encoder/decoder were
unable to receive a new event code, the
equipment would log that an "unknown
event" had been received.
The NAB has not taken aposition on
whether
stations
should
make
the upgrades.
"However, we are very supportive of
the Amber plan and the other new event
codes," said Dennis Wharton, NAB
senior vice president of corporate communications.
Industry experts said the cost to retrofit existing EAS equipment would be
minimal for most radio broadcasters. In
their comments to the FCC, EAS equipment manufacturers estimated the new
software would cost $ 100 to $300 per
encoder/decoder.
EAS equipment manufacturer TFT
Inc. expected to release software/
firmware updates for its EAS911
encoder/decoder by May 1.
"The cost will be $ 100 plus shipping

May 22, 2002

Big EAS Changes
The FCC acted on several requests from the Society of Broadcast Engineers
for EAS rules changes.
The changes enacted in February are wide-ranging. For example, the FCC
increased the time period abroadcast station is allowed to retransmit Required
Monthly Tests from 15 minutes to one hour. Broadcasters who have at times
found it burdensome because of schedule concerns to relay the mandatory tests
within the 15- minute window are viewing the extension positively, EAS
officials said.
The FCC also approved SBE's request to reduce the required modulation level
of EAS codes from 80 percent to 50 percent of full-channel modulation limits.
The commission's revised Part 11 EAS rules will exempt XM Satellite Radio
and Sirius Satellite Radio from installing EAS equipment, because the satellite
broadcast services rebroadcast 100 percent of their programming from a main
hub station.
— Randy. J. Stine

and handling for aset of two EPROMs,"
or electrical programmable read-only
memory integrated circuit chips, said
Darryl Parker, TFT vice president for
business development. " The new
EPROMs can be easily retrofitted into
existing units. We'll also be incorporating
the software/firmware into all new TFT
EAS boxes."
Skip White, vice president of software
engineering for Multi-Technical Services,
said the manufacturer expected to have
the upgrade for its System 3000D EAS
units available June 1.
"It will be asoftware change only and
can be done in the field. There will no
charge for the software update,"
White said.

Jim Hauptstueck, resale products manager for Harris Broadcast Communications, said updates for the Sage Endec
encoder/decoder, which is marketed
by Harris, would be available by early
summer.
PROM upgrade

"The PROM upgrade, for stations that
originate alerts, will be at a very low
price. It should really be a very minor
cost. Stations that only relay or log
events will eventually be able to upload
the new codes to the Sage Endec through
its serial port from the Web through the
Harris site free of charge," he said.
Clear Channel Communications
See EAS, page 7
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EAS
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planned to conduct aphased-in upgrade
of its EAS equipment to incorporate the
event and location codes at every station
it owns.
"We hope to complete our EAS modifications by the end of this year. Our ability to achieve this goal will depend upon
the cooperation and abilities of the manufacturers involved," said Al Kenyon,
senior vice president of projects and technology. He expected to become chair of
the EAS National Advisory Committee
earlier this month.
At least two other broadcast groups,
Entercom and Greater Media, said they
would load the software/firmware
upgrades for their stations EAS
encoder/decoders when the product
was available.
"All Entercom stations will install the
new firmware when it's available. Our
stations also have the option of manually
adding the new event codes into their
EAS units, affording us the opportunity
to rapidly improve our participation in
the Emergency Alert System?' said Marty
Hadfield, vice president of engineering
and IT for Entercom.
Kate Healy, Emmis Communications
spokeswoman, said its stations will
decide independently when to make the
improvements to their EAS units.

"Of course, all Emmis stations will
comply when replacing existing EAS
equipment," Healy said.
The most high-profile addition to the
event code list is the Child Abduction

The most

7

The National Center for Missing and
Exploited Children lobbied the FCC
for its inclusion to the event code list.
The child advocacy group has been
working to establish Amber plans

high- profile addition to the event

code list is the Child Abduction Emergency code.

Emergency code. Until now, broadcasters
have activated the Amber plan as aCivil
Emergency Message, which led to some
confusion among listeners about what the
alert was for, EAS officials said.

across the United States. Amber alerts
are only issued when police believe a
child is in danger of serious bodily
harm or death.
Named after Amber Hagerman, a

9-year-old Arlington, Texas, girl who was
abducted and killed in 1996, the Amber
plan is a voluntary partnership between
broadcasters and law enforcement to
issue alerts via EAS to locate abducted
children.
NCMEC President and CEO Ernie
Allen said the new code will help to
mobilize communities much faster when
achild is kidnapped.
"We are thrilled to see the FCC recognize the Amber plan as an important
use of the EAS. Just as hurricanes and
tornados can be life- threatening to a
community, so can child abductions,"
Allen said.
Allen said approximately 32 local,
regional and statewide Amber plans are
in place. Amber alerts are credited with
the safe recovery of 16 children.

•
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Prophet Systems
Trims Workforce
OGALLALA, Neb. Digital broadcast systems provider Prophet
Systems Innovations has joined the
list of broadcast industry suppliers
that have downsized operations in the
last six months.
However, the company, which is
owned
by
Clear
Channel
Communications, did not blame a
poor economy for the move, but
rather more "computer-savvy" broadcast customers.
PSI cut more than a dozen jobs
when the company reorganized in early April, said Kevin Lockhart, chief
executive officer at Prophet Systems.
He said cuts were made in the training
and installation departments to match
the level at which the departments
were used and the amount of revenue
they generated.
"We're finding that our broadcast
customers have grown savvier in the
areas of system installation, engineering and computer technology,"
Lockhart said. "They just don't need
the level of outside help that Prophet
Systems has provided in the past."
Prophet Systems Director of
Marketing Jackie Lockhart said interest in the company's new NexGen
Digital NS product, which is designed
for one or two station clusters, has
been very good.
Based on business in the first quarter, Jackie Lockhart said the company
expected anice bump in the next. "We
expect the second quarter to be agood
one for us."
— by Randy J. Stine
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Consumer Reports Reviews XM

XM's Loss Grows;
Radio Prices Cut
WASHINGTON XM Satellite Radio
Holdings Inc. reported aloss for the first
quarter of this year, due to costs related to
its service launch. The loss was less than
anticipated by many analysts.
At the same time, retailers expected to
lower prices for some XM radios in early
May due to reduced manufacturing costs
for receiver components and XM's chipset.
The satellite radio company reported a
first-quarter loss before interest, taxes,
depreciation and amortization of $75.9
million, compared with a $40 million loss
last year.
For the three months of this year, XM
had consolidated revenue of $ 1.8 million,
compared to none a year earlier. XM
reported for Q1 aconsolidated net loss
available to common shareholders of
$117.7 million, or $ 1.56 per share.
XM projections for this year are revenue of $20 million, subscriber acquisition costs of $ 130 per subscription, and
an EBITDA loss of $275 million.
XM added 48,509 subscribers in Q 1 ,
ending the quarter with approximately
76,000. Company execs say XM is on
track to garner 350,000 subscribers by the
end of this year.
The subscriber churn rate is less than 1
percent amonth.
In markets where it is competing with
Sirius Satellite Radio, XM has seen its sales
rise, said XM President/CEO Hugh Panero.
XM had $310 million in cash in April,
which it expects will carry the company
through Q1 of 2003.

XM Pioneer
Receiver Prices Cut
On May 1, retailers planned to offer
the Pioneer Universal Receiver that can
adapt acar stereo to receive XM with a

For its May issue, Consumer Reports tested three types of XM
Satellite Radios.
"Generally, the signal was clear and strong in all areas and weather
conditions we encountered, including rain and snow. The sound was
comparable to that of a high-quality FM broadcast and didn't suffer
from reception problems such as static and signal-fading that are common with conventional radio broadcasts," stated CR testers.
The magazine said that in more than 100 hours of driving, its testers
experienced "relatively few signal dropouts, lasting only afew seconds
at most." CR did say reception loss was longer in tunnels in Manhattan
because the signal was blocked.
. • . .
;co . • Pool
.
CR tested aPioneer DEHP 3370XM in-dash radio/CD player for
•t
$400, installed in a2000 Ford E-350 van. It paid $80 for an antenna
am,. «coml. • let
Uu. • G..
with a $30 rebate, $30 for antenna installation, $60 for receiver instalceu
—.ewe
cuu.
lation, and $55 for cables, harnesses and labor. The system cost was
$595 after rebate.
CR was able to use the existing head-units in two other vehicles by
installing XM-compatible receivers made by Sony.
The Sony DRN-XMO1C, available for $300, was installed in a
Ford E-350 van and aToyota Sienna minivan. With this unit, testers
could hear XM programming through an adapter in the tape player.
Testers listened to these units in atrip from Florida to New York.
Testers tried out a similar Sony plug-and-play unit, the DRNXMOIR for $400, in aVolkswagen Jetta. This model uses amodulator to send the signal to an FM frequency ( 106.5 to 107.9 MHz) that aconventional
radio can pick up. The reviewers' unit "suffered from interference from regular FM stations."
Testers listened to this unit while driving through remote areas of New Hampshire's White Mountains and in Manhattan and Boston.
They found the Sony plug-and-play display text hard to read and thought the magnetic antenna was obtrusive.
CR noted the cost of the hardware is likely to drop over time.
"Within another two to three years," the magazine also wrote, conventional local broadcast radio stations likely will convert
to digital.
CR did not test Sirius Satellite Radio units. The tests were conducted in late February, when Sirius had just begun its rollout
in four markets.
XM began carrying Consumer Report radio programs in March.
— Leslie Stimson
,

suggested price of $ 199 — a $50 reduction. In addition, purchasers of an XMready head unit would be able to add
the Pioneer XM receiver unit with a
suggested price of $ 149, also a $ 50
reduction. The separate XM antenna is
$49 to $79.
Panero said XM's second-generation,
lower-cost chipset is on target for production late this year and that the company
has completed the subsystem design on a
third-generation chipset to reduce costs
further next year.
He said the company plans to be "out of

Unrivalled Stability

Experience

the hardware subsidy business within three
years." XM has shared receiver development cost with its receiver manufacturing
and component partners.
XM's current radio configuration
includes a head unit, antenna and a
receiver mounted in acar trunk.
XM has been testing technology
enhancements with its manufacturing
partners that it hopes will enable chip
developers to miniaturize the chipset,
allowing it to be integrated into the head
unit. Once that happens, the separate,
trunk- mounted receiver now needed to
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capture the satellite signal can be eliminated. This would reduce manufacturer's
outlay for harness wiring, power supply
circuitry and other parts. Panero expects
products with these changes to reach
retailers late this year.
The company also is working with GM
and Honda on advanced data applications
for satellite radio. XM said it designed its
signal protocol with future data applications in mind.
GM intends to offer XM radio as afactory-installed option in 25 car and truck
models in 2003.
"We'll start to see OEM flex its muscle
in the second half of 2003," Panero predicted. XM expects to sell the bulk of
receivers in new and leased vehicles
rather than the current aftermarket sales.
"The big question is whether people
will buy satellite radio when they have
the opportunity to have it installed at
dealerships," Robinson Stephens analyst
James Marsh recently told The Wall
Street Journal. "We're hearing that 10 to
15 percent of new radios sold are satellite radios."
Although that's ahead of his firm's
current aftermarket retail sale projections, he said it's still early in the life of
the product category. Aftermarket success, he stated, doesn't demonstrate by
itself that satellite radio will be a massmarket service.
"It basically demonstrates that early
adopters are willing to go to Circuit City
and go through the hassle of buying a
satellite radio and having it installed in
their cars."
XM expects to have radios in 6,000
outlets by July, including its newest retail
partner, Wal-Mart.
The company is developing marketing
plans for aretail presence at truck stops,
and it is pursuing purchase agreements
with truck fleets.
— Leslie Stimson
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industry still considers AM radio to be a
viable business.
"In the last AM window, we received
200 applications," De La Hunt said. "I
don't believe that when you see that many
applications filed, that AM is dead."
The likelihood of AM digital broadcasting may strengthen the position of
expanded AM broadcasters further
because of the superior coverage afforded
by their location, said De La Hunt.
While the FCC is studying where to go
with the expanded band, it also is studying the possibility of setting standards for
digital AM service. Following the recommendation released by the National Radio
Systems Committee in April endorsing
Ibiquity Digital Corp.'s AM IBOC system
for daytime use, the FCC is reviewing the
recommendations to determine how the
agency should move forward.

Expanded AM
Continued from page 1

discovered that the medical equipment at
the offices did not work properly because
of the neighboring RF signals. The interference forced the station to operate at 1
kW during the hours of 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
while the doctors' offices were open, and
power up to 10 kW only at night, Gay said.
Simulcasting
Due to the delay in approval for the
minor change, WRNC has put off developing a separate identity. For the past
two-and-a-half years, the station has been
simulcasting programming from its sister,
WLCG(AM). Though Gay expects the
FCC to approve the change application
soon, station executives have not developed aplan for a separate programming
stream.
Still, Gay believes in the promise of
the expanded band. "The band was so
crowded before," he said. "This is like a
new neighborhood."
He believes that the expanded-band
frequency will give the station an edge
when digital AM radio is introduced.
Depending upon the power requirements
of digital AM, Gay believes WRNC's
area of the band is much clearer.
Others, like Jim Coloff, general manager of KCNZ(AM), a news/talk and
sports station in eastern Iowa, agree that
expanded- band frequencies will offer
an advantage.
"The overall strength of the signal
allows us to have a better signal,"
he said.
KCNZ is benefiting from the move.
The station also has chosen to simulcast
from its other AM station, the original
KCNZ at 1250 on the band, except when
broadcasting regional sporting events that
take place simultaneously.
In addition to better signal quality,
Coloff said the new frequency has a
wider reach. Instead of its previous 30-40
mile radius, the station can be heard 120
miles away day and night, he said.
Though the station hasn't been offered
ahuge boon for the company, Coloff said
KCNZ definitely has benefited from a
stronger image and wider coverage area.
Ad
sales
at WQSN(AM)
in
Kalamazoo, Mich., has been helped by
the expanded band signal, said Stephen
Trivers, president and general manager of
the station, one of four owned by
Fairfield Broadcasting in the state.
Since it went on air in December of
1998, the all- sports radio station has
maintained a separate identity from
Fait-field's other properties. Because the
four stations share a sales staff, Trivers
said WQSN had a "running start" with
revenue when it was launched and it soon
gave the company an advantage because

The tower in Warner Robins, Ga., for WRNC(AM) and
WRBV(FM) is a standard Rohn 55 type. The cables running
up the side are an IBA Tunipole 611 folded unipole AM antenna.
of WQSN's bigger coverage area and
stronger signal.
The superior coverage achieved by stations like KCNZ and WQSN are exactly
what the commission intended when it
began the expanded-band proceeding in
1987. Since the FCC issued its original
notice on the allotment plan, it has issued
65 construction permits.
Overall plan
While amajority of stations with CPs
are on air, the rest have time to build out
facilities. Depending upon when their
applications were approved, the applicants have three years to build their
new stations.
Issues also remain for the FCC to
resolve before this area of the band is
established, such as the possibility for
more frequencies in the band and who
may be eligible for them.
Recently, the FCC bought itself time
to study these issues by instituting a
freeze on applications for major changes
within the expanded band. The FCC's
Audio Services Division is in the preliminary stages of a study to analyze spectrum in the band and, if available, determine the appropriate protection standards
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that should be in place, said Edward De
La Hunt, associate chief of the office of
broadcast licensing at the division.
He said the commission has not determined when the study will be complete
and the freeze will be lifted. Other proceedings, such as the 350 vacancy allotments for FM radio, in which applications
have been frozen longer, are higher on the
division's priority list, he said.
Engineering consultant Charlie Hecht
believes the freeze is proof of the FCC's
beneficial long-range planning for
expanded AM stations. The owner of
Charles A. Hecht and Associates Inc. in
Pittstown, N.J., he helped launch the first
expanded-band station, WJDM(AM) in
Elizabeth, N.J. It has since changed to
WWRU(AM).

KCNZ(AM) in

Under attack
But others believe IBOC will be the
final nail in the coffin for AM radio.
"AM radio is under attack by the
FCC," said Bryan Smeathers, president
and general manager of WMTA(AM) in
Central City, Ky. and one of the founding
members of the AM Broadcasters
Association, formerly ACAMBA.
Many AM stations will not be able to
afford to convert to digital and pay the
expected royalty fees to Ibiquity to
broadcast digital AM radio, he said.
Overall, Smeathers calls the expanded
AM band a "giant plunder," because of
the few stations that were able to move.
Though the FCC's study opens up the
possibility of more spectrum in the
expanded AM band, Smeathers said it
may be amoot point.
"In today's climate, most small radio
stations are not convinced that the return
on investment is going to be worth the
transition (to digital)."
One issue the FCC recently did
resolve concerns the length of time that
expanded-band stations have to broadcast
on their former AM frequency and on
their new assignment at the same time.
De La Hunt said the issue was settled
in December of 2001 in acase involving
Salem Media station KBJD(AM) in
Denver.
The station questioned clauses in its
license approval notice in which the FCC
contradicted itself on the length of time
Salem had to keep KBJD(AM) at 1650

eastern Iowa has benefited

from the stronger image it sells and a wider
coverage area.

The time for further planning probably
will yield more openings in the band, he
said.
"After the freeze is over, the commission can maximize the number of stations
while maintaining the technical integrity
of the band."
If the study determines more spectrum
is available, De La Hunt said the FCC
will let the industry decide whether it
should invest further in the band.
Because of the improvements many stations have made and the changes the FCC
has instituted in relaxing some of the
rules for AM stations, he believes the

kHz and KRKS at 990, said the station's
attorney, James Riley, a partner at
Fletcher, Heald and Hildreth, PLC.
In one part of the document, the commission stated the station had five years
starting from the date of the construction
permit. But in the AM expanded-band
rule making, the FCC indicated that stations had five years from the date the
expanded- band station was licensed,
Riley said.
De La Hunt said the ruling over KBJD
applies to all expanded AM stations but
the commission does not plan to issue a
further notice on the issue. e

Maik Stennett,
V. P Engineer
NE.I.T Media Group
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plant. When you do, Radio Systems has your console

Systems has made the job easy. Replacing faders is

needs covered at prices you can afford with their

simply amatter of removing

Millenium series. Since they come in sizes ranging from

all know accidents happen. Cleaning soda or coffee out

6to 24 channels, Radio Systems has the right board for

of any console is bad news for all concerned. With the

2 screws

per channel. We

the job at hand. And all Millenium consoles come stan-

soft rubber buttons in the Millenium however, removing

dard with 3program output busses, complete remote

the sticky mess is quick and easy thanks to their

control logic on Aand Binputs for all channels and a

molded design. While the Millenium console doesn't

comprehensive monitor selector that has 8positions.

have individual plug in fader cards, all of the logic is

Analog metering is also standard with aCT-6clock/timer

mounted underneath the control surface while keeping

which can run stand alone or be synchronized with a

all of the audio circuits on the bottom of the board.

master driver as aslave. Balanced input channels can

Critical components are socketed making their replace-

accommodate mic through line level with simple jumper

ment afast process. If your facility is running adigital

settings.

audio storage system, you probably already have those

Installing aMillenium console is asnap whether you
use Radio Systems StudioHub or wire it up yourself.
With quick connect barrier strip headers throughout the

outputs summed together and can feed that to your
STL while you repair your Millenium, thus minimizing
your downtime.

console, crimping pins is athing of the past. Designed

Radio Systems has agreat product in their Millenium

to sit on top of your counter, small access holes drilled

console. During my career in broadcast engineering,

through it are all you need to be up and running. My

Ihave seen over 50 of the RS- 12 and Millenium consoles

own experience is that these consoles perform well in

installed. Radio Systems is apleasure to deal with. But

high RF environments too. Plug and play! Documentation

they don't just do consoles. I've also had great success

is straightforward and easy to follow.

with their distribution amplifiers, GPS clock systems and

If keeping recurring maintenance costs down is
important to you then you need aMillenium console.
Millenium series consoles use extensive VCA technology
and electronic switching. With no direct audio path

even some custom electronics. Call Dan Braverman,
President of Radio Systems and tell him about your
needs. His "can do" attitude will likely result in the
perfect solution.

through mechanical connections, your audio won't be
affected by dirty connections over time. They also
feature soft rubber button pads that feel great and last

glEnlielEi

•

along time. LED's illuminate the console surface,
6o1 Heron Drive, Bridgeport, New Jersey 08014
(856) 467-80oo yoke (856) 467-3044 fax wievw.radiosystems.com
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Q&A

Conversion Costs
Demystified
This is one in a series in which Ibiquity
Digital Corp. answers questions about
how to implement in-band, on-channel
digital audio broadcasting. Broadcast
Technology Manager Jeff Detweiler
answers here. Past answers are posted at
www.rwonline.com under the tab
"IBOC DAB."
Q: What factors determine where my station falls into the $30,000 to $200,000
IBOC conversion range that has been
publicized?
A: IBOC conversion costs depend on a
station's transmitter power output and the
current state of the transmitter and other
equipment.
In the case of FM, the method of conversion is also a factor. A station on the
low end of the cost range would be an
AM station with a newer, solid-state
transmitter. This station could convert for
little more than the cost of an IBOC
exciter.
A station on the high end of the cost
range would be ahigh-power FM station
without any overhead in the existing
transmitter. This station would need to
purchase a new transmitter and related
equipment. Ibiquity Digital predicts the

average station cost to be about $75,000.
Overall, a station that has kept pace
with technology will find its transition
cost on the lower end of the range compared to astation of similar power that is
operating with dated equipment.
Almost all stations converting to
IBOC will be able to use existing studio
equipment. A few will need to reduce or
eliminate audio compression in the studios to avoid incompatibility with PACencoded audio. Some will need to
upgrade STL systems to deliver digital
quality audio. Most stations will need to
purchase digital audio processors with
AES audio input and output for the
IBOC audio chain.
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AM facilities that have transitioned to
a recent generation of solid-state transmitters will probably only have to make
minor modifications for IBOC compatibility. Tube AM transmitters will likely
be replacement candidates. For many AM
facilities, the purchase of a stereo STL,
an IBOC compatible audio processor and
an IBOC exciter will comprise the majority of the upgrade costs.

www neumannusa com/103RW
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I
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Telephone 860 434.5220 • FAX
Canada .Tel 514-426-3013 Far 514-126-3953
Mexico: Tel 15251 639-0956 Fax 15251 639-9182

amount of headroom in the existing
transmitter. If the transmitter has at least
the 10- percent headroom required to
overcome the insertion loss of the injector/combiner then high-level combining
may be less expensive.
If however, your transmitter does not
have the required headroom it may be
more costly to replace the existing analog
transmitter and buy the necessary highlevel components than it would be to buy
a single low-level common IBOC/FM
amplifier.
The estimated cost range is quite broad,
but can be narrowed greatly once the existing equipment is evaluated. The good news
is that those broadcasters who have invested in updating their equipment will benefit
by areduced cost in converting to IBOC.
Send your IBOC questions to
radioworld@imaspub.com.
Radio World welcomes other points of
view. 0

.

your voice is your life,
spend it wisely.

•

The FM equation is alittle more complex. If the station's FM transmitter operates with an output of less than 8 kW it
will generally be more cost effective to
look at the low-level or common amplification conversion method. Common
amplification uses one linearized transmitter to amplify both the analog and
IBOC signals. This implementation is
most efficient in regard to energy consumption and space utilization. The bulk
of the cost of such conversion will be the
new transmitter.
For FM stations operating with transmitter power levels above 8kW, low-level implementation will typically cost
more than high-level or separate amplification. In separate amplification, the
existing analog transmitter is combined
with the digital transmitter using a 7 dB
or 10 dB combiner.
The decision between high-level and
low-level combining usually rests in the
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Starling on DAB
Continued from page 5

group research and layers of three-dimensional modeling of audience proclivities to
make recommendations and save content on your storage device in case you'll like it.
Some TiVo or PAR/ROT owners will want to be thoughtfully nudged toward content
that will be even more satisfying.
It

the receivers, stupid
Where the proposed digital radio plan could stumble is if regulators fail to anticipate
and preserve opportunities for innovative services when they craft the FM IBOC rules.
Warts and all, FM IBOC works pretty well. It's much improved over the 1995 version, reasonably interference-free on analog radios, with asound quality statistically
indistinguishable from aCD recording.
It also offers the potential of secondary program channels, an important means of
serving niche listeners, though this will happen only if the receivers are designed to
handle multiple channels. This may require mandating multimode receiver standards,
an affirmative step of the kind the FCC has traditionally avoided.
During the first part of the transitional period for IBOC, when stations air both analog and digital streams on the same channels, afrequency will be able to carry both a
digital music-grade channel (equal in quality to XM or Sirius satellite radio, with abit
rate of 64 kilobits per second) and an AM-grade digital voice channel, as well as the
analog FM broadcast and various digital data services.
Later, in the "extended hybrid" part of the transitional period, the channel could carry two satellite-grade music channels and avoice channel.
And then, some years from now, when few people still use analog radios and broadcasters go entirely digital, the channel could deliver the equivalent of three or more
channels equal in quality to compact discs. Or the broadcaster could devote the whole
channel to asurround-sound channel. Hundreds of surround DVDs are already on the
market. This would be the equivalent of the DTV option of high-definition broadcasts.
The lack of afederal effort for multimode digital radio standards could make IBOC
ashort-lived dead end and delay the advent of successful digital radio. UHF television
nearly died until the All Channel Receiver Act required manufacturers to include UHF
tuners in sets. The spread of closed captioning and stereo TV audio were hampered by
the lack of universal mandates.
As radio broadcasters have learned time and time again-with aeronautical interference, with TV-6 interference, with SCA performance, with narrow Ifs and with thirdorder intermodulation interference, it is receiver design that defines and often limits
the services delivered to our audiences. The design of future digital radio receivers will
either bear the fruit of innovation or will squander apromising opportunity.
We currently lack tests on listeners' subjective reaction to different multimode
transmission formats, which will provide valuable information to help broadcasters
make informed decisions on specific services to offer. No one knows how low bit rates
will go while retaining good sound. This work can be pursued immediately.
Public radio recently lost ashepherd, statesman and friend, Rick Madden of CPB,
who spent his final energies urging us individually, and as an industry, to think
unabashedly big.
As he told us when receiving the Edward R. Murrow award, "We're not asmalleris-better enterprise anymore, and none of us can think with that mindset." This admo--nition applies to all who have made careers of the original wireless medium. We need
not be lost in television's stray, or doomed to obsolescence by the Internet, 802.11b,
satellite radio or the Auto-PC initiative.
Is it too implausible that radio could consciously leverage digital opportunities to
maximize listener satisfaction? And if we took those steps, is it possible to achieve
greater success with established shows, as well as new successes with niche market
programs? Could the "radio programs Iwant, when Iwant them" emerge as the killer
application of digital radio?
Mike Starling's day job is vice president for engineering and operations at NPR.
Reach him via e-mail to mstarling@npr.org.
Radio World welcomes other points of view to radioworld@imaspub.com.
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Continued from page 2
"Through Susquehanna's involvement with the National Radio Systems
Committee, we've seen and heard firsthand the benefits of Ibiquity's IBOC
technology for broadcasters and consumers," said David Kennedy, president
and COO of Susquehanna Radio Corp.

Tower Light
Fine Upheld
The FCC has affirmed an $ 8,000
fine against Eure Family Limited
Partnership for failure to exhibit red

obstruction lighting on its Mathews
County, Va. antenna structure. The
original fine was $ 10,000, but the
agency reduced it to $ 8,000 based on
Eure's past good compliance record.
The agency did not dismiss the fine
entirely because it holds licensees
respopsible for the actions of their
employees and contractors.
Eure operated the tower as an antenna site for WXEZ(FM), Yorktown, Va.
and monitored the tower lights using a
dial- up device programmed to notify
the station engineer of any outages
until the station was sold in October
2000. Eure leased space on the tower
to Bullseye Broadcasting LLC,

licensee of WSRV(FM), Deltaville, Va.
In that agreement, stated Eure,
Bullseye was obligated to monitor the
tower lights and notify Eure of any
failures. Bullseye said it didn't know it
was supposed to monitor the tower
lights.
Bullseye's principal said the dial-up
device used to monitor the tower lighting was never reprogrammed to notify
its engineer of any lighting outages
after Eure sold WXEZ.
Eure said the beacon had been
repaired and the dial- up device had
been
reprogrammed
to
notify
Bullseye's engineer of any lighting
outages.

Brooklyn Pirate
Arrested
WASHINGTON
The FCC's
Enforcement Bureau says it has shut down
more than 20 pirate stations this year.
In April, an FCC investigation led to
the arrest of Paul Dorleans for operating
an unlicensed FM station on 87.9 MHz
in Brooklyn, N.Y. The FCC and the U.S.
Marshal's Service seized his equipment.
The commission said it issued more than
one notice to Dorleans directing him to
stop operations before the arrest.
If convicted, Dorleans could be fined
up to $ 100,000 and spend up to one year
in prison.

KTRY Fined
$22,000
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WASHINGTON
The FCC fined
Jamie Patrick Broadcasting, Ltd.,
licensee of KTRY(FM) in Bastrop,
LA., $22,000 for failure to respond to
FCC correspondence, install and operate EAS equipment or maintain a public inspection file.
The commission stated that the station did not respond to the fine, first
issued in November 2001, so it reaffirmed the penalty in April. The station
had 30 days to pay.

Arbitron: PPM Still
Shows More
Audience
PHILADELPHIA Initial ratings from
the second phase of the Portable
People Meter U.S. market trial in
Philadelphia are on the books.
According to Arbitron, compared to
existing methods of measuring media
audiences, the PPM continues to report
higher average quarter-hour audiences
on a 24-hour day, total- week basis for
the combined electronic media stations
and networks that encoded full time.
February results showed "somewhat
higher" average quarter-hour audiences
for radio. The PPM reported a higher
average daily cumulative audience:
84.8 percent for the PPM vs. 73.7 percent for the Arbitron radio diary. It
also showed less time spent listening
for radio: 3 hours and 20 minutes per
day for the PPM vs. 3 hours and 35
minutes per day for the diary.
Findings continue to suggest that
the PPM is tracking media exposure
that is not included in today's diaries.

Il

Steely Joins Ibiquity
Rollout Board

ETA

%edellat.
Linking Innovation
with Clarity

Aeta Audio Corporation
75 Fleetwood Dr . Suite 200 • Rockaway . New Jersey 07866
Phone 973-659-0555 • Fax 973-659-9555
www.aetausa.com
sales@'aetausa.com

COLUMBIA, Md.
Clay Steely,
recently appointed vice president of
engineering for ABC Radio, has joined
Ibiquity Digital Corp.'s Broadcaster
Rollout Advisory
Board.
Bert
Goldman, his predecessor at ABC and
now executive vice president of First
Broadcasting, will remain on the board.
The advisory board is made up of a
cross-section of the radio community
to provide guidance and intra-industry
support for the implementation of
IBOC digital broadcasting.
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by John Bisset
A recent inquiry comes from an engineer
in charge of three AM stations, with the studios in one building. Unfortunately, the
building also housed one of the AM transmitters.
The engineer had tried acouple of car
radios to get aclean signal, but was bothered most by the swamping effect of the colocated station.
Stuart Engelke with AM stations WMCA
and WWDJ in New York wrote to radiotech@broadcastmet that feeding the local
station's modulation monitor using aDelta
Electronics TCT Sampling Toroid will solve
two problems.
First, the mod monitor will get afeed,
regardless of whether the main or auxiliary
transmitter is feeding the system. Second,
the feed is coming from the toroid, not an
external antenna that can pick up extraneous
signals during low-power operation.

Stuart also suggested www.ccratte.
comlam_antennas.asp for locating aloop
antenna that can be oriented to null out the
local signal, in the case of feeding the car
radios. The site is auseful reference for listeners who have difficulty receiving your
station.
***
It would be interesting to count the rings
in the pine seen growing inside the tower
fence of Fig. 1, just to discover how long
that tree has been around.
The tree has deformed the fence. The
photo is agood example of why engineers
should be included in adue diligence for
any station your company plans to acquire.
Show this picture to your station manager or owner, and make sure you are in the
loop. If problems like this can be identified
before settlement, escrow money to correct
the violation(s) can be set aside.

Best of all, your upper management
won't look foolish buying a "pig in
apoke:'

Michael Glaser of LlRadiogroup found
the bulbs at FELCO sales. The company is
at (714) 712-6200.
The fuse-like bulbs are part number 1929-39/6V and cost $2each. The only snag
is you must buy at least 50.

***

***

It's wasp season. Fig. 2 shows avisitor
in flight, attempting to enter atransmitter
building. Take five minutes and give your
building eaves, ATU and air hoods agood
spritz of Raid or other brand of insect
treatment.

Hal ICneller is the director of radio engineering for WGCU Public Broadcasting at
Florida Gulf Coast University.
Recently his Inovonics 530 FM
Modulation Analyzer acted like it was going
into oscillation. If he left the monitor on for

Fig. 2: The arrow shows awasp trying to enter atransmitter building.
The time you take in completing this one
maintenance task will save you hours ridding your site of bees' nests and troubleshooting failed satellite signals as summer commences.
* * *

Fig. 1: The pine tree •nside this tower fence has pushed right through the wood.
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Wheatstone Auclioarts R-60 consoles use
ameter lamp that looks like afuse. They
aren't readily available except through the
manufacturer.

tt Simple level set
,

Switcnable fixed Mic and Line level outputs and inputs
make module or audic system gain setting simple
Combination precision oscillator, visual meter with
monitor speaker: PT-AMG2
Precision

scillator: PT-ASG1

any period of tune, it would show blinking
on the LED displays at arapid rate.
Investigation showed one of the two
6800mfd 35VDC capacitors in the main
power supply to be bad. Hal replaced both,
because the cost was minimal; and the problem was solved.
This particular unit was only three years
old and not housed in ahot environment.
Hal surmises that the off-brand capacitors
were just not up to quality.
See WORKBENCH, page 18
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The Big Picture

Concerns About IBOC Grow
Numerous Issues Could Block the Progress or

has been directed to Part 73 of the FCC
Rules, where the well-known Spurious
Emission Mask is defined.
Ibiquity has clearly and apparently accurately stated that its FM system remains
within the constraints of this mask. But
those intimately familiar withthe nuances of
regulatory matters have pointed out that the
format nevertheless violates the requisite
emission designator 240F3, which states
that abandwidth of 240 kHz around the
channel's center frequency will contain 99.0
percent of the channel's transmitted power.
Because an FM IBOC channel would no
longer follow this rule, it implies that the
format officially involves occupation of
adjacent-channel spectrum. Such parame-

Threaten the Success of Ibiquity's Proposals
by Skip Pizzi
While wandering the halls at NAB2002,
it became apparent to me that some of the
recent columns in this space have struck a
nerve — or several.
It seemed that everyone who had an issue
or complaint about the proposed Ibiquity
technology for AM or FM IBOC digital
radio sought me out to bare his or her soul.
Although much of the discussion centered
on items covered here and elsewhere, several issues were raised.
For fear of the perceived Ibiquity juggernaut and possible negative effects on their
businesses, most of the commenters
requested their identities withheld for publication — afact Ilament, but understand.
Test questions
Primary among their comments were
concerns about the reliability of tests performed on the Ibiquity systems to date. It is
important to note that the recent NRSC pronouncements on Ibiquity's formats are
based exclusively on tests performed by
Ibiquity itself, or by laboratories that were
hired by Ibiquity.
The NRSC did not perform or obtain any
independent testing, and there are some
familiar with the technical standards process
who felt that even the NRSC's review of
those tests was rather cursory and unscrupulous, particularly for the FM format.
Further, most of the testing that Ibiquity
outsourced was performed by the Advanced
Television Test Center, which some technical experts consider to be asecond-tier
facility at best. One engineer who observed
the ATIC's work called some of its results
on Ibiquity's FM IBOC system "unreproducible," and characterized the lab's methods as surprisingly unscientific.
Consider that this is the same lab that
gave high marks to the 8-VSB modulation
scheme ultimately adopted by the ATSC
digital television standard, which has subsequently been the source of much controversy due to poor reception performance.
In general, these observers summarized
that the test data analyzed by the NRSC was
not closely indicative of what the real-world
results will be if IBOC is ever widely
deployed throughout afully occupied major
market's FM spectrum. Specifically they
voiced concern that far more interference
than has been predicted might occur, to the
extent that broadcasters might be motivated
to shut down their IBOC services fairly
soon after initiating it.
Under wraps
It is also becoming obvious that Ibiquity
has maintained very tight control over all the
testing performed on its systems. For example, the International Association of Audio
Information Services — the trade association representing radio reading services for
the visually impaired, most of which use FM
subcarriers to distribute their programming
— apparently tried to obtain an FM IBOC
exciter from Ibiquity to do some of its own
testing and was unable to do so.
Another report from an informed source
recounted that Ibiquity had earlier
approached a branch of the National
Institute of Standards and Technology to
test the IBOC systems, but MST declined
when Ibiquity insisted on specifying which

tests would be administered. So Ibiquity
moved to seek a lab for hire, where its
desired level of control over testing could be
exercised, eventually settling on ATTC.
In addition, potential implementers wishing to examine or learn about the format are
thwarted by the fact that, to date, no published specification for any Ibiquity's technology exists. This calls into question the
announcements of support for the formats
already made by afew manufacturers.
Most of the attention to date over
Ibiquity's occupied spectrum for FM moc

by Skip Pizzi
ters are defined in Part 2of the FCC Rules,
which is an area that involves treaty
See PIZZI, page 18
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Pizzi
Continued from page 17

negotiations, and therefore requires congressional ( not just FCC) approval to
amend. To the best of our knowledge, no
such action has been initiated.
Moreover, these matters will require
international coordination, at least with
Mexico and Canada — also activities that
apparently have not yet begun.
These important elements would have to
be in place before IBOC FM service
launched. Naturally, such negotiations and
approvals can take considerable time, which
puts in doubt any claim that widespread
IBOC FM service could begin imminently.
Much ado
Finally, there is agrowing buzz around
the sense that receiver quality improvements could provide as much audible benefit as could the proposed IBOC systems, but
without the trouble and expense facing
broadcasters under the Ibiquity proposals.
These need not be exotic and expensive
devices, as evidenced by afew recent DSPbased receivers. One often-cited example is
the Blaupunlct Alaska line of car audio systems. The FM tuners in these units convert
the received signal to digital at the 10.7
MHz IF stage, and process it with DSP
from there until the power amplifier stage.
The results have caused asensation in the
audiophile community, and are particularly
surprising at the affordable price points of
these products. Substantially reduced distortion and markedly improved SNR and
stereo separation are the most frequently
noted points. (And this improved audio
quality occurs immediately upon tuning in
the station — you don't have to wait for
seven seconds to hear it.)
Audio processing in these receivers is
also handled in the digital domain, including the option of end-user audio compression. If this technology became the norm,
FM broadcasters might be able to reduce
the amount of audio compression they add
to the signal at transmission, which could
also go along way toward improving perceived audio quality of FM. But we won't
open that can of worms here.
Suffice it to say that relying on unilateral
receiver technology improvements and subsequent product penetration for their digital
revolution leaves broadcasters feeling out of
the loop, because they have no control over
the process — other than making changes to
their own broadcast audio processing, as
noted above.

But implementing the currently proposed
IBOC format will require substantial time,
expense and trouble (perhaps more of the
latter than was previously thought) on the
part of broadcasters, and it will sti// rely on
subsequent consumer product penetration
before any improvement can occur. Perhaps
broadcasters' time and money would be better spent in other directions.
Postscript
As evidenced by the collection of comments regarding IBOC that keep coming
my way, Ihave developed an identity of
being "the anti-IBOC guy." While this is
perhaps an unavoidable label, allow me to
clarify that I'm not anti-DAB, or even antiIBOC. Some readers will recall that Iwas

one of the earliest public supporters of the
IBOC concept when the U.S. radio industry
was considering Eureka- I47 in the 1980s.
What Iprimarily object to today are
Ibiquity's proposed protectionist constraints
on IBOC technology. Although understandable from apure broadcast-industry business perspective, Ifear these artificial
restrictions will reduce IBOC to insignificance in the consumer marketplace, and
thereby cause it to fail. This would be a
lose-lose proposition for consumers and
broadcasters alike.
For any conversion to be successful, all
involved parties must feel they will benefit
equally from making the change. The current plan is unbalanced in commercial
broadcasters' favor, and is therefore at risk.

Ialso don't object to Ibiquity reaping
some reward for its substantial work in this
effort. But well-proven mechanisms for
doing so already exist, and they don't seem
to be broken. Ifail to see any compelling
reasons to justify the unprecedented
changes in the process that Ibiquity proposes. Meanwhile, Ido perceive the dangers in
moving to such methods.
IBOC may be the only bullet in broadcasters' digital conversion arsenal. If that
one shot misses, the battle will likely be
lost. If someone notices the weapon is misaimed, it is his duty to try to correct the
problem before the shot is fired.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of Radio
World. RW welcomes other points of
view.
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Workbench
Continued from page 16

Starting each troubleshooting session at
the power supply is apretty good bet. Look
at the DC lines using ascope. Voltage fluctuations from normal, or AC ripple can
wreak havoc in electronic circuits. Consider
the following.
* * *
Let's say you've decided to do some
satellite troubleshooting because of loss of
signal, interference or audio chirping. A typical installation might be using aStarguide
Il receiver that is acouple of years old.
Here are some points to check, compiled
by Edd Monskie of Hall Communications
stations WLPA(AM) and WROZ(FM) in
Lancaster, Pa.
Remember the basics: check for wasp
nests in the feed horn of the dish, and make
sure the dish is aimed correctly.
Then check the coax to the dish as well
as the jumpers. Look for water intrusion or
corroded connectors.
Take alook at the LNB power. AC ripple
on the LNB should be unreadable, but Edd
has found cases in which the LNB voltage
is right on 24VDC, but when the meter is
switched to AC, the ripple measures anywhere from 1-2 mV and higher. Switch the
LNB voltage to another receiver or another
24VDC supply with no AC ripple to solve
the problems.
Edd says this is one test the satellite
receiver providers miss. Remember, the
LNB supply ripple should read less
than 1mV.
** *

Fig. 3: VVBIS(AM) in Annapolis is very popular with the bird demographic.
It's a simple tip from two of us who
learned our craft at the knees of seasoned
engineers. Thanks, Gary, for reminding us
that sometimes the simplest tips are among
the best.

Gary Blau, engineering manager for
Jefferson-Pilot's WLYF(FM) in Miami,
offers asuggestion to engineers concerned
about the weight of the Orban Optimod
8400 and whether to support the rear of
the unit.
Let physics work for you. Put the rack
screws in the two bottom holes (as with any
equipment). The rack ears will not crack,
and arear support is not necessary.
Of course, using rack screws for all the
holes is preferable. But if you support any
equipment using the two bottom rack holes
you will be fine, unless otherwise recommended by the manufacturer.
There's another benefit to using the bottom holes. As you support the equipment,
screwing the rack bolts into the bottom
holes first will help stabilize it. If you have
had to mount an old Ampex 350 reel-to-reel
machine by yourself, you know what Gary
and Imean.

* * *
Perhaps you've heard that AM guy wires
are broken up to prevent reradiation.
Fig. 3goes overboard with insulators on
the guys — no, wait, those are birds!
Shortly before sundown at WBIS(AM)
in Annapolis, MD, the birds congregate.
Maybe they are trying to get warm
from the RF before bedding down for
the night.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged, and qualify for SBE
recertification credit. Fax your submission
to ( 703) 323-8044, or send e-mail to
jbisset@harris.com.
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Dependable Modulation Monitors for AM & FM
520 AM Mod-Monitor

530 FM Mod-Monitor

•Built-in, tunable preselector for accurate
off-air measurements
•Easy-to- read, peak- hold modulation
display
•Alarm and RS-232 data outputs
•Companion active antenna option

•Off-air operation with 8station presets
•High- resolution displays for deviation,
audio, pilot, RF signal and multipath
•Accurate and affordable
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Only $ 999

TimeShi ft
Continuous recording of audio and cues

TimeShift is a revolutionary new software program that will forever change the way broadcasters handle network feeds
and broadcasts. Capable of storing a year's worth of network programmin g, TimeShift gives you incredible new
capabilities and amazing new lrogramming options in one inclusive software package.
•

TimeShift will continuously delay satellite feeds, allowing for proper " day- parting" in all time zones.

•

TimeShift not only records the network audio, it records network cues as well. When audio is played back, it is just
like it was coming off the bird.

•

TimeShift can record in Windows audio formats... and you select the sample rate, the compression, and whether to
record in stereo or mono.

•

TimeShift gives you the at ility to effortlessly create " best of" shows from multiple periods of any network feed,
instantly assembling them for airplay.

•

TimeShift interfaces seam essly with our Simian advanced digital automation software to allow you to effortlessly
intermingle live, recorded and " time-shifted" programming. You can even " export" network segments from
TimeShift for playback on any audio PC.

•

TimeShift forever eliminat as tedious dubbing of network features, say ng you hours in labor costs and entirely
avoiding missed recordings.

Nothing else has the capabilities and versatility of BSI's TimeShift. You will be amazed by its ease ofuse and powerful
features. Download your free trial copy today.

Test and try before you buyDownload TimeShift today.
Broadcast
Software
International

888-bsiusal www.bsiusa.corn sales@bsiusa.com
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Shedding Light on Tower Strobes
Today when someone talks about flash, most people
think of computer memory chips or Web sites.
However, long before electronic computers found their
way into radio stations, there was another type of flash:
electronic flash tubes.
Modern flash lamp technology is based on work by
Dr. Harold E. Edgerton. In the 1920s he started working
with stroboscopes to study rotating machines and
enable high-speed photography. The same technology
often is used in the electronic strobe lights found on
radio towers.
Many uses
It may appear in other applications in your station,
such as fire alarm indicators, electronic flash units associated with cameras, copiers, hazard lighting devices used
on news trucks and stroboscopes for measuring speeds of
rotating devices such as car engines or turntables.
Although devices using flash lamp technology are in
widespread use, little has been written about how they
work. Even less has been written about how to work
with these devices.
In general, you should not attempt to repair flash lamp
circuits unless you have had training or experience working on this type of system. The purpose of this article is
to explain enough about this technology so you understand why you should not work on these devices.
If you still want to work on them, do so at your own
risk and proceed with great caution. Even the smallest battery-operated units use dangerous voltages. In larger units,
typically used for tower lighting, the voltage can be lethal.

use of flash tubes is photography.)
There are several voltages important to the operation of cold cathode tubes. The first is the ionization
voltage. Also known as a trigger voltage, ionization
voltage is the voltage at which the gas begins to ionize
and changes its state from an insulator to aconductor.
Once the gas is ionized, it will continue to conduct
electricity and give off light until the voltage drops
below the extinguish voltage, which is always lower
than the ignition voltage.
Xenon flash tubes may use ionization voltages up to
100 kV, although most use between 3 and 30 kV.
Extinguish voltages typically are between 300 and
900 VDC.
In atypical flash tube circuit, ahigh-power charge
between 300 and 1,200 volts is stored in one or more
photoflash capacitors, connected in parallel with the cathode and anode of the flash lamp. Because the resistance
of the gas in the lamp effectively is infinite, the charge
remains in the capacitors. Photoflash capacitors tend to be
very large, measured in hundreds of microfarads, and rated for hundreds or even thousands of volts.
When the trigger voltage ( over 3 kV) is applied
between the trigger lead and the cathode or anode, the
xenon gas ionizes, effectively placing a short circuit
across the charged up photoflash capacitors. The stored
voltage is discharged rapidly until the capacitor voltage
drops below the extinguish voltage, at which point the
gas returns to its non-ionized state as an insulator.
The rapid discharge of voltage keeps the flash tube
ionized so it produces adistinctive bright light for this
brief period of time. The size (capacitance and voltage)
of the photoflash capacitor and ionized resistance of the
xenon flash tube will determine the power output and
duration of each flash of light.
Control

There are several methods used to control the brightness or duration of each pulse of light.
One method is simply to change the number of
photoflash capacitors. Various switches or relays may
be used to select how many capacitors are discharged
2 through the flash tube.
,z
Another method is to limit the amount of energy
actually sent from the capacitors to the flash tube,
which may be done by diverting aportion of the energy through aseparate circuit or limiting the discharge
" time or voltage.
Each method of controlling the light has advantages
e and disadvantages. Switching capacitors in or out of
s the circuit is simple, but the switch or relay contacts
e(or solid-state components) may be subject to arcing.
Diverting some of the power away from the flash
tube means that some of the capacitor's charge is wasted with every pulse of light. Limiting the power sent
Fig. 2 shows the flash tube in the lower part
from the capacitor to the flash tube is more energy-effiof a dual flash tube strobe light, which
provides the white beacon for daylight operation.
cient, but may involve circuitry that is more complex.
The heart of these strobe units is alamp known as a
xenon flash tube, a long, narrow tube with three elements: cathode, anode and trigger lead. It may be
straight, shaped into ahalf circle or wound into one or
more circles. Typically, the tube is made of a highstrength glass material such as Pyrex brand or quartz,
and is filled with xenon.
Xenon is an inert gas, similar to neon, but it ionizes
at much higher voltage levels and gives off a much
whiter and brighter light. The xenon flash tube is classified as acold cathode device — one that does not use a
heated cathode or filament to give off electrons.
A cold cathode device familiar to most radio engineers is the neon glow lamp, such as the NE-2, commonly used as apilot lamp or voltage indicator on linepowered equipment.
In acold cathode lamp, avoltage is used to ionize
the gas. When the gas is in an ionized state, the gas is a
low-resistance conductor of electricity. When an electric current travels through the gas, it remains ionized
and it gives off light.
Ionized xenon gives off a very bright white light,
similar in some respects to sunlight. ( Remember that
film is optimized for use in sunlight and that aprimary

Two other circuits are important in understanding the
operation of electronic flash systems.
First is the charging circuit, which creates the high
DC voltage and charges the photoflash capacitors. This
can range from a simple one-transistor oscillator followed by arectifier, to acomplex series of step-up circuits. This may start with voltages as low as 3 VDC
from batteries or line voltages such as 120 or 240 VAC.
(Generally, tower strobe systems operate from power
line voltages.)
If this were a conventional power supply, the
photoflash capacitor would be the filter capacitor. A key
difference is that filter capacitors are not designed to be
discharged repeatedly and rapidly by a short circuit
and recharged.
The other circuit is the trigger circuit, which develops
the high voltage needed to ionize the gas. Typically this
consists of acapacitor discharged through atrigger coil,
which actually is ahigh-ratio step-up transformer. The
high-voltage output pulse from the trigger coil is sent to
the trigger lead of the flash tube to ionize the gas.
In strobe lights, the pulse typically is controlled by
an oscillator or timing circuit, which determines the frequency of light pulses. This timing circuit may provide
the pulses to the trigger coil instead of acapacitor.

photoflash
capacitors

trigger
coil

900 VDC
trigger
capacitor

si

flash
tube

Fig. 1is asimple flash tube circuit. When switch
SI is closed, avoltage from the trigger capacitor
discharges through the trigger coil's primary winding, creating atrigger pulse of several thousand
volts across the secondary. The pulse ionizes the
gas in the flash tube, causing it to become aconductor, which discharges the power stored in the
photoflash capacitors. During this discharge cycle,
the flash tube produces a bright pulse of light.
Now it's time to talk about service and safety.
Standard electronics and safety practices state you
should always place ableeder resistor across high DC
voltage capacitors at the output of apower source. In
flash circuitry, the bleeder resistor could prevent the
capacitor from reaching full charge, resulting in overworking of the charging circuitry, and lack of consistent
light output from one flash to the next.
Although some manufacturers do place bleeder resistors across the capacitors, these can break or discharge
so slowly that it can take a long time to reduce the
charge to asafe level.
Some manufacturers have interlock or bleeder systems
that discharge the flash capacitors when the unit is turned
off or opened. Remember that these systems can malfunction. If you must work on these systems, always assume
the capacitors contain afull charge and are dangerous.
Always make sure the power is turned off and then
discharge the capacitors using a high-wattage resistor.
Typical sizes for the discharge resistor would be from
5k to 75k ohms at 25 to 100 watts.
Also make sure to use well-insulated lead wires on
the discharging resistor. Never use just ashorting wire
across the photoflash capacitors as this can result in
arcing and serious injury. It may also be agood idea to
discharge the trigger circuit capacitor.

TWR Lighting Division of olvireless Solution

by Neil Lewbel

Fig. 3 is the flash tube assembly for the red
night operation of a dual flash tube unit.
Remember that because the flash tube is always
connected to the capacitor, any time you handle the
lamp you are also handling the capacitor. As aprecaution, you may want to discharge across the lamp leads
(in addition to the capacitors) if you are working on that
part of the circuit.
Remember the voltage levels used in strobe units can
be deadly and are always dangerous.
Normal operation as well as short circuits and arcing
can produce enough heat to burn you instantly. The
high-voltage arcing can be loud enough to affect your
hearing. Due to the brightness and spectrum of light,
looking directly at aflash tube could affect your sight.
There have also been occasional reports that strobe
See STROBES, page 22

Sure, it's nice to look at. But with over 300 VADIS D.C. II Digital Audio Broadcasting Consoles
in use worldwide it must be more than just infatuation. Maybe it's our revolutionary distributed
fiber optic VADIS AudioMedia Platform. Or simply an irresistible combination of brains plus looks.
5875 Peachtree Industrial Blvd., # 340, Norcross, GA 30092 Tel: 678.966.9900 Fax: 678 966.9903 www.klotzdigital.com
KLOTZ DIGITAL AMERICA a division of KLOTZ DIGITAL AG, Hans-Stiessberger-Str. 2A, D-85540 Munich, Germany 011.49.89.45.672.303
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Strobes
Continued from page 20

lights flashing at certain frequencies may
induce seizures in some individuals.
Common problems involve the flash
tube, photoflash capacitor, trigger circuit
and high-voltage arcing.
The actual flash tube must be handled
with care. You should avoid touching the
glass with bare hands; oils and chemicals
from your skin can affect its operation.
Also never touch the flash lamp when
the circuit is operating. High heat and voltage levels can be present on the outside of
the flash tube.

several hundred volts and then the insulation material breaks down, sometimes with
aloud bang that sounds like afirecracker. A
capacitor that breaks down at 600 volts
may still hold acharge to 599 volts, so
remember to discharge even defective
capacitors before inspecting or working on
the circuit.
Sometimes a visual inspection of the
capacitors will reveal aproblem. Look for
signs of arcing (typically seen as ablack
carbon build-up) at the solder or screw
lugs, and where the contacts emerge from
the capacitor's body. Sometimes when the
problem is inside the capacitor, part of the
shell will appear swollen or deformed.
Smith suggests replacing the flash capacig tors approximately every four years.
One potential technical problem in tower
installations that is familiar to station engineers is the effect of RF, which can interfere with the circuitry for the strobe and its
controllers. This can be minimized with
proper shielding for the tower light circuitry and proper tower grounding according to
Raymond Kraemer, the director of marketFig. 5: Dual Red and White Unit
ing for TWR Lighting Division of o2wireStrobe for Day and Night Operation
less Solutions.

More Info
Several strobe manufacturers have
excellent Web sites with detailed information
about selecting, installing and servicing
strobes on antenna towers.
Flash Technology Corp. of America
www.flashtechnology.com
TWR Lighting Division of o2wireless Solutions
www.o2wireless-twrcom
Orga Aviation Lighting
www.orga-aviation.com
Honeywell Obstruction Lighting
www.oblighting.com
The following companies provide flash
tubes:
Advanced Strobe Products
wwwstrobelamps.com/index.htm
Arne Kendite Laboratories
wwwamglo.cont/Xenon/Helical.html
For abrief biography of Dr. Harold
Edgerton, credited with developing
useful applications for flash technology, see:
www.britannica.com/seo/Wharold-eugeneedgerton/
Additional information about Dr. Harold
Edgerton is available at the following sites:
http://rleweb.mit.eduirlestaff/P-EDGE-08.HTM

Fig. 4: A Standard Strobe Light Unit
for Tower/Obstruction Lighting
Allow sufficient time for aflash tube
to cool down after use, before you try to
work on it.
Due to repeated high-voltage pulses, it is
common for arcing to occur on the contacts
or across insulators at the base of the flash
tube. Often this arcing only occurs at high
voltages. As aresult, normal test equipment
may not indicate this problem. A careful
visual inspection may reveal signs of arcing, particularly around the solder joints
that connect the flash tube to its base.
Also look for arcing between the contacts of the base and its socket. Fractures in
the flash tube's glass body will cause it to

stop working.
Although it is quite rare, several situations can cause aflash tube to operate intermittently. Chemical changes inside the tube
and extreme temperatures are two possible
causes of intermittent operations. Kinks,
breaks or hairline fractures in the trigger
lead can also cause problems.
As with most lighting devices, flash
tubes can degrade over time, causing
decreased light output or other problems.
Jay Smith, product manager at Flash
Technology Corp. of America, recommends that flash tubes be replaced on aregular basis, such as every two to
four years_
A common problem in strobe units is the
breakdown of a photoflash capacitor. This
may happen insiie cr on the surface of the
capacitor. Often this is a high- voltage
breakdown, in which the insulation
between the plates can no longer withstand
the voltage.
In this case the capacitor charges up to

The WizardTM has gone

STEREO!
The new ElniTAL FMSA-1
gives The Wizard System
unmatched stereo
monitoring capabilities. .

E
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And—with the RS-232 port—operation on site or off.
Contact Belar today for more details on what should
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There are several alternative types of
tower lighting devices, such as the LEDbased unit recently introduced by Dialight
and described in Radio World's issue of
June 6, 2001, on page 62. If you know of
alternative tower lighting technologies,
please forward them to the author for apossible future article.
Ithank the following for their help in
developing this article: Jay Smith of Flash
Technology Corp. of America; Greg Miller
of Honeywell Obstruction Lighting; and
Raymond Kraemer of TWR Lighting
Division of o2wireless Solutions.
Neil Lewbel specializes in bringing new
communications products to the market and
occasionally writing about radio. The early
portion of his career was divided between
broadcasting and repairing flash and
strobe systems.
Reach Lewbel via e-mail to neillew@
aol.com.
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50-Ohm Stays Dry

Superlative stereo performance. Linear-phase filters
that reveal the true performance of your audio
processing. The stability of digital stereo demodulation.
The sophisticated graphical presentation of The Wizard.
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Puchasing considerations
With system prices that can range from
$15,000 for a500-foot tower to more than
$100,000 for large towers, station personnel must consider the business issues and
trends when selecting or working with tower strobe lights.
According to Raymond Kraemer of
TWR Lighting, the industry is moving
towards dual flash tube units and increased
serviceability. The TWR El system houses
ared beacon on top for night and awhite
beacon for day mode. Each beacon has its
own flash tube, optimized for aparticular
mode of operation.
One aspect of improved serviceability in
this unit is that flash tube replacement only
requires removal of three screws. Kraemer
said, "Ease of installation and long-term
maintenance are key areas to consider when
purchasing atower strobe system:'
Greg Miller of Honeywell Obstruction
Lighting also detects atrend towards dual
flash tube strobes.
"With white lights during the day," he
said, "you can avoid painting the tower, at
night red lights are less obtrusive than white
strobes and may be easier to zone."

A new series of 50ohm RF coaxial cables
from Belden features a
gel- filled interior for
water-block protection
in excessively wet outdoor environments.
The
new
cables
include an RG-8X type
with a 15 AWG solid
bare copper conductor;
an intermediate type
with 13 AWG conductor;
and an RG-8 type with a
10 AWG conductor.
They use gas-injected
foamed high- density
polyethylene insulation
and a95 percent tinned
copper braid shield with
water-blocking gel.
Water-blocked cables are available in standard lengths of 500 and 1,000 feet.
For information contact the company in Indiana at (800) BELDEN-4 or visit
www.belden.com.

You Need This
Looks like you've got your hands full again. Except you're running out of hands.
And because you have many facilities you could use afew more legs, too.
Let Harris' Intraplex STL
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give you ahand getting your new station up and

running quickly and profitably or upgrading your station to the best quality digital
on-air sound available today.
STL
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gives you bi-directional program audio transport over aTi line, fiber or microwave link. So you can interconnect

your studios, offices and transmitter sites. And because it's is adigital system, you're del vering pure, crystal clear sound —
regardless of the distance. Even if you're surrounded by the highest mountains or tallest buildings.
Now for the PLUS in STL
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You can also transmit LAN/WAN data, telephone, intercom, and

remote control over the same digital line. All of which can rack up some pretty impressive cost
savings for your inter-facility communications.
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SERVICE

Best of all, STL

PLUSTM

grows with you as no one else can. It has the industry's largest assortment

of plug-in modules. So you can design the perfect system for today and quickly, easily, and
affordably upgrade it for tomorrow.
So, contact your Harris representative about STL

www.broadcast..harris.com
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today. You'll be aleg up on the rest.
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ComPack Covers All the Bases
by Skip Pizzi
The variety of telephone interfaces
available today is vast, ranging from
the simplest analog coupler to the
multiline digital hybrid with all the
bells and whistles. To be completely
prepared for all possibilities, a broadcaster needs to have a stable of many
such devices and accessories on hand.
That is, until now.
The ComPack from JKAudio, retailing for $ 545, provides interfacing to
just about any type of POTS phone situation one is likely to encounter in the
field or studio. It provides all of these
capabilities in a simple, robust, nofrills package that engineers will
admire for its flexibility and portability, and at a price point that everyone
will appreciate for its value.
Interface choices
The device manages the POTS universe with three phone interface methods: an analog hybrid for direct interface
to aphone line via RJ-11; a "universal"
interface for connecting to the handset
port on PBX, ISDN or key systems via
RJ-22; and a headset interface to wireless or other telephones via a miniphone ( 1/8- inch) TRS plug. (The connector for the latter on the ComPack is a
1/4-inch TRS jack, and the unit is supplied with an adapter cable from 1/4 to
1/8-inch TRS.)
The handset interface has three
selectable settings to cover all possible
transducer types one might encounter
(electret, dynamic and carbon). A fullsize DTMF keypad is included, which
can be switched off to avoid errant
tone bursts during audio feeds, or
when the PBX or wireless phone interfaces are used.

intercom beltpacks, for two-way IFB
interfacing.to any kind of telephone connection. The latter is a unique feature
that may be quite welcome to some
users, particularly those who want to
extend their studio IFB to awide variety
of remote locations via telephone.

JK Audic
ComPack

Thumbs Up
f Interfaces to any

POTS or
wiieless phone syaem
1 Provdes flexible audio 0
intercom I/O

=

1 Simple yet versatile operation
1 Robust and co;t effective . .

—
—

Thumbs DOWn

1

Funcion labeling could be
• mproved
1 Form factor take!. SOME getu
used to

1
-

1 Switches not pop-filtered
Retail price: $ 545
Universal PBX
Handset Inteilace

XLR
Input

For more information contact the company in Illinois at (800) 552
or visit www._ikaudio.c

Mc ILine

Side View of the ComPack
Power is supplied either by an internal 9V battery or an external wall- wart
power supply included with the unit.
The device is laid out cleverly to allow
over- the- shoulder portable use with a
supplied, adjustable shoulder strap. In
this mode, level controls and the LED
input overload indicator face upward
for easy viewing and adjustment by
the operator while wearing the device.
The ComPack's form factor seems a
bit unusual at first, but after some time
with the unit, you recognize the efficiency of its design. The device uses
both horizontal and vertical space
effectively, and it allows comfortable
use in both supine (on a tabletop) and
upright ( over the shoulder) orientations. Its rugged construction should
hold up well to the rigors of field work,

The ComPack's form factor

seems

a bit unusual at first, but after some time
with the unit, you recognize the efficiency
of its design.

On the audio side, the ComPack
features a balanced mic/line input on
XLR, an unbalanced line input on
mono mini- phone, a headphone jack
on 1/4- inch TRS and a multipurpose
output on XLR ( more on this later).
The mic/line and line inputs each
have a separate gain control, with an
LED clipping indicator for the
mic/line input. As this implies, the
device includes 2x1 mixing capability.
The headphone output level also is
adjustable over awide range.
The XLR output provides a full mix
(i.e., phone line plus local audio) as a
balanced mic level signal (-25 dBm), or
with the flip of a recessed switch,
becomes an unbalanced I/O port to most

similar devices, but the handset interface is susceptible to buzz, which is the
penalty paid by any such RJ-22 interface. This is due to its insertion in the
handset circuit path, which is unbalanced ( i.e., no common- mode rejection) and at low level, making it partic-

Product Capsule:

yet it weighs in at only 1.5 pounds.
The unit's simple and ergonomic
layout makes it easy to operate by the
typical engineer after only a few minutes' exposure. For the less technically
adept, a clear and concise manual is
included, which seems to have been
written with English as its original
language.
Audio and noise
While the device's audio quality
might not match a state-of-the-art studio mixing console, it is more than
adequate for the intended application,
and beyond reproach for POTS usage.
The AC power supply does not add
any audible hum, as occurs in some

ularly vulnerable to noise pickup.
In practice, this noise is audible
only at the remote end; it is largely filtered out of the receive-end signal by
the phone line's high- frequency rolloff characteristics. Nevertheless, for
this reason the manual correctly advises that the handset interface should
only be used if direct phone- line interfacing is impossible.
Indeed, the ComPack's direct
phone- line and wireless interfaces
work flawlessly. When using the latter
with a wireless phone, however, it is
important to follow the
manual's recommendation to
keep the phone unit at least one
foot away from the ComPack
to avoid audio RF interference
pickup from the wireless
phone's
transmitter.
The
supplied connecting cable for
the wireless phone interface
is long enough to easily
allow this.

engineers, or as an everyday interface
for radio reporters. Its rugged and simple design will make it awelcome tool
at any station that covers local news.
It even allows a roving reporter to
feed live to air via wireless phone
while freely traversing a remote site.
Clip the cell-phone to your belt on one
side, hang the ComPack on the other
shoulder, connect the two devices via
acable around the waist, plug in headphones and a handheld mie — you're
doing your own two-way audio remote
with interview or sound- gathering
capability and you still have one hand
free to open doors ( or sign autographs). Substitute a headset-mic and
both hands remain free for reporter- inaction feeds.

Critiques
The level controls for inputs
and headphone output could be
labeled a bit better. Because
the unit is designed to be used
in both tabletop and portable
applications, these rotary attenuators are viewed from a variety of angles. It is therefore
difficult to know which way
the taper runs (i.e., it's hard to
tell which way is up or down in
audio level), so some additional min- max labeling or +/arrows around these pots
would be welcome.
A more substantive complaint: If the operator is wearing headphones and listening at
The control layout allows operation
a typical level, loud pops are
of the unit vvhile you wear it.
experienced when any of the
unit's switches are flipped.
Generally this wouldn't happen very
JK Audio has provided another useoften, and rarely when the unit is
ful phone interfacing device with the
online, but it is an annoyance,
ComPack. The unit is a veritable
nonetheless.
Swiss Army knife for remote POTS
Overall, the ComPack delivers notefeeding, and ensures the broadcaster a
worthy performance and versatility in a win at every venue on the talco tour.
single package. It can serve as an occaSkip Pizzi is contributing editor of
sional problem- solver for broadcast
Radio World.
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Exhibitors Upbeat After NAB2002
by Craig Johnston
LAS VEGAS The NAB 2002 convention
threw some hurdles in the way of doing
business for radio exhibitors.
Registration was down, and they had
new neighbors as the television mobile
trucks and ENG vans moved indoors at the
north end of "their" hall.
Still, most vendors who spoke with
Radio World gave the show at least a
"can't complain," or better.
"It was definitely agood show for us:'
said Mark Tipton, national sales manager
of Aphex Systems Ltd. "The first couple of
days were very busy. The broadcast network seems to be opening up a little bit.
The purse strings were tightened up for a
while, but they're starting to open back up
and people are actually really looking for
some other things."
"The traffic was very good," said Tim
Schwieger, president of Broadcast Supply
Worldwide. " We felt that the show
seemed to be about equivalent to what
there was last year. We didn't really see a
noticeable decrease in the audio traffic,
the true audio traffic."
"We had areal good show, actually,"
said Jackie Lockhart, director of marketing
for Prophet Systems Innovations. "The
first day we were inundated with people,
and then the last couple of days (were)
good too." She noted that her company
was introducing several new products that
may have contributed to traffic.
"I heard the numbers were down alittle
bit from last year but we didn't see it," said
Peter Burk, president of Burk Technology.
"We had asteady stream of traffic that was
more on the first day, but we actually wrote
more leads this year than we did last year,
and we had agreat year last year."
The NAB reported adecline of 16 percent in overall traffic, to 95,000 this year.
Most exhibitors agree that radio engineering attendance, at least, is down substantially from adecade ago.

Prior to NAB, an executive at the largest
radio group, Clear Channel, said his company expected to send about 20 to 30 engi-

people here who are more than just looking at equipment, they're really serious
about doing something."

Radio booth traffic was busy at the start of the show, but tapered
off by Wednesday. Still, exhibitors generally seemed pleased.

Noting Logitek Electronic Systems'
traffic was a little slower than normal,
President Tag Borland said, "The people
that came had projects, had checkbooks,
and they knew about us ahead of time and
were interested. So we probably did less
Good quality'
equipment demonstrations than we've
If there were fewer attendees coming
ever done in the past, but alot more sitthrough the booths, exhibitors generally
ting in the back, working on projects. So
were happy with the quality of that traffic.
I'm quite happy."
"I felt that traffic was down, but the
Several exhibitors attributed the high
quality was really great," said Dale
quality of the traffic to radio's downturn
Mowry, vice president, Transmission
financially.
Systems at Harris Corp. "People are real"Right off the bat, if you're cutting
ly interested, and Ithink the decisionback, you're not going to send people to a
makers are here. Ithink we met some
trade show on a frivolous whim," said
Keith McMillan, CEO of Octiv. "So the
people who had to go still went. But I
think you start losing the tire-kickers as the
economy downturns:'
BSW's Schwieger agreed. "Obviously,
with the consolidation, it's aprudent business move to not to send as many people,
and then they can communicate within
themselves. Idon't hold anyone accountable for that, it's just afact of life.
"We're a little disappointed by who
we're not seeing, and that happens every
year:' he said. "We get more and more disTh Fully Integrated Databases
appointed. Ithink that consolidation is
1utomatic Interference Calculations
probably the number-one factor in that!"
Marty Sacks. national sales director for
Telos Systems, said, "The real measure of
atrade show — at least when you wear my
shoes — is what sales opportunities come
) Find Available Frequencies Automatically
out of the show. We got tremendous numLatest FCC, TIA, and ITU Standards Built- In
bers of opportunities and actually closed
some business here in Las Vegas."
jFrequency Range 20mHZ to 40gHZ
Exhibitors contacted for this story were
Cost Effective Mapping
split over whether they sensed more inter's kit us at www.radiosoft.com (
national traffic in their booths.
386) 426-252 - s
"I've noticed alot more, the last couple
of years, foreign visitors than Americans
coming," said George Thomas, president
and CEO of CartWorks/dbm Systems.
He's hopeful that will translate into interf
national sales.
"A lot less international," said Dave
09 NVest Knapp
c. •
Davies, engineering manager of ERIneers. The No. 2 group as measured by
revenue is Viacom; its Infinity operation is
no longer amember of NAB and officially
sends no engineers.

lek

r

Electronics Research. "International's not a
big part of our market, so it's not areal
impact to us."
"There was certainly a lot of interest
in international," said Harris' Mowry.
"We generally get a lot for radio, AM
and FM, but IBOC is of high interest
internationally."
Logitek's Borland said, "We had less
international than we had in the past, particularly from South America, there was
almost nobody. From Europe we had
almost nobody, Australia ..."
The company's marketing manager,
Elaine Jones, chimed in, "Even the contingent from Mexico was way down from
what we used to see. We used to see hundreds of Mexican here, we've seen one or
two dozen this time."
Based on the business they conducted in
Las Vegas this year, many NAB radio
exhibitors surveyed look for an improved
equipment market in the year ahead.
"I think the economy is on the mend, at
least in the U.S.," said Sacks. "You know, I
think we're starting to see some very positive signs of comeback!'
Outlook improving
"1 think people are starting to loosen
up with the money a little bit, but not
(from) anything that happened here,"
said CartWorks' Thomas. " Ihad that
impression a few weeks before we left
for the show, we could see it turn around
alittle bit."
"Our business for the last three years
has been steadily increasing, and Idon't
see it slowing down," said ERI's Davies.
"I can see pretty much six months down
the pipeline, and we're full. So it's a
good outlook."
Octiv's Vice President of Marketing
Amy Huson noted that while business was
brisk, it was not for new facilities.

The people
who came had
projects, had
checkbooks.
—George Thomas

"When Ilooked at all the leads, Ithink
there was only one person in that whole
pile that was building anew facility, everyone else was expanding or refining existing
facilities and distribution organizations,"
she said. "There's no major push on new
initiatives there."
Next year, according to several
exhibitors, NAB's radio exhibits will move
out of the North Hall into the Central Hall
— the area that had been called the South
Hall until this convention. Exhibitors were
also split on that change.
"I think it's agood move, especially for
the audio companies that appeal to both
television and radio," said Logitek's Jones.
"When we were first moved over here, it
was like, the TV guys aren't ever going to
come over here."
"We are going to lose the familiarity,
we've been in agood spot, this rather
good spot, for three or four years," said
Peter Burk. "We regret the decision of
NAB to move us into less space in the
other hall." e
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A Bumpy Ride for Ibiquity in Vegas
by Guy Wire
Guy Wire is the pseudonym for a veteran radio broadcast engineer. His or
her columns appear regularly at
www.rwonline.com.
It wasn't quite what the Ibiquity
Digital brass had been hoping for.
The long-awaited official rollout
year for IBOC at the NAB spring show
hit at least two major snags: No NRSC
endorsement for nighttime AM operation, and consternation over those nasty
software licensing fees.
Not that broadcasters didn't have
advance knowledge of the disappointing fee news, thanks to coverage in
Radio World. But the fees took the
glow off what has been heralded as
technology to lead radio into its digital
future — an uncertain and increasingly
competitive future.
Just a few more tests
All of the Ibiquity boys at the show
put a positive spin on the lack of an
NRSC green light for AM IBOC
at night.
"It's just a matter of doing some
more tests and gathering some more
data," they said. Yes, there will be
increased skywave interference from
and towards adjacent-channel stations,
but they tell us it should not be asignificant detriment to nighttime listening
for most stations, considering the overall quality improvement achieved.
Ibiquity CEO Bob Struble thinks this
bit of unfinished business will be
resolved by late summer. Let's hope so.
Assuming Struble is right and AM
IBOC is approved by the NRSC and the
commission, we will hear a lot more
hash on the AM band at night as stations start transmitting the hybrid mode.
But the band is mostly a lost cause
after sundown anyway, so alittle higher
noise floor will not likely drive too
many listeners away, except perhaps in
those situations where a strong adjacent-channel skywave signal lands on
top of alocal station's coverage outside
their primary contour. That's at least 5
mV/m and maybel0 mV/m or higher
with the addition of IBOC.
Just how well either analog or IBOC
digital reception holds up in the presence of such interference has not been
evaluated fully.
Remember that the primary digital
carriers for AM IBOC sit right in the
middle of the first adjacent passband.
Because of that, some are now calling
it IBAC, for in-band, adjacent-channel.
How many stations will be affected
by this new form of interference, and
by how much? Ibiquity predicts it
won't be that bad. The digital carriers
are 23 dB lower than the analog carriers, plus the analog sidebands will stop
at +/- 5 kHz with Ibiquity's requirement that analog response using IBOC
be cut off at 5 kHz instead of the present NRSC limit of 10 kHz. That alone
will reduce splatter from first adjacents
but will only be a benefit from those
stations transmitting IBOC.
It is likely many stations will not add
IBOC until it's clear the technology
will be a winner. Iwonder if the FCC
would consider requiring that all sta-
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tions limit their transmitted response to
5 kHz just to help out the IBOC hybrid
transition?
The NRSC is looking for scientifically supportable evidence in its effort
to reach conclusions and make recommendations. Anecdotal assumptions or
estimates will not be compelling.
The 10-percent skywave curves long
used by the FCC to predict how AM
signals propagate at night only projects
what happens 10 percent of the time.
The ionosphere makes lots of shifty
and unpredictable moves. Just ask the
inventors of the various attempts at
"anti-skywave" antennas.
Trying to quantify and then interpret
the amount of interference and potential in lost listening due to the addition
of IBOC AM will not be an easy task
for Ibiquity nor for the NRSC.

It's time

band, given that Ibiquity will only
license receiver chips equipped for both
AM and FM digital reception.
Such ascheme would require AM to
wait maybe another 5 to 10 years
before the fruits of digital could be
enjoyed; but the prospect of having the
band dramatically cleaned up for longterm benefit is enticing. Unfortunately
the politics of placing AM at an even
greater competitive disadvantage shortterm would likely make this undoable.
The Continental booth at NAB had
an impressive demo of Digital Radio
Mondiale skywave reception. Let me
tell you, that system works just fine day
or night, and is damn impressive.
You can bet that the FCC will not
authorize AM IBOC digital until the
issue of increased nighttime interference is investigated thoroughly and

to mount the digital pony.

But radio stations need more financial
incentive to make the conversion.

The only preliminary conclusion we
can draw on this issue is that the effective NIF ( nighttime interference free)
contour for many stations likely will go
up. You will have to be sitting in a
stronger signal contour area than you
do now after IBOC digital is added for
either clean analog or high-fidelity digital reception at night without
interference.
How the IBOC digital decoders will
behave in the presence of adjacent
channel digital skywave interference
is unknown.
Most high- power AMs are looking
forward dearly to the dramatic increase
in quality with IBOC digital that will
allow them to better compete with
FMs. Music formats on AM stand to
get ahuge shot in the arm. Fifty-gallon
clear-channel powerhouses are drooling
over the prospects of expanded skywave listening audiences with the
improved fidelity IBOC delivers.
Will they be disappointed?
Skipping the AM hybrid
The period of transition, in which
some stations are transmitting IBOC
and many others are not transmitting
analog/digital signals, will be messy.
Some well-known industry observers
think we should skip the hybrid mode
for AM IBOC digital altogether. The
FCC could mandate that all stations
switch to pure digital together when
receiver penetration at some point in
the future is justified — something akin
to Digital Radio Mondiale, the all-digital mode developed for international
broadcasting. Its future looks promising although commercially available
receivers are not yet on the market.
That would be theoretically possible,
assuming IBOC works well for the FM

nighttime operation ultimately is
endorsed by the NRSC. After the boondoggle of AM stereo, it is unthinkable
that the FCC would "decide not to
decide" and leave the choice of whether
to deploy AM IBOC digital transmission up to broadcasters.
Tweaking the codec
Several IBOC demos were available
for evaluation at NAB2002. Many
attendees who sampled the Ibiquity,
Harris and Nautel IBOC exhibits and
listened to local stations KSFN(AM)
and KLUC(FM) reported hearing significant digital compression artifacts,
especially on voice-only program.
Apparently Ibiquity had just released
the Lucent Digital Radio PAC compression algorithm to exciter and codec
manufacturers and the software had not
yet been optimized, especially while
running MPEG programming. Previous
IBOC demonstrations used the MPEG
AAC codec, which frankly sounded
better than anything Iheard this year.
NAB floor demos often are somewhat
suspect for various reasons and do not
always exhibit what is likely to occur in
the real world. Ithink it's fair to conclude that the PAC codec will continue
to undergo many iterations of change
and optimization before chip sets are
shipped in retail versions of IBOC transmission and receiver hardware.
XM already is improving its codec
implementation amid fanfare and press
releases. Compression at 64 kilobits per
second now is heralded as "virtual CDquality." Ibiquity will surely make its
96 kbps codec on FM work as well if
not better.
At only 36 kbps, the AM codec is
much more challenging. But that part
of this technology will continue to get

better for all digital audio conveyed in
limited bandwidth media.
The thorny issue of broadcasters
having to pay for both IBOC hardware
and software licensing has many station
owners and managers reeling, especially in the smaller markets.
As Ireported in arecent online têteà-tête on IBOC with Skip Pizzi,
Ibiquity is following the Microsoft
model and wants to charge stations 15
times the annual FCC license fee just
for the privilege of using their software
to transmit IBOC signals.
That's on top of the markup we'll
pay to exciter manufacturers to cover
their Ibiquity license fees, something
like $ 3,000 per box. We get to pay
twice.
No deals?
And then of course we also have to
buy and install a digital transmitter,
plus add widebanding to many of our
antenna systems. Paying for IBOC will
be painful for many stations, especially
with no assurance the investment will
ever pay off.
We learned before the show that
some members of the Ibiquity advisory
board had warned the partnership management that charging the proposed
software license fees would cause problems and could delay IBOC conversion
for many stations and potentially jeopardize the entire venture.
A few unnamed Ibiquity managers
privately think those fees should be
waived for the first year, to encourage
early adoption. They know that unless
the majority of stations in larger markets add IBOC digital out of the gate,
their technology may not succeed. But
the marketing folks apparently won out
and are holding fast to their rate card
for the fees. No "deals" will be cut,
they said.
It's adelicate balancing act for Bob
Struble of Ibiquity, who knows he has
to start making money for the partnership investors at some point.
Apparently Bob is willing to risk the
ultimate success of Ibiquity on the
backs of broadcasters by making them
pay for most of the $50 million to $ 100
million spent so far, even before receiver chip licensing fees start rolling in.
Somebody's gotta pay. Receiver
manufacturers want broadcasters or
Ibiquity to pay. Broadcasters want
receiver manufacturers to pay. In the
end, of course, consumers will pay, but
only if they are convinced IBOC digital
is worth buying. Before that happens,
there will need to be lots of stations
transmitting IBOC and affordable
receivers that work very well, available
almost everywhere.
In spite of the recent complications,
I'm still supporting the Ibiquity Digital
solution for radio's future. It's our best
shot to get radio updated and competitive with all other electronic media.
Analog is a dying horse, folks. It's
time to mount the digital pony. But to
give this technology the best chance for
success, stations need more financial
incentive to make the conversion.
In the long run, waiving the licensing fee for early adopters during the
first year will do much more to ensure
Ibiquity's success than merely disappointing investors in the short run.
Strap yourselves in and stay tuned.
This is going to be interesting.
RW welcomes other points of
view.
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Developments in apt-X Technology
by Fred Wylie
Fred Wylie is a technical consultant
to Audio Processing Technology. He
writes here writes about developments
in apt-X technology.
This is one in a series of occasional
articles by proponents of audio coding
systems.
Audio Processing Technology can
offer substantially improved versions of
its popular apt-X 4:1 data compression
algorithm. Known as Enhanced apt-X,
these new variants are implemented on a
new platform provided by the Motorola
DSP56362, a144-pin TQFP package.
On board, in addition to the established Standard 16-bit algorithm, are
three Enhanced versions offering further
levels of operation with achoice of 16-,
20- or 24-bit resolution.
Existing users of the phenomenal
number of channels of Standard apt-X
based systems already in everyday use
will be comforted to know that this new
presentation can link directly with older
system level units, using only the
Standard 16-bit apt-X code set.
The Enhanced version delivers asignificant improvement in audio and processing delay performance coupled with
faster synchronization and a new
method for embedding auxiliary data.
The apt-X coded output data rate can
be extended, as required, to run at rates
from 56 kbps to 576 kbps and is capable
of delivering mono and stereo audio
bandwidths from 3.5 kHz to 24 kHz
with sampling frequencies from 8 kHz
to 48 kHz.
The 56362 device is a smaller, very
low-power CMOS device capable of
operation at 100 million instructions per
second. This implementation of four aptX algorithms on asingle device is coupled with its capacity to simultaneously
deliver four discrete audio channels in
real time, as compared with the original,
much larger Lucent DSP16A device.

encode or decode channels, or two stereo
encode or two stereo decode pairs.
Or, if set in full duplex mode, it can
be configured as simultaneously two
encode channels plus two decode channels, or in abalanced set-up enabling
any two channels to be configured with
adifferent bit resolution further increases the flexibility of operation.
Upgrades; latency
Enhanced apt-X is the outcome of the
work carried out by the APT R&D
department, which, with advances in
digital filter and DSF technologies, was
able to modify the digital filter and
quantizer coefficients within the
Standard apt-X algorithm.

Standard apt-X

In practice this means the filter
requires fewer audio samples to achieve
the desired filtering.
The first stage of the QMF for
Standard 16-bit apt-X has a 64-tap filter separating the top and bottom
halves of the audio frequency spectrum, followed by asecond stage with a
32-tap filter to further divide these to
produce the four subbands.
Fig. 1shows examples of accumulated
delay performance for Standard and
Enhanced apt-X. Note: The delays introduced by ADC/DAC and SRC modules
also are included for Enhanced apt-X. A
new 32-tap filter design was used for the
second stage. These filter modifications
mean Enhanced apt-X now uses 90 audio

Enhanced apt-X

Examples of accumulated Delay performance
NB: Includes the delay introduced by ADC/DAC and SRC's
Fig. 1shows examples of accumulated delay
performance for Standard and Enhanced apt-X.
This has led to typical improvements
in performance from the original 16-bit
technical specification. Operating with
20- and 24-bit resolution the dynamic
range capability of Enhanced apt-X has
been increased by approximately 20 dB
to 25 dB respectively, and the total harmonic distortion (THD) separation has
been improved to -75 dB.
The signal processing delay introduced

samples in the filtering process instead of
the 122 required by Standard apt-X.
The time now taken to complete an
encode/decode cycle at 48 kHz sampling is reduced from 2.5 millisecond to
1.87 millisecond. The reduction in delay
is the same regardless of whether 16-,
20- and 24-bit Enhanced versions of
apt-X are being used.
Resolution and transients

Standard apt-X

Enhanced apt-X

Transient response waveforms for high frequency tone burst
Fig. 2: Transient Response Waveform
That solution delivered two audio
channels with amaximum stereo audio
bandwidth of 15 kHz at 32 kHz sampling, or 22 kHz mono audio sampled at
48 kHz — to deliver 22 kHz stereo, it
therefore required two DSP16A devices.
The new Motorola device therefore offers
considerable savings in PCB real estate.
In simplex mode the Motorola 56362
can be configured as four discrete mono

by acomplete encode/decode cycle of
Enhanced apt-X also has been improved.
This has been achieved by altering the
coefficients of the second stage of the
input QMF audio splitting filter.
As with Standard apt-X the incoming
audio is filtered into four frequency subbands. These digital filters have now
been modified so that the transition
bands are not so steep.

The ability to operate with 24-bit
computations within the DSP platform
has several positive implications. The
first and most obvious is that 20- and
24-bit compression processes have more
bits allocated to their related subbands.
This increases the accuracy of the
compression and reconstruction of the
source audio regardless of the sample
length of the original source material. It
follows that program material from a
16-bit compact disc will benefit from
20- or 24-bit compression techniques
even though the source material has
obviously a smaller sample length than
the compression technique.
The Enhanced 16-bit code uses the
same subband bit allocation of 7, 4, 3and
2 bits, as used in Standard apt- X.
However, the bit resolution of the 20-bit
version increases this to 8, 5, 4and 3bits
and the 24-bit version to 9, 6, 5and 4bits.
This addition, in each case, of 1bit
per subband directly leads to a 6 dB
improvement in dynamic range, giving
the 20-bit code a6 dB advantage over
the Standard version and the 24- bit
process giving 12 dB improvement.
Meanwhile, the inherent limitation of
Standard apt-X is its response to sudden
transients in the audio signal content.

In Enhanced apt-X the " look- up"
quantizer tables have been redesigned,
optimizing their performance to produce a faster reaction to any large
transient content.
This change allows a more accurate
tracking of the audio material and
improves the high frequency reproduction leading to acleaner and more accurate representation of the audio program
material.
Dither and synchronization
Applying dither to a quantizer
removes any correlation of the quantizing noise with the incoming audio.
To avoid this, Enhanced apt-X implements a unique technique known as
Subtractive Dither, whereby the dither is
added before the quantization in an
encoder and subtracted in adecoder.
This provides all the advantages of
dither but without the noise penalty normally associated with its use.
Synchronization within any of the
apt-X algorithms uses the proprietary
autosync system. In Standard apt-X this
is achieved by periodically inserting a
unique 10-bit sync word into the compressed audio datastream.
These bits are spread over the first 10
16-bit apt-X code words in each successive data frame of 128 encoded samples.
At the decoder the detection of three
consecutive sync words is sufficient to
achieve synchronization.
If aloss of lock is flagged, for whatever reason, then sync will be re-established through AutoSync in approximately 50 microseconds.
AutoSync is different in Enhanced
apt-X. A sync bit is buried in every
encoded sample; consequently it can
lock much faster, approximately 3
microseconds at 44.1 kHz sampling.
The sync pattern carries information
identifying the format of the encoded
sample, making it impossible to replay
the data as audio, thus eliminating any
AutoSync noise. This feature coupled
with the very fast synchronization
ensures that in the event of any loss of
signal there will be no noise at the output of the decoder and does not affect
the audio quality.
The extremely fast synchronization of
Enhanced apt-X is an important feature
for wireless and IP applications.
The auxiliary data feature has also
been modified. In Standard apt- X an
auxiliary data bit replaced an audio bit
in every encoded sample of the left
audio channel only.
Enhanced apt-X makes use of atechnique called "Subtractive Buried Data."
Optimum performance is now achieved
by inserting auxiliary data bits in asymmetrical manner over several audio channels. The decoder does not need to know
whether data has been buried or not, in
order to decode the audio correctly.
Benefits
A summary of the benefits thus
accruing from utilization of the
Enhanced apt-X algorithm are:
•Shorter processing delay times
•Faster response to sharp audio
transients
•Increased stereo and mono audio
channel capability
•Simultaneous full duplex operation
with asingle device
•Faster synchronization
•Wider dynamic range
•Improved noise floor
See APT, page 34
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aCool Stuff Award on our new RF Sentinel
auto-backup transmitter system, we said:
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Renowned Mackie Production Mixers
The Mackie 1642VLZPRO mixer offers aperfect combination of mic and line level inputs. It has 16 total channels ( 8mic/I ne
plus 2stereo mic/line plus 2stereo line). Superior mic preamps deliver even lower noise and higher headroom than Mackie's
previous design. Features: 10 preamps; 484 phantom power; 8TRS channel inserts; 60 mm faders; 4AUX sends, level, pan
-20 dB and OL LEDs on each channel; 3- bard EQ with sweepable midrange on mono channels, 4- band EQ on stereo channels.
The incredibly popular 1402vLZPRO offers 6nic preamps, 4stereo line inputs, easy- to- control 60 mm linear faders,
separate ALT/cue bus, headphone matrix arid more.
The 12- channel 1202VLZPRO is perfect for smaller projects and includes 4extended dynamic range preamps,
8high- headroom line inputs, phantom power, advanced DC pulse transformer Frejection, 3- band EQ and more.
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Super Affordable
Behringer Mixers
Packed with quality features and functionality
and at half the cost of most comparable mixers,
the Benringer MX1604A is an excellent choice fo-

Value- Price Hybrid

budget- minded studios. Features: 12 chanrel inputs
(4 mono and 4stereo); 4mic preamps with phantom power;

The SF H10 is the bestow- cost so ration if you want to send or

3- band EQ, 2AUX sends and 2stereo AUX returns; steel casing.

receive audio overa stardard dial- up telephone line.Gentner's
exclusive audio filtering and erqualiza -ion elininate ur wanted n
while maximizing -.
he i
of the caller.The SPH10 analo

The MX602A 6- channel mixe. is ideal for vour project studio, remote
event or applications that derrand quick mixing in alimited space. Behringer's
ultra- low- noise circuitry and hih-quality mic preamps ensure transparent, noise- free
performance. It offers 2mono and 2stereo channels, 3- band EQ and more - all in a
unit weighing no more than 3lbs.
Behringer

MX1604A

BeFringer

MX602A

ONLY $ 1€9.00
ONLY $ 65.00

hybrid has balan:ed in
Gentner

5ALe-

and outper, and abuilt-in monitor am

ONLY $ 429.00

SPH10

$1,599"

New Digital Console
Behringer's dioital console offers afeature set you won't
find in any other product in its class. Its 32 channels, 16
internal busses and 8AUX sends make it extremely
versatile. Full-fledged dynamic and static automation
functions, extensive synchronization options and a
comprehensive internal I/O patchbay make it apowerh. I
production ociard. Plus it has four on- board effects
processors. Call ESW today 'or full details.

AC or Battery Operated

DWG

Behringer

DDX3216

ONLY $ 1,599.00

The MX61002 10- channel mixing console offers the choice

Affordable Single and
Dual Digital Hybrids
The DH20 is an inexpensive digit& nybrid designed to
connect atelephone line ro audio ec uipmen ... It includes
several features that are
onlyavailable in more
expensive units, such as Aectable caller control, AGC,,and
auto answer/disconnect.. — le DI1-120 is easy to install and
simple to operate.
The Dl- 22 dua cigitê1 hybrid provides an inexpensive
conferen:e connection fer two telepnione lines in asirgle

of AC or battery power! Perfect for studio or on- the- road
applications it offers five mono, four stereo, and aspecial stereo

hybrid. In addition to including all features of the DH20, it

tape return channel. All stereo channels feature separate gain

connections to the conso e. If oesireo,.a single DIP switch will
mix both callers Do asirle outoost.hitomatic Gain Control

provides two balarced cai er oi
.itputs for separate caller

controli. for mic and line inputs. Balanced 1/4" and X R.
Behringer

fV1XB1002

Remote Champion
The M367 is arugged and quiet compact mixer with
6balanced mic/line inputs; phantom power; input peak LEDs;
balanced, 2- position mix bus; switchable outout peakilimiter
with adjustable threshold and I. miter LED; battery/AC/VU
meter and program monitor input selector; and metal chassis.
Shure

M367

adapts every call to ensu -Ethe best c.uality audio. Order
today.

ONLY $ 119.00

ONLY 5599.00

Gentner

DH20

Gentner

DH22

ONLY $ 859.00
ONLY $ 1,399.00

Rack Mount Mixer
MV12/6 is ahigh-performance mixer for use in asmaller
space applications. 12 input channels and 6independently
assignable output buses ( 4g -oup + stereo) deliver
exceptional versatility. All channels have a3- band EQ,
2AUX sends, effect send, bus switches for routing to group
1/2, group 3/4 and stereo outputs, and achannel fader.
Yamaha

MV12/6

FIRE

SSW CATAL.

ONLY $ 649.00

HURRY, Sale Ends 6/30/02

Call Toda

Order

Source for Professional Audio Products.

SIAM'

Middle Atlantic Sale

LY

W

ORLDWIDE

NOW

sALe.

$89"
sALe

'St Popular

Hybrids!

$96 N

12- pace rac

2-Space Utility Shelf
Rack ern' up people. Th ! heavy dut! 2-. pace réc< self is
perfect fo • rack ng gear without rack ears. Fits equipment up

16- space rack

to 17-3/8 - w de Save eee -tr more money with our 4pack!

Affordable Desktop Racks
Our most popular racks now •nailked down even

U2

2space ut lity shelf

U2PACK

more! They ship flat and assent le quickly with the

rop
Seller

$429"

screw : aps are included. 15 778' deep.
12-spacel211equip, radc

JutS14é 00

RKt6

I6- space 128") equip. rack

isi515•=50

CNLY $24.00(

.

ONLY $89.00

Rack Screws and
Washers

inclJded allen key. Racks are 000str_rcted of 5/8" thick, high density particle board covered witt- black laminate. Snap- on
RK12

le

02 shelf 4-pécl.

ONLY $ 89.00
ONLY $96.00

You can never have en Dog

l,

so buy ern'

by the bucket Includes 5XI screws and
arached wash,—

wsoo

iiallemeentiouriumi

Blank Rack Panels

se

ONLY $ 79.00

Fill the gaps in your rack witt- these economical blank
carels_ You II be looking sharp uihib saving apile of

<ALe-

moner.Save even more in an economical 10 pack,

$239"

EBI

1space blank rack panel

ONLY $ 6.00

Qui kPhone Interface
Microt Iis aportak le, battery operated telephone
interface kised in a'variety of applications.Typically,Microtel
replaces the handset Df the telephone to permit high- quality
audio feeding down the phone line while simultaneously
monitoring the return audio. Microtel is powered by asingle
9- volt ba tery.Appl.cé tions: portable mixing, studiodalkback,
in- thefi d news miix .ng/telephone feeding, sportsconsole/
back-up 4ports console, mic to line driver for equalized
program loops.
Gentner

MICROTEL1

Vent and Security Covers

exclus. vely from BSW!

E8L

ea.

ONLY $49.00 ( 10-pack)

2•space blank rack pari

$8.00

ea.

0 NILY $ 69.00

31er

(
10- pack)

Middle Atlantic Products, Inc.

Ventilate. your racks w th these vert panels.
EVT1
EVT2

1space vent pan4
s?ace vent pan- I

ONLY $ 7.00 ea
ONLY $ 10.00 ea.

Keep tlose pesky firgers off your gear. Each securay
cover is 1" ceeo to allonr tor protrudi lg knobs. STrail holes
allow visua: irdicatior o metering etc.
S-1

1-spacc • e:crity cover ( 1 - 3. 4r)

Lt 527 75

ONLY $ 16.00

S-2

L,„,

ea

- e,erity cover 13-1 2-1

ONLY $ 18.00

ea.

ONLY $ 239.00

Try aBlueBox
Here is your chance to try the nottest new cocec on
the plane.BlueBox from Comrex allows you to achieve
15kliz f-equency iesoonse from .3 standard telephone
line. If it is.: ime for you to replace your worn out codecs,
or, if you just want your remotes : osound great, BlueBox
is for you. Call us to arrange your free demo today!

Today 1. 800 426.8434 or www.bswusa.com
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Radio's Next Great Technology Trends
by Michael LeClair
What does the technical future look like
for broadcasting adecade from now? How
will broadcasting systems change over the
next 10 years?
To provide insight on these questions,
Radio World contacted several industry
visionaries and technical leaders and
asked their opinions about where radio
is headed.

listener responses. These would allow the
listener to request more information and
even download music for afee.
Use of the ancillary data channel
could include an electronic program
guide, or EPG, which in turn would permit the use of time shifting by listeners,
similar to the way aTiVo recorder works
for television.
"With the ability to include metadata
that identifies the associated audio, digital

Impulse Radio foresees a future in which the IBOC data
stream becomes an important revenue source for radio.
Their answers suggested that radio is in
acycle of change that will continue for the
foreseeable future. Within this cycle are
some wild-card technologies that could
transform the radio industry into something quite different than it is today.
One thing on which our sources could
agree is the continuing impact of digital
technology on radio broadcasting. There
has been aseemingly inexorable progress
toward digital audio for the last 15 years,
fueled by arevolution in computing that
offers increases in power and flexibility at
lower prices every year.
From the first CD player, to DAT and
through to the "radio station on ahard drive" systems of today, digital techniques
have moved into all aspects of audio storage and playback.
Now the industry appears poised on the
edge of transforming radio transmission to
digital channels as well. And the transition
offers many possibilities.
Promise of digital
"Digital broadcasting holds the promise
of exciting new ancillary services that can
enhance the main program service, or
launch entirely new revenue generating
ancillary services," according to Lynn
Claudy, senior vice president of science
and technology for the NAB.
Alan Stillwell, senior associate chief of
the Office of Engineering and Technology
at the FCC, agreed.
"We can expect to see the digital features offered by broadcasters increasing.
With digital broadcasting it is possible to
link pictures and text to the audio programming," he said. "These elements will
allow broadcasters to reach listeners and
offer marketing tie-ins that we can only
speculate about today."
Applications for digital ancillary services are numerous. Beyond simply sending out artist and title information for a
particular piece of music, stations could
include interactive links, using awireless
back channel similar to acell phone for

transmission could eventually eliminate
the dependence on time-based programming," said Mike Starling, vice president
of engineering at National Public Radio.
"Listeners could also create 'personalized radio,' ablend of audio from different
providers according to their own tastes,"
he said. "Producers may begin to find that
'chunking' of program content offers distribution benefits over traditional continuous streaming and aviable business."
Ancillary data also could permit paid
subscription services to be delivered via
radio along with the standard free programming supported by advertising.
Satellite radio
Accelerating the transition to digital
transmission is the deployment of satellite
radio services from XM Satellite Radio
and Sirius Satellite Radio.
Satellite is able to offer awider range
of programming ( 100 channels) than is
feasible for the conventional radio station
or group.
"I feel that the most interesting trend
right now is satellite-delivered pay radio
because this provides the consumer with
new content, the crucial factor for anew
medium," said Bob Orban, vice president
and chief engineer of Orban/CRL Inc.
To survive, however, satellite radio will
need to attract arelatively large number of
people who are willing to pay every
month for aservice that has along tradition of being offered for free.
"It is going to be very interesting to see
how the mass market responds to this,"
Orban said, "and whether XM and Sirius
can get enough paying subscribers to
reach critical mass."
Local content at terrestrial broadcast
stations likely will be affected by the
advent of satellite radio.
"Program differentiation becomes Job
No. 1for radio stations responding to the
competition — and that means emphasizing localism," Starling said.
Orban agreed: " Nimble terrestrial

broadcasters will compensate by emphasizing their localism and selling more
local spots."
The technology of computer networking and telecommunications networks
will continue to be deployed by broadcasters as away of reducing costs while
offering customized programming to
local audiences.
Tech assists
"The network and syndication model is
sure to evolve," said Steve Church, president of Telos Systems. "We'll be seeing a
lot more blending of live and recorded,
local and network. Consolidation can only
help this along, as the owners are constantly exploring ways to exploit the benefits of multiple station ownership."
Following this trend, Church foresees
greater use of packet- based audio
networks.
"Traditional ISDN and AES/EBU
transmission have very limited support for
program associated data," he said. "Audio
broadcast technology has borrowed alot
over the years from telephony. Look to
telephony again, where voice over Internet
Protocol is now a billion-dollar- a-year
business and growing."
Along this same line, new products will
need to be developed to handle the need for
controlling more than audio information.
"We are now seeing the transformation
of the audio console into arouting switch-

Lynn Claudy
er. But there will need to be a way for
these systems to also control program
associated data, such as graphics that are
synchronized with audio," Starling said.
Church also expects that the science of
digital signal processing will continue to
affect broadcast products. "We're not finished extracting innovative products from
the ever-expanding capabilities and everlower prices of DSP-capable processors."
IBOCttime?
The experts also agreed that deployment of terrestrial in-band, on-channel
digital audio broadcasting is pending.
"The time has come for the FCC to
announce some fundamental decisions
about digital terrestrial broadcasting,
endorsing the IBOC approach to adigital
See TRENDS, page 36

APT
Continued from page 30

•Bit compatibility with current 16-, 20- and future 24- bit AES/EBU
architectures
•Backwards compatibility with existing 16-bit apt-X systems
•Low complexity implementation and integration on asingle DSP device.
SOFT apt-X
Since its release in 1989, some 2 million Standard apt-X audio channels have
been traditionally supplied to OEMs, such as DTS, Computer Concepts and Scott
Studios in hardware form on the Lucent DSP16A device and in the ACE100
audio card.
This has enabled these, and many other OEMs to develop arange of storage and
telecom delivery products incorporating the apt-X algorithm. Now the company can
license any prospective OEM to use a software version of the Standard 16-bit
algorithm.
Written in the C programming language, this new presentation of the technology
is supplied as a core . DLL file containing the apt-X algorithm. This enables all
encoding and decoding to be carried out in real time on apurely software platform.
The software can run up to 15-times real time and is supplied as amultithreaded
solution, allowing multiple, simultaneous encode/decode cycles, only limited by
processor speed, e.g. a450 MHz Pentium may provide up to three stereo play-out
tracks and simultaneously record afourth stereo track.
A demonstration version of the . DLL is supplied as adongle-protected solution
for use in asoftware development kit (SDK). This enables the .
DLL to be seamlessly integrated into awide variety of software based audio applications.
As such, the core software is supplied with all the necessary developers information including ademonstration Windows Graphical User Interface.
The SDK has expanded the accessibility of the DLL to include many of the major
programming languages such as Delphi, Visual Basic, C, C++ and ActiveX.
Example open source projects can be found on the password-protected Web site at
www.aptdn.net/
SOFT apt-X technology delivers the key benefits of the original 16-bit algorithm,
including outstanding audio quality, negligible coding delay and immunity to multiple encode/decode cycles. Any hardware constraints are eliminated with this new
software format of the technology.
Applications for the software include radio automation, CD rippers, archiving and
file conversion.
In summary, not only can the traditional broadcast and inter studio sectors benefit
from this release of apt-X but it also opens up the massive multimedia arena.
Before joining APT, Fred Wylie worked at the BBC for 33 years as acommunications engineer and manager of communications and engineering services.
RW welcomes other points of view. e

Rhapsody
in Blue.
Digital Core
Routing System
Scalable Up to
4,096 Channels
Digital & Analog
24 Bit I/0
Mix Multiple
Inputs to
Any Output
IFB-Talk to
Remotes
Integrated
Intercom
Functions

Introducing the new 32KD
Digital Audio Network from
Sierra Automated Systems.
This modular, digital-core
routing system processes
more audio, routes more
signals, and provides more
user control than any
other system in its class.
Routing, mixing, signal
processing, IFB, mix-minus,
and more, run simultaneously without conflict.
All this functionality is
readily accessible via PC, mixing boards,
or dedicated control panels. And the
performance? Like music to your ears.
For more details about the impressive
capabilities of the 32KD give us a call
or visit our web site.
SAS. Doing more for radio. Again.
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advent of satellite radio will provide asignificant impetus for broadcasters to
go digital.
"XM and Sirius will provoke the terrestrial stations to get moving:' Church said.
IBOC also may instigate anew philosophy of audio processing that differs from
that of conventional radio stations.
"It will be less desirable to drastically
increase audio density by aggressive compression because the perceptual codec will
have adifficult time finding bits to encode
spectrally dense material. Audio processing will also need to avoid using peak limiting technologies, such as clipping, that
introduce new spectrum that was not present in the source material," said Orban.
Starling said, "The elimination of
audio pre-emphasis under IBOC will
affect the overall sound and IBOC audio

Continued from page 34

future, adopting atechnical standard based
on the Ibiquity technology and setting the
timetable for introduction of IBOC services," said NAB's Claudy.
Church said, "After many years, this
technology is ready for prime time."
Is the FCC ready to proceed?
"We are prepared to listen closely to
the recommendations of the NRSC
regarding IBOC," said Stillwell. "After all
the testing and system information is submitted, we will likely open this proposal
to public comment as the first step toward
arulemaking."
While some felt that IBOC faced challenges in deployment, all agreed that the

holay 22, 2002

IBOC has been developed with the
unique capability to provide an ancillary
data stream from the start. Many felt this
ancillary capacity would be amajor force
driving IBOC deployment.
"The IBOC data stream will become
an important new revenue source for
broadcasters," states David Maxson,
managing partner of Broadcast Signal
Lab and aconsultant to Impulse Radio,
which is working with Ibiquity in developing a universal open standard for
IBOC data.
"But it is important for us to develop a
data protocol now that allows us to standardize on universal methods of delivering
and generating revenue with IBOC,"
Masson said. "We don't want IBOC data
services fractured like today's subcarrier
services."
There also is interest in the possibility

processing."

Enter to win one of 26 great
prizes in RadiodWorld's reader
appreciation contest giveaway!
Dear Radio World Reader: Last year, many of the greatest names
in our industry teamed up with Radio World for a year- long sweepstakes
extravaganza that resulted in almost $50,000 in prizes given away.
Due to the overwhelming response fro m you, we '
ve dec i
ded to do
n
it all again in 2002 as a way of sh ow i
ng our apprec i
at i
on to our
loyal readers.
Throughout 2002, Radio World will conduct 26 ran dom draw i
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easy steps:

1. Go to our Web site: www.rwo n li ne.com
2. Click the Readers' Choice ic on
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form — that's it, you're done!

This is your chance to participate in our Readers' Choice program and win great prizes from these fine Radio World supporters:
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Contest Rules. To enter the drawing. simply register online at www rwonline com/sweeps. 26 drawings will be held throughout the year. Contest registration
expires Dec. 4, 2002 Final contest prize announcement on Jan 1. 2003 One prize per winner. All contestants MUST reside in the United States and have avalid
mailing address Winners should receive prizes within 30 days of notification. however, actual delivery time may vary and is not guaranteed by IMAS Publishing
Federal. state and local tax laws may apply to prizes and are the sole responsibility of the winner. Employees and affiliates of IMAS Publishing are not eligible

Steve Church

Some digital audio systems are just too complicated!

CartWorks

Digital Audio Systems

The NEW Technology

For 10 years we've bit the world's best digital audio systems. No one matches CartWorks for quick, simple,
reliable setup and operation. Today, we continue to build award winhing products by combiling superior
hardware, softvvare, feature sets, and support with the latest technology. Our customers win with affordab e, no
hassle, products that work
1993

First digital audio system to Lilly implement Windows technology.

1995

First digital audio system to use the Internet for operation and file transfe -.

1998

1
:irst

digital audio system with support for Blind operators.

(Radio World Cool Stuff Award, honorable mention.)

2002

F:rst digital audio system to offer handheld remote access and control.
(Radio World Cool Stuff Aw3rd, Thanks Rail() VVorid for recoglizing us again.)

"Pocket Radio Station"
Operate your radio station from virtually anywhere. Access and
edit music and program logs, or tEke control of the station from
wherever you are. Great for remotes, ball cames, emergencies,
elections, or anytime you need to get away Connects by Lan,
Wan, Phone, Cell Phone, 802.11b, Wireless Ethernet, IrDA, etc.
Runs MS PocketPC 2002 OS.
This really changes everything.
1-800-795-7234

www.cartworks.com

sales@cartworks.com

Congratulations to the winners of the
2002 Radio World " Cool Stuff" Award,
chosen on the NAB convention floor by apanel of
veteran broadcast engineers and radio/audio experts
as notable for their design, features, cost efficiency
and performance in serving radio users.

The products on these three
pages caused our judges to stop
in the aisles and say, " Oh, cool!"

Company: Logitek Electronic Systems
Product: Remora Digital Console
A small, modular control surface for the Logitek Audio
Engine, the Remora is so named because, like the
fish, it hangs on a SHARC." But the namesake is
much cuter than the fish. Each surface can handle
one or more pieces; the main module has fader input
selection, monitor and headphone controls and
stereo vu meters plus four faders. Expander
modules have six faders. Suitable for news areas,
production rooms and cramped air studios.
Info: (713) 664-4470 or www.logitekaudio.com

Company: 360 Systems
Product: DigiCart/E

Company: TASCAM

E is for Ethernet. 360's latest recorder is aimed at TV but extends the
company's neat line of audio devices in a way that will benefit other
applications. The Ethernet Audio delivery concept makes networking a practical
reality with a low entry cost. An AudioPort interface makes any audio product
networkable. At least 24 locations can record or play audio concurrently. Users
can add PC and Mac workstations to the network and move audio from a DAW
to the Ethernet Audio network server. WAV and BWF files are native to
DigiCart/E, and it is file-compatible with DigiCart Ils.
Info: (818) 991-0360 or www.360systems.com

Product: Pocketstudio 5 Recorder/FMI
Arranger/MP3 Encoder & Player
Flash! Here's acompact four-track digital
recorder that uses Compact Flash mea.
Internal MIDI tone module can play back
sequences along with audio tracks; 100
MIDI files are included, as are 100 effects.
Make afinal stereo mix in MP3 and send it
to your computer via USB. Edit with
automatic punch in/out, track bouncing,
copy/paste editing of audio and MIDI using
bars and beats. Price: $599.
Info: (323) 726-0303 or www.tascam.com

Company: Telos Systems
Product: Xport
The newest Zephyr is a POTS codec with notable
differences. It uses an enhanced version of MPEG AAC
called AAC-SBR, for Advanced Audio Coding Spectral
Band Replication, to enhance the efficiency of AAC by 30
percent. The box lets you dial ISDN-connected Zephyr
Xstream transceivers using analog phone lines — so you
get an ISDN connection at the studio while you call from
POTS. That means better line quality and more
convenience. Features include a mixer with selectable
Omnia dynamics processing. Projected cost is $2,390.
Info: (216) 241-7225 or www.telos-systems.coin

Company: Tieline Technology
Product: Patriot POTS Codec
No ISDN here. The Patriot is nuthin' but POTS.
This affordable ($2,595) codec gives 15- kHz
audio over a standard phone line, and judges
liked the way it handles even crappy
connections without dropouts. Algorithms work
as low as 24 kbps with 100 ms delay. Features
send and return audio adjustment; one mic/line
balanced input and one stereo RCA
unbalanced input (summed to mono), both
adjustable and controllable with a CMOS relay
closure; RS232 interface; wireless compatibility
using hands-free connection.
Info: (888) 211-6989 or visit www.tieline.com

Company: Comrex Corp.
Company: ERI Electronics Research Inc.
Product: Axiom FM Antenna
Judges liked this very broadband system that helps
stations solve crowded tower situations. The sidemounted antenna platform accommodates 10 or
more stations. The design uses three-stage
transformation, shape-factored elements and feedpoint reactance compensation. A continuous solidcontact interbay connection system eliminates
wear-and-tear bullet failures. Available in various
configurations to satisfy gain and pattern needs.
Info: (812) 925-6000 or www.eriinc.com

Product: BlueBox POTS/Wireless Codec
Here's the audio quality of the company's popular
Matrix and Vector at a new price point, $2,800.
BlueBox offers 15 kHz on a plain phone line and
improves the audio sent over GSM wireless. A
cellular interface is available for sending and
receiving audio through the hands-free port of most
mobile phones. Features include field upgradeability,
last- number redial and compatibility with other
Comrex POTS codecs including the Matrix, Vector
and HotLine. Connect aset of headphones and a
microphone to the BlueBox or hook up to a mixer.
Info: (978) 784-1776 or visit www.comrex.com

Company: Syntrillium Software Corp.
Product: Red Rover
Put recording controls for your Cool Edit Pro
2.0 or other compatible software at your
fingertips. Do tracking and control any
number of tracks without looking at the
computer screen. It works from 10 feet away,
and farther with optional USB hub or
extension cable. The LCD screen shows
session and track info. Features include footpedal jack, level meter, cue and metronome
buttons, master and track volume control
and mute/solo/record buttons.
Info: (888) 941-7100 or www.syntrillium.com

Company: TASCAM
Product: SX-1 Digital Production Environment
It combines hard-disk recording, digital mixing. MIDI sequencing,
plug-in effects, DAW-style editing and mastering in a package for
top-end production. The best part is the price, only $8,999 plus
monitor. Mixer: 40 inputs, 32x8x8 digital console with dynamic
automation and 16 phantom- powered mic preamps. HD
recorder: 48 kHz, 24- bit, 16-track unit, adds
IDE and SCSI drives easily. Editor:
Waveform, MIDI and automation data
editing. Lots more.
Info: (323) 726-0303 or
www.tascam.com

Winner: Steve Hemphill
Product: 19e GE Model BT- 1-B 110- Watt Transmitter Replica
An honorary ' Cool Stuff Award goes to Steve Hemph II of Solid Electronics Laboratories,
whose personal labor of love sat n the Belar bootn_ Hemphill is enamored with the
Phasitron FM modulation concept, oeveloped by Dr. Robert Ao;er of Zenith in the 1940s
and commercialized by General Eectric, ehich used the design in early FM transmitters.
Thanks to a nanual from Bill Gillman. Henphil was an to repicate most of tbe circuitre
and layouts of this. unit. He found origiral tubes and tome components online He made
production templates and silk-screens for the project, cesignec and hand- wound the RF
multiplier coils- and transformers and spent $ 7.000 of his own money. We'll report on this
project in detail in a future issue.
Info: E-mail to Sliemp949@ael. Ca?!

Company: TC Helicon
Product: VoicePrismPlus Human Voice Modeling/Formant Processor
Voice Modeling is cool technology that allows real-time resynthesis and reshaping of the
human voice. It offers a variety of ways to process a vocal input, including the ability to add
breath, growl, rasp, head and chest resonance, inflection or vibrato. Provides direct editable
control over a lead voice. It also includes effects, harmony and backing channel vocal
processing. See RW's review in the April 24 issue.
Info: (805) 373-1828 or www.tc-helicon.com

Company: dbm Systems Inc.
Product: Pocket Radio Station
From the makers of CartWorks Digital Audio Systems comes
something to make life simpler for busy radio operators. No more
weekend or after- hour trips to the studio. Check and edit traffic and
music scheditles from home, run a remote broadcast or baUgame
from the field with no studio personnel, or remotely perform broadcast
tasks with ease using the Pocket Radio Station. Available with most
new CartWorks digital audio systems. Price: $ 1,500 to $2,500.
Info: (800) 795-7234 or wwbv.cartworks.com

Company: Harris Corp.
Product: Studioflex Furniture
Push atoggle and the furniture rises up.
Push it the other way and it goes down.
A simple idea, implemented gracefully
by Harris using special hydraulics to
help radio clients comply with ADA
requirements or to satisfy both a standup morning team and a sit-down
overnight jock. We've seen other
raise/lower
furniture
systems
on
occasion, but none so easy to operate.
Jackie Broo of Harris makes like Vanna
White in the photo.
Info: (513) 459-3400 or www.harris.com

Company: Sierra Automated Systems
Product: RIOLink for 32KD Digital Audio Network
Provides remote I/O connectivity for the 32KD Digital Audio Network. A
RIOLink module in the mainframe occupies one universal slot and interfaces
32 channels of audio, in and out, plus data to a RIOLink remote chassis.
Connects to the remote location via CAT-5or fiber optic cabling. Judges were
similarly impressed with the 32KD itself, introduced last year and now
shipping.
Info: (818) 840-6749 or wvvwsasaudio.com
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Company: Harris Broadcast Communications
Company: Broadcast Electronics Inc.
Company: Nautel Ltd.
The judges voted a special "Cool Stuff' Award for Technical Advancement of IBOC to the manufacturers licensed to implement
Ibiquity Digital's in-band, on-channel technology in transmitters and exciters. These companies demonstrated products at the NAB
show and have invested significant research and development to better the radio industry. Harris Corp. was licensed in the spring of
2001; Nautel and BE were licensed last fall. Regardless of how the IBOC rollout proceeds, our judges felt that the companies that are
taking the lead in bringing it to market deserved their recognition.
Harris Info: (513) 459-3400 or wwwharris.com
BE Info: (217) 224.9600 or www.bdcastcom
Nautel Info: (207) 947-8200 or www.nautel.com
NAUTEL XI_12d TRANSMITTER

Company: Sabine Inc.
Product: SMW-5000 2.4 GHz Spread-Spectrum Wireless Systems
Why didn't someone think of this before? Use spread spectrum to solve interference
problems. Up to 50 units in a single location. DSP allows custom processing on each
mic. Mic SuperModeling lets users punch up their favorite elements virtually, without
changing the capsule. Available in one- and two-channel models and includes FBX
Feedback Exterminator, compressor/limiter and intelligent de-esser.
Info: (386) 418-2000 or www.sabine.com

Company: Digidesign
Product: Mbox
Mbox is a micro studio music production
system, a 2-channel USB audio peripheral.
It is powered by Pro Tools 5.2 LE software
and integrates audio and MIDI recording,
editing, real-time mixing and Internet
collaboration. The purpose of Mbox is to
make Pro Tools available to budget and
home users. Getting started requires only a
USB-compatible Apple Macintosh ( Windows
support is coming) and the Mbox unit, which
costs about $500.
Info: (800) 333-2137 or www.digidesign.com
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Company: Stardraw.com
Product: Stardraw Radio
Computer-aided design tools are all well and good.
But here's a program aimed directly at radio facility
designers and engineers. Create schematics, rack
layouts, bills of materials, equipment quotations and
custom panels. Pick from 10,000 product symbols and
update the radio-specific product library every month.
Design asystem in block or pictorial schematic mode,
and a cool rack layout is created automatically.
Integrate with Excel to produce powerful reports. Read
and edit DWG and DXF files.
Info: (212) 672-1855 or visit www.stardraw.com

Company: Gangverk
Product: Mayo Radio Interactive Music System
The Mayo Interactive Radio System, out of Iceland,
puts music selection in the hands of listeners through
astation Web site and mobile phone interfaces. The
genres are chosen by the station; the exact selection
is up to listeners, who can use the Web or mobile
interfaces to view the playlist, choose music for
broadcast, receive SMS notifications before favorites
are played or when friends choose music, chat with
other users and buy albums online. Useful for Web
stations, it also could work on the air. A daring station
might follow the example of some stations abroad
and choose to air traditional programming by day and
give listeners control at night.
Info: +354-511-1270 or www.gangverk.is

Company: RCS
Product: Selector Smart Ripper
This technology from the people who invented
Selector music scheduling lets you record CDs onto a
hard drive in minutes. It takes CD audio and rips it,
analyzes it, then "Selectorizes" it, determining the
song's tempo, energy, texture, beats per minute, what
key the song begins and ends in, and whether the
ending is fade or cold. This is all automatic. Edit songs
to create different versions or overwrite the original
file. New versions are reanalyzed with one click.
Info: (914) 428-4600 or www.rcsworks.com

Company: Mager Systems Inc.
Product: Touch-Sensitive Solid-Surface
Keyboard and Switches
This furniture innovator isn't afraid to try just about anything to
make acustomer happy. The company is used to working with
unusual solid surfaces that can make astudio table look like it
came from the stone age or the 23rd century. But our judges
were absolutely tickled by the way Mager implemented EA0brand touch- sensitive switches into this countertop. That's not a
rock, it's a computer keyboard! And Mager offers a 10-year
warranty on solid-surface tops and applications.
Info: (623) 780-0045 or www.magersystems.com

Company: AUDEMAT
Product: AM-Fieldstar
This is an automatic mobile AM field-strength meter that lets you carry out afull
network coverage survey of the local AM band with ease. Set up the equipment on
your car, configure the stations that you want to check and ... drive! It captures RF
levels and allows the visualization and analysis of the results on your PC. Judges
loved the calibrated AM receiver, integrated GPS receiver and rotating, directional
calibrated antenna.
Info: (866) 283-3628 or visit www.audematcom
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Company: Broadcast Tools
Product: SS 16.4 Stereo Switcher
Kudos for acompany that keeps cranking out great problem-solvers. Switcher
accommodates 16 stereo inputs, four stereo and four monaural outputs. Buttons for
input, output, macro and mute selection. LEDs give status of ins, outs, silence
sensors, PIP and power. Configure for mix mode (any/all inputs to any/all outputs);
overlap mode (any two inputs to an output); or interlock mode ( selected input is
connected while previous input is disconnected).
Info: (360) 854-9559 or www.broadcasttools.com

Company: Crown Broadcast
Product: RF Sentinel
Barry Honel's new baby offers full or semi- redundant protection
without high cost. Typically, transmitter failure is in the power
amp or power supply, so Crown developed a Redundant
Transmitter Controller. One typical configuration uses the
controller, FM500 exciter/driver, PA2000 amplifier and PS2000
supply. If the controller detects afault, it will shut down the PA or
PS and ramp the exciter/driver from 70 watts drive to a 500-watt
output. This will result in a -6 dB signal loss but the station
remains on the air. Ships as awired rack system, with antenna
switches and coaxial cables, or as components to upgrade
existing Crown systems. Other configurations are available, as
are optional cell phone control and notification.
Info: (877) 262-8900 or visit www.crownbroadcastcom
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Security Concerns
Remain for Radio
See Page 44
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New Campaign Rules on Tap
by Frank Montero
As election season approaches, candidates for every possible elected office will
start calling your station to request commercial time. It's also the time when station owners and sales managers have to
start brushing up on that most incomprehensible set of FCC requirements, the
political broadcasting rules.
That means relearning the equal time
requirements and pulling out your calculators and slide rules to figure out lowest
unit rates.
However, starting on Nov. 6, the day
after this year's congressional elections,
there will be anew set of rules to learn
courtesy of the McCain-Feingold/ShaysMeehan Campaign Finance Reform legislation, which President Bush signed into
law on March 27.
Many have heard about the new law
and may know that it was aimed at narrowing the permissible limits and uses of
so-called "soft money" contributions. Soft
money is the name for the unlimited contributions that can be made by corporations, unions and wealthy individuals to
political parties, that could be used to
influence federal elections.
Provisions for radio
However, many radio station owners
may not realize that the new law contains
specific provisions aimed at radio and
television advertising by candidates.
First, perhaps we need abrief and general refresher course on what the FCC's
rules say about political advertising.
Many of the political broadcasting
obligations stem from the "reasonable
access," "equal opportunities" and "lowest unit charge" sections of the
Communications Act.
While the subtle interpretations of
these rules could easily fill a textbook,
generally these rules are meant to ensure

that broadcast facilities are available to
candidates for federal offices, that broadcasters treat competing candidates equally
and that stations provide candidates with
the rates they offer their most-favored
commercial advertisers during specified
periods prior to an election.
"Reasonable access" requires stations
to provide "legally qualified" candidates

for federal elective office with access to
"reasonable amounts of time" to promote
their candidacies.
"Equal opportunities" requires that
each opposing candidate for federal, state
or local office be permitted an equal
opportunity to buy time at the same rates
paid by the first candidate.
"Lowest unit charge" ( this is the

May 22, 2002
tricky one) prevents broadcasters, during
the 45 days before aprimary or primary
runoff election and 60 days before a
general election, from charging candidates more than the lowest rate offered
to the station's most favored advertiser
for the same class, length of spot and
time period.
At all other times, legally qualified
candidates are entitled, at aminimum, to
purchase time at rates comparable to what
other advertisers pay.
See CAMPAIGN, page 42

'Radio Wayne' Silent
Auction Raises Nearly $ 26,000
The now-annual "Radio Wayne" Silent Auction, held during RAB2002 in Orlando, Ha., raised $25,602 to benefit The
Broadcasters' Foundation and the Roaring Fork Conservancy.
The auction honors the late radio executive " Radio
Wayne" Cornils, who served with the RAB and the NAB. He
died in 2000.
The Broadcasters' Foundation assists broadcasters and their
families in times of acute need. The Roaring Fork
Conservancy is an environmental group that protects the rivers
and habitat of the Roaring Fork Valley in western Colorado, a

Green, Cornils' son Christopher and daughter
Carrie stand with one of this year's hot auction
items, the Crosley Sleigh reproduction radio.

Rickie Hall of Rickie Hall and Associates and
Cornils wife, Wendy Green of the RAB, flank
a photo of Cornils that welcomes bidders to
the Radio Wayne Silent Auction at RAB2002.

favorite fly-fishing spot of Cornils.
RAB President and CEO Gary Fries announced that the
auction, now in its third year, will be apermanent fixture at
the RAB conference.
"This is a continuing legacy to the loves and the life of
Wayne," said Fries.

For all your audio & audio-for-video needs:

EY BROADCAST. corn
800-732-7665
Local Phone: 301-682-8700 • Fax: 301-682-8377 • Address: 7313-G Grove Road, Frederick, MD 21 704
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Issue ads are advertisements that
been substantially lower than the rate
ostensibly speak out to aparticular politipaid by even the most-favored commerLocal Ad
cal issue but actually that are aimed at
cial advertisers.
promoting or attacking aparticular candiHowever, the amendment was dropped
Billings Drag
> Continued from page 41
date. The law addresses issue ads by
and the legislation as adopted and signed
The campaign finance reform legislaimposing restrictions on labor unions and
did not include the Torricelli language.
Down Sales
tion places restrictions on the ability of
for-profit corporations, which engage in
While the changes brought about by
federal candidates to invoke the lowest "electioneering communications."
Numbers
the new legislation have been described as
unit charge and equal access provisions of
These are defined as television and/or
the most sweeping campaign finance
the FCC's rules. Specifically, under the
radio ads that refer to one or more specifreforms in ageneration, don't rush out to
After aone- month trip into posinew law, candidates cannot invoke the
ic candidates. The law does permit such
memorize them yet. Almost immediately
tive territory, the Radio Advertising
rights and conditions of access under the
organizations to purchase such ads
after the bill was signed into law by
Bureau reported another decline in
FCC's rules unless they certify in writing
through a 501(c)(4) nonprofit political
President Bush, the new legislation was
radio
revenue for the industry in
that they will not make direct
action committee, however, only if they
challenged in two separate court
February. The month was down 5
reference to another candidate for the
are funded with individual contributions
proceedings.
percent compared to the same
same office in any broadcast.
and only if the organization complies with
Sen. Mitch McConnell, RKy., filed a
month last lear.
Once the candidate provides the station
specific sponsorship disclosure rules.
lawsuit in the U.S. District Court for the
National ad revenue actually was
owner with that certification, the candiDistrict of Columbia, arguing that the new
up 1percent, but local dollars,
date personally must identify himself in
Caution
law violates the First Amendment's prowhich make up the bulk of radio
the spot, state the office he is seeking and
During the time that the new law was
tection of free speech. The National Rifle
billings, fell 6percent, due primarily
state that he has approved the broadcast.
being debated in Congress, the NAB took
Association filed aseparate challenge to
to the lack of TV sweeps advertising
If a federal candidate fails to provide
acautious position. In one of its position
the law.
in this Olympic year.
the written certification to the broadcast
papers, the NAB stated "broadcasters
The law itself provides for expedited
Looking at year-to-date numbers,
station, the candidate forfeits his rights to
have adirect stake in ensuring that camreview, so some believe that an initial
national
sales figures grew 1perthe lowest unit charge during the periods
paign finance reform legislation does not
court ruling may come down before the
cent, while local dropped 3 percent
of 45 days before aprimary or primary
cross First-Amendment lines by imposing
law would go into effect.
during the first two months of the
runoff election and 60 days before agenconstitutionally questionable ' free airIn the interim, political candidates and
year.
eral election,
time' restrictions or drastically discounted
broadcasters will stand by to see how
Gary Fries, RAB president and
Likewise, when acandidate has made
advertising rates."
their relationship will be affected by the
CEO, stated, " Radio has a broad
the appropriate certification, but
NAB opposed the original bill, calling
new legislation.
range of advertising categories
nonetheless runs an ad without the propit "an assault on the First Amendment"
Frank Montero is a communications
which have sustained the medium
er identification and sponsorship inforand citing industry- specific concerns.
attorney with the Washington office of
through the recent turbulent economation, he loses the right to the lowest
That concern was prompted by an earlierShaw Pittman, LLP. He was director of
my. Radio revenues are strengthenunit charge for the remainder of the preintroduced amendment to the bill known
the FCC's Office of Communications
ing each month, and as we look forelection period,
as the Torricelli Amendment.
Business Opportunities and co-chair of
ward, the industry is poised for a
Where acandidate forfeits the lowest
If adopted, the amendment would have
the Federal Communications Bar
steady growth recovery."
unit charge, he also forfeits his rights to
required television broadcasters to proAssociation's Transactional Practice
comparable rates during all other periods.
vide candidates with rates equivalent to
Committee. Contact him at (202) 663— Sharon Rae Pettigrew
However, broadcasters still must afford
the least-expensive spot in the same time
8936 or send e-mail to frank.montero@
the federal candidate "reasonable access."
period over the last year, regardless of
shawpittman.com.
As such, astation will not be permitclass, and would have made those spots
ted to refuse a federal candidate's spot
non-preemptible.
simply because acandidate has failed to
The amendment also would have
make the appropriate certification or
granted national committees of political
runs aspot without the new sponsorship
parties the same treatment for issue ads
disclosure,
purchased on behalf of candidates in
The legislation also imposes restrictions
connection with their campaign. By
BUSINESS BOOSTERS IRON GRACE BROADCAST SAIES • ORDER TOLL-F
REd 1- 888-GRACE-88
on "soft money" expenditures for broadremoving the word "class" from the defcast advertisements. The new law proinition of lowest unit charge, the NAB
hibits special interest groups from using
argued that the practical effect of the
-FOUNDERS OF OUR
Reserve Abw for
soft money to purchase what are known as
Torricelli Amendment would have been
AMERICAN REPUBLIC Your Marketi
CUNURESS.
!mew
"issue ads" within 60 days of ageneral
the creation of anon-preemptible, "can.11111keisinhiferil
election, and 30 days of aprimary.
didate-only" rate which would have
Sound Ideas for Budd:rig Bustness 24
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"SUMMER SAFETY TIPS"

FATHER'S DAY

40 :60-sec. Features
15 :30-sec. Features
$199 Complete! $99 Complete!

BALSYS
T ECHNOLOGY G ROUP. INC.

PROFESSIONAL BROADCAST
ENGINEERING SERVICES
www

woodlinefurniture corn

Analysis— Installation — Support
7141 Tallowtree Lane
Orlando, FL 32835
Te1:407-822-7055
Fax: 407-296-2587
www.balsys.com
sales@balsys.com

I
NDEPENDENCE DAY
25 : 60-sec. Features
$130 Complete!

SPACE
AVAILABLE
Call Simone For Details
1-703-998-7600 ext. 154

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
VVoodline Furniture
serving the broadcast industry
with quality furnishings

Promote your services to Radio World's readers. Reach Radio Station and
Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message.
For information on affordable advertising
call Simone at 1-703-998-7600, ext. 154.

mitt

technologies

today's
broadcaster
thou sht:
You need

dependable
broadcast software
you can count on

Because you lib
have a

radio station
to run

You have more important business than worrying if your
broadcast automation software is working. So why devote
your valuable time and resources trying to reinvent the
same hassle free experience OMT's iMediaTouch is known
for? After all, we have been developing broadcast automation
software that radio stations have trusted since 1984.
With ahost of automation features designed to save both
time and resources without breaking the bank, our iMedia
software family has received multiple industry awards for
innovation. Maybe that's why over 400 radio stations around
the world choose OMT for their broadcast automation
software. Why not join them?
In the broadcast industry, you can't afford to divert your
attention away from driving your business. But you can afford
iMediaTouch, and we're just acall away: 1-888-665-0501.
iMediaTduch broadcast automation software.
Completely dependable. Completely affordable.

Broadcast Automation Software

To learn more, visit
www.omtnetidependable
for afree demo
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'Don't Block the Door Open'
Radio Managers Are Urged Not to Relax
Attention to Security as 9/11 Fears Retreat
by Paul Kaminski
On Sept. 10, 2001, station security
was probably the last concern on the
minds of most broadcasters.
In the months since the terrorist
attacks on 9/11, it has received much
more attention.
At an NAB2002 session called
"Station
Security:
Precautions,
Practices, and Procedures," panelists
and attendees discussed theories and
tips on making the bricks, mortar,
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equipment and people of a broadcast
stations safer in the post- Sept. 11 world.
The session was co- moderated by
Radio World Editor Paul McLane and
TV Technology Editor Tom Butts.
Price to pay
Panelist Leon Long, vice president
of operations for The Liberty Corp. and
general manager of WLOX(TV) in
Biloxi, Miss., said broadcasters might
well be in the crosshairs of those " looking for ahigh- profile target."

Kevin Cassidy, corporate director of
security and safety for Reuters
America, said, "There would be aprice
to pay to protect ( assets and people).
Security is an evolutionary process."
Al Kenyon, Clear Channel Radio's
senior vice president for projects and
technology, said, " For a while after
9/11, people were very careful about
security. Now it seems doorstops came
back into fashion."
In other words, staffers are leaving
doors unlocked or propped open,
returning to old habits.
Although many of the security measures discussed involved technology,
such as card readers, alarm systems and

TWIN STREAMS

OF SPARKLING DIGITAL

AUDIO BOTTLED AT

THE SOURCE DELIVERED

CCTV camera monitoring, some of the
most- effective security measures discussed cost nothing to implement.
"You have to get your entire organization involved in security," said Long.
"Don't block the door open."
Cassidy said managers might "consider having the facility managers
report to the security department, since
they share common responsibilities."
Kenyon said, "The key thing to protect is your people, and that's done
through planning."
On camera
Panelists took questions about keeping computers and servers safe, privacy
issues surrounding monitoring by
CCTV cameras, transmitter security
and access vs. openness in radio station design.
Cassidy said the process of welcoming visitors can be incorporated in the
screening process to make it quick and
professional.
Long said Liberty is going to a
"bank- teller" style of lobby, and has
them at 10 of his facilities.
"It protects that 22- year- old receptionist. Perhaps it seems like a fortress
mentality, but we can sleep a lot better
at night."

CRYSTAL CLEAR

Broadcasters
might well be in the
crosshairs of those
looking for a highprofile target.
— Leon Long

You went all- digital ana spent $ 10K on a processor
for a signature air sound, right? So the last thing you
want to do is pollute the air chain with compression.
Demand the pristine 16- bit linear audio of the
SL9003Q. It's configurable with up to two pairs of
uncompressed stereo audio. You choose the sampling
rate: 32, 44.1 or 48 kHz. Even add a cost effective
Ti backup option with redundant audio modules, for
still more versatility.

Kenyon added some suggestions for
the station emergency plan.
Have ameeting place 300 to 500 feet
away from the building where staff can
meet after an evacuation, he counseled.
Keep a current list of key people
with telephone and cell phone numbers
in aplace outside the building.
"Let the local emergency management people know who should be in the
building. Most of all, get another set of
eyes on your plant."
What steps does your organization
take to assure the security of people
and the facility? Tell us via e-mail to
radioworld@imaspub.com.
This story originally appeared in the
NAB Daily News and is copyright
NAB.

News Updates
Every Business Day

Dual, uncompressed AES streams — one SIL — and
the reliability and quality of Moseley.
The choice is clear.
phone ( 805) 968 9621 • 111 Castilian Drive • Santa Barbara, CA 93117-3093 • www.moseleysb.com

http://www.rwonline.com
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AM Success Strategies Shared
by Alan R. Peterson
"Have we become a trash dump?
AM radio should be alive and well!"
This was the message delivered by
moderator Rick Sellers at "You Can't
Spell ' America' Without AM," an
NAB2002 panel addressing owners and
managers of AM radio stations.
Joining Sellers was Red Pitcher,
general manager and sales manager of
WJBC(AM), Bloomington, Ill., and
Kevin
Potter,
who
heads
up
KWON(AM) in Bartlesville, Okla.

but they can't compete with me!"
Potter punctuated his declaration by
emphasizing his station's extensive
focus on local news, hometown sports
and weather _ the latter being of great
importance in the tornado-prone region.
Summer concerts, information features, lost pet segments and school
sports are all sponsored. Yearly promotions have netted the station up to
$145,000 in business.
"Don't do anything unless it's sold,"
Potter said, a business strategy echoed
by Pitcher.
Pitcher's own task was to make
viable an AM station that had apercep-

tion of being "too old," employing FM
broadcasters to give it a more modern
feel. He airs gardening tips and backto-school safety advice, all sponsored.
Pitcher also airs an ESPN-type
sports package reporting from several
games simultaneously rather than the
play-by-play of asingle event.
When questioned by an audience
member about local competition
offered by non-commercial low-power
FM stations arriving in their markets,
Potter said, "Idon't feel threatened.
We will outwork everybody. We'll roll
up our sleeves and get involved."
Sellers offered to "help the little

guy," in his words.
The events of Sept. 11 were defining
moments for each station. Pitcher's
station generated $ 883,000 in victimsupport donations at a local supermarket, while Sellers scooped his newsintensive competition.
"They were parked on the network,
while we interviewed the mayor and
the chief of police," he said.
Potter spoke of a local group visiting Washington that managed to get
out one phone call.
"Who did they call? Us, not the
newspaper, not their families. But they
did ask us to tell their families they
were all right."
This story originally appeared in the
NAB Daily News and is copyright
NAB.
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Don't do
anything on the
air unless it's sold.

— Kevin Potter,
KWON(AM)
Sellers and his panel shared business
strategies and moneymaking concepts
that have made winners of their
AM stations.
Strategies, concepts
"In a perfect world, we'd all make
money and have 100 shares," said
Sellers, president of KMRY, a standalone
AM
station
in
Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.
Sellers stressed the importance of
affiliating with a news network almost
immediately, and not to underplay
local news and sports. With patriotic
underpinnings, Sellers also spoke of
"Project Pledge," where recordings of
local schools reciting the Pledge of
Allegiance are aired on KMRY, the
feature
underwritten
by
local
advertisers.
Potter's own station is situated near
Tulsa, which he said has helped him
considerably.
"I can't compete with Tulsa stations,
STATION
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NBG, NBC Bring
'Access Hollywood'
To Radio
Fas of TV's "Access Hollywood"
soon can hear the feature on the radio.
NBG Radio Network and NBC
Enterprises have launched the radio
syndication of "Access Hollywood
on the Radio With Nancy O'Dell."
The two- minute daily vignette features celebrity news from the daily
televised entertainment magazine
"Access Hollywood."
In a related deal, Nancy O'Dell
Enterprises Inc. has penned an agreement with NBG to provide two to
five minutes of daily live commentary to radio stations in the top 25
markets each week.
For more information visit
www.ngbradio.com.

IF YOU WANT TO BOOST YOUR REVENUES, PROFIT FROM OUR EXPERIENCE.
At NPR Satellite Services, we understand all the ups and downs of broadcasting— because we
do it ourselves. That's why we provide acomplete set of affordable satellite solutions to support
you. If you need reliable space segment with coverage in all 50 states and the Caribbean,
or require custom engineering design, training, and consulting— we've got the experience and
technical expertise to get your transmissions up there to generate dollars down here. To find out
more, call NPR Satellite Services at 202.513.2626. And discover some very down to earth value.
WWW.NPRSS.ORG
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nity to grow streaming into a mature
market instead of a per-song/per-user
fee structure that would squelch
growth.

Industry Ponders Streaming Future
by Dee McVicker
NAB2002 conventioneers gathered
on the floor and in sessions last month
to discuss the latest twists and turns in
the ongoing streaming media saga.
"If you have been on this ride since
1998, you know that it's very much like
the roller coaster ride at the
Stratosphere," said Marshall Eubanks,
CEO of Multicast Technologies in
Fairfax, Va., and apanelist for an NAB
Xstream session.

ing sand in the face of broadcasters,
who were already feeling the slum in
over-the-air ad sales.
Clear Channel temporarily pulled the
plug on streaming in the spring of 2001
and other stations followed suit. Radio

"The existing infrastructure has never been built for this," said Jay Haynes,
CEO of Blue Falcon Networks in Us
Angeles and an Xstream panelist.
Although bandwidth costs have fallen through the floor in the last two
years, streaming's large appetite for
bandwidth remains acostly proposition
for broadcasters. Many, like Haynes,
pin their hope on a solution known as
peer-to-peer IP multicasting.

Heads bobbed up and down in the
audience and attendees gave each other
knowing looks as they recalled the highs
and lows of Webcasting — from the
high-roller days of Napster to the gravity-defying drop in bandwidth costs.
But it was the recent turn of events
concerning content fees that supplied
the adrenaline rush for broadcasters
and media companies this NAB show.

Many users

CARP issues
Copyright and talent fees set separately by the Copyright Arbitration
Royalty Panel and the American
Federation of Television and Radio
Artists threaten to send the cost of
Webcasting through the roof.
So far, streaming portals and those
companies who support them have been
hit the hardest.
"A lot of our customers went broke,"
said Mark Warner, director of broadcasting for RealNetworks in Seattle.
Last year, union costs took their toll
on Webcasting profitability when
AFTRA decided its members would
need additional compensation for ads
originally recorded for radio but played
over the Internet.
AMA's stipulation for what could
amount to an additional 300 percent
collected in talent fees was like throw-

Given the chance, most broadcasters
said they'd be interested in makinrg the
investment in what they recognize as
exploding opportunity. But again and
again, in NAB sessions and on the
exhibit floor, they voiced frustration
with the cost, and technology,
of Webcasting.

mendation has been palpable. There
was talk on the convention floor of a
coup by Radio One and Clear Channel
to start charging record companies for
their promotional use of radio airwaves.

Last year Broadcast Electronics purchased SoniXtream,
a Webcasting package for broadcasters that includes encoding,
stream hosting, audio processing and digital asset management
applications. Miami's WPOW(FM) Power96 employs the full suite.
groups are streaming again, but many
are eliminating over-the-air spots from
their Webcasts and replacing these
timeslots with ads not under AFTRA
contract or, unfortunately, sometimes
with "dead air."
In February, CARP issued a recommendation that Internet radio stations
pay copyright holders 0.07 cents per
song, per listener.
Broadcaster resistance to the recom-

"Broadcasters have a lot more clout
than they might think," said John
Schaab, general manager of On Air
Digital USA, based in Dallas.
Schaab isn't alone in his thinking
that stations should negotiate a more
equitable arrangement based on percentage of revenue. Broadcasters
attending the show appeared united in
their pursuit of aper-revenue fee structure that would give them the opportu-

Instead of sending a dedicated
stream for each user, the predominant
streaming method today, IP multicasting lets broadcasters send one stream
for many users, eliminating the additional bandwidth needed for each user.
Peer- to- peer IP multicasting takes
the concept astep further and uses distributed networking to hand off the
stream from one user to the next,
which, according to Haynes, is saving
Virgin Radio — considered the fastestgrowing Internet radio station— anywhere from 40 to 75 percent in bandwidth costs each month.
No one offered any such quick fixes
for the so-called last- mile problem at
this NAB convention, but plenty
offered opinions.
Attendees talked openly, at times bitterly, of their disappointment that the
majority of Internet radio listeners still
are dialing into the Internet at speeds
that can't deliver enough bits for good
quality mono, let alone stereo music.
See STREAMING, page 48
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ettling for flabby, undefined bass? Buried, clouded, mids? Shrill, annoying high end
that you just can't tune out of your current processor? Is your only comfort that some of
your neighbors on the dial sound as bad or worse than you do? Then it's time to step up to
the new Aphex 2020MkIII.
Radically new processing algorithms and circuitry bring even greater loudness while maintaining clarity and musicality. The bass is tight, deep and resonant, the mids are detailed and
forward, and the highs are open and natural. The 2020MklIl is so powerful, yet so clean, it is
the only " broadcast" processor used in world class post production and mastering facilities.
With an extensive range of useful controls you can readily achieve your own unique sonic
signature ... asound that you'll never want to get rid of.
Call us today to audition the new 2020MkIll at your station.

APHEX
SYSTEMS

Improving the way the world soundssm
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A
818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 www.aphex.com
Aphex is aregistered trademark of Aphex Systems
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Streaming
Continued from page 46

Following an upbeat dialog on new
streaming technologies, panelist Doug
Mohney, the principal for Vegas
Commando in Alexandria, Va., broke in
with what he characterized as the negative reality of the marketplace.
Even though agreat deal of fiber has
been installed in recent years to get
high-speed data rates through the last
mile and to the end user, he said, a
majority of that fiber remains dark
because broadband providers have
reined in capital expenditure.
Mohney voiced the growing speculation that the enterprise sector, with
its wide area networks and wide TI
pipes ideal for streaming, may be the
early adopter of streaming instead of
broadcasting.
"It's good to be in the enterprise
right now. Narrowcasting appears to be
the way to make money right now,"
he said.

It recently purchased SoniXtream, an
end- to- end Webcasting package for
broadcasters that includes encoding,
stream hosting, audio processing and
digital asset management applications.
Just as revealing at this NAB show
were the topics not discussed.
Noticeably absent were the usual heat-

VIRGIN RADIO CONTINUES WEB GROWTH

of MeasureCast's recent streaming rankings have familiar names.
For example, Virgin Radio finished the week of April 15 as the top Web radio station
based on hours streamed. MeasureCast said the London-based broadcaster streamed
303,100 hours of entertainment to 52,161 people.
The leaders

JazzFM, the previous week's top Webcaster, came in second; classical stations
WOXR(FM) and KING(FM) were third and fourth.
Overall Internet radio listening through mid-April was up about 99 percent for the year,
as monitored by the MeasureCast Internet Radio Listening Index, arepresentation of the
trend in total time spent listening across aspectrum of online stations. The index has
increased more than 560 percent since the beginning of 2001.
Clear Channel Worldwide continued as the top-ranked network of Web radio stations
measured by MeasureCast, by streaming 1.6 million hours to 264,000 listeners.
"There is no doubt that consumer demand for Internet radio is growing," said
MeasureCast CEO Ed Hardy.

ed debates on codecs (coder-decoder),
a
surprising
omission
given
RealNetworks' announcement to support MPEG-4 after attempts to own the
tuner - er, media player - market
using its proprietary codecs failed
last year.
Apple also had announced earlier in
the year its support of MPEG-4, an
open- standard that has itself taken an
interesting new turn in recent months.

- Paul J. McLane

TOP 10 INTERNET RADIO NETWORKS
(MONDAY, APRIL 15, 2002 - SUNDAY, APRIL 21, 2002)
Rank

High fees?
In January, MPEG-4 patent holders
set codec fees that many claim are simply too high. The debate bears astriking
similarity to the digital content rights
debate, except at issue is the price of
codecs used in media players for reduc-

Network

URL

Clear Channel
Worldwide

www.clearchannelcom

2

Radio Free Virgin

www.radiofreevirgin.com

3

Warp Radio

4

StreamAudio

5

Virgin Radio

have a lot more clout

Total TSL'
(in hours)
1,605,127

www.wmpradio.com
www.streamoudio.com
www. virginradio. co.uk

6

Internet Radio, Inc.

7

SurferNETWORK

www.szafernebvorkcom

Public Interactive

www.publicinteractive.com

8

Broadcasters
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ny's new acquisition.

www.internetradioinc.com

9

New York Times WQXR

www.wqxr.com/cgibbdiowalindex.hbni

10

KING-FM

www.king.org

than they might think.

Cume
Persons'
272,361

751,058

163,352

682,366

119,813

502,826

97,817

453,905

91,316

332,630

145,456

271,376

43,611

176,880

49,621

170,348

28,709

130,408

21,879

THE MEASURECAST WEEKLY TOP 10
(MONDAY, APRIL 15, 2002 - SUNDAY, APRIL 21, 2002)

- John Schaab
LW

TW

2

Division, contrast
The contrast was evident in sessions
covered, in group discussions, in product designs. But perhaps the most striking example of just how far apart in
thinking the two had become was found
in the broadcast hall, at the Broadcast
Electronics booth.
Show-goers gathering around a display of Broadcast Electronics' new
acquisition, SoniXtream, were instructed on the many customized features of
what sales reps referred to as "tuners."
Broadcasters at once understood the
meaning of the term: This software version of the radio tuner for audio or
video playback on the PC could only
be, well, atuner.
But those who hailed from the computer camp weren't so inclined, thinking of it instead as "media player" and
revealing a fundamental difference in
their understanding of the technology.
"We're each coming at this from a
very different perspective," said Ray
Miklius, Broadcast Electronics' vice
president of studio systems, who hopes
to bridge that distance with the compa-

ing the bit-rate of streamed content.
Two of the three major media player
vendors now support MPEG-4, while
Microsoft remains the odd man out by
continuing to push its proprietary
codecs. The company appeared to dig

Even so, attendees paid little attention. It seemed broadcasters were less
interested in the competitive specifics of
codecs and more interested in how they
could compete in this fresh new marketplace. More than one attendee invoked
memories of Napster - a painful
reminder of untapped consumer demand.
Conversations inevitably turned to
subscription vs. advertising models as
ways to capture the business.
"It's still about cost vs. audience,"
said Warner with RealNetworks, which
promoted its Real Broadcast Network
to help broadcasters implement online
subscription services by reducing the
entry cost and time required to build
their own infrastructure.
Neither business model will get far,
however, without aresolution as to the
method and amount of payment made
to copyright holders. The broadcast
industry is holding its collective
breath until the time when the
Librarian of Congress will review the
CARP recommendation.

But even as they're pondering the
possibilities, they're bracing for other
twists and turns in the ongoing saga of
streaming - or screaming media, as
one astute broadcaster calls it.
Dee McVicker can be reached
at ( 480) 545-7363 or via e-mail to
deemcv@qwest.net.

•

Owner/Network
Virgin Radio New
Media

JazzFM/102.2 FM &
100.4 FM
(London)

Jazz

Total
TSL'
(in hours)

URL

Come
Persons'

bmw.virginrarlio.couk

303,100

52,161

Clear Channel
World Wide

wwwjazzfin.com

261,911

68,613

3

3

WQXR-FM/96.3
(New York)

Classical

New York Times

www.wq.zr.com

4

170,348

4

28,709

K1NG-FM/98.1
(Seattle)

Classical

www.king.org

130,408

21,879

MEDIAmazing
(Internet-only)

Listener
Formatted
Urban Adult
Contemporary

Classic Radio Inc.
Real Broadcast
Networks
MED1Arnazing

www.mediankwing.com

80,019

49,606

Service
Broadcasting
3WK .

www.k104fin.com

72,383

6,769

bnvw.3wk.com

72,019

19,640

5

5

6

6

in its heels all the more with its codec
advancements demonstrated under the
company's technology codename
"Corona" this NAB convention.

Format
Hot Adult
Contemporary

Virgin Radio/1215
AM & 105.8 FM
(London)
2

The absence of streaming media
equipment on the radio exhibit floor
certainly supported that speculation. A
handful of companies brought streaming media products, but RF and traditional radio wares still dominated the
radio hall by awide margin.
Yet, in the streaming media hall, new
media products were practically jumping off their display racks.
Divided as much by geography as by
philosophy, conventioneers across the
hall from broadcasters showed marked
differences in their perception of
Webcasting.

Station

7

7
Il
14

9
10

KKDA-FM/104.5
(Dallas)
3WK
Undergroundradio
(Internet-only)

Alternative
Rock

KNAC.COM
(Internet-only)

Pure Rock

KNAC.COM

www.knac.com

60,498

BeOnAir Rock
(Internet-only)
WFXZ-FM/93.7
(Wilmington, NC)

13,243

Rock

BeOnAir.com

www.radio.beanair.corn

56,131

6,386

Classic Rock

Sea-Comm Media
/Warp Radio

www. 937thebonecom

55,583

7,269

Notes:
1. Total TSL (Total Time Spent Listening) is the total number of hours streamed by the broadcaster in the reported time period.
2. Cume Persons is an estimate of the total number of unique listeners who had one or more listening sessions lasting five minutes or
longer during the reported time period. This estimate is derived using an algorithm that takes into account unique media player GUIDs.
unique IP addresses, and other variables during the reported time period.
About MeasureCast, Inc.

measureceist

MeasureCast, Inc. is the first company to provide Internet broadcasters, advertisers, and media buyers with true third-party audience
size and demographic information with the MeasureCast Streaming Audience Measurement Service -.MeasureCast employs patent-pending Active Event Monitoring -,aunique server-side technology, to record the exact number of streams requested from Internet broadcasters' streaming servers. Accurate, secure reports are available to customers within 24 hours of awebcast via apassword protected web
site. MeasureCast supports Microsoft Windows Media Technologies, RealNetworks RealSystem servers and other proprietary streaming
technologies. MeasureCast products and services are available through its direct sales force, and through Nielsen Media Research as part
of astrategic partnership with Nielsen Media Research and NetRatings. MeasureCast issues aweekly MeasureCast Top 25 - ranking of
Internet radio broadcasters, aweekly MeasureCast Internet Radio Index", which tracks the growth of on-line radio listening, and amonthly Top 50 ranking of Internet radio broadcasters. For additional information and ademonstration, visit kvww.measurecast. com. Corporate
headquarters is located at 921 SW Washington St., Suite 800, Portland, Oregon 97205.

BIA: 2001 Deals Saw
'Screeching Stop'
BIAfn says pronounced slowdowns in the overall economy - especially in advertising - led to the "screeching stop" of radio station transaction activity in 2001.
After "several years of previously unimaginable numbers of stations sold for
breathtaking prices, the number, and more significantly, the total value of radio stations that were sold in 2001 noticeably decreased," states BIA in an analysis of radio
deals in 2001.
While the number of stations sold in 2001 dropped by 46 percent, the total value
of those sales decreased by 85 percent to just below $4million.
In large markets, the average price paid for a station dropped by nearly
$10 million.
The report - " Radio Transactions 2001: Where Did All the Deals Go?"
- indicates the slowdown was well underway prior to the events of Sept. 11.
- Sharon Rae Pettigrew
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The CARPing Won't Stop Soon
by Craig Johnston
Web Watcher knows when he's at adisadvantage.
With the Librarian of Congress
required to rule on the Internet Radio
music royalty rate recommendations of the
Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel just
about the time you receive this copy of
Radio World in the mail, Web Watcher
isn't going to lay odds on what the librarian's decision is going to be.
Iam going to make one prediction,
however: no matter what the Librarian
decides, all heck's going to break loose.
Sleepy proceedings
The CARY's proceedings over the last
half of 2001 and the first part of this year
have been sleepy, inside- the- industry
news. Only Internet radio operators, who
would pay thousands, and record companies, which would receive millions, were
paying close attention.

"A Sword Over Web Radio," read the
headline over a Los Angeles Times
editorial.
It led the RIAA to post arebuttal on its
Web site: "In recent weeks, the CARP
rates have become the subject of an
intense misinformation and propaganda
campaign (so called 'grassroots' but really
ginned up by sophisticated lobbyists in
D.C.) — waged through the news media,
e- mails to Capitol Hill and numerous
Internet sites. The goal is to scare noncommercial Webcasters — including college radio stations and so-called hobbyists
— and their members of Congress into
thinking that the CARP rates are going to

drive non-commercial Webcasters out
of business."
Which led at least some college radio
stations that felt they'd been muscled out
of the CARP proceedings by the RIAA to
start their own campaign.
Fallout
"Unless Congress steps in to restructure
the copyright law, many Internet radio stations will not be able to continue to operate," states Joel Willer, general manager of
IOCUL(FM) at the University of Louisiana
at Monroe.
"Student- operated noncommercial
radio stations are particularly hard-hit
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because they have very limited financial
resources and their volunteer staffing
restricts their ability to comply with the
regulations."
And what effect might all this hullabaloo have?
"I think members of Congress and the
Librarian of Congress are people who read
newspapers, and are aware that this is an
extremely controversial decision," NAB's
Dennis Wharton, senior vice president for
communications told Web Watcher.
See WEB WATCH, page 50

Only one thing could endanger
the reliability, durability and quality
of an 0111B equipment
(oh, movie monsters are rare and unusual ... but it could happen)
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However, once "per-song/per-listener"
rates were announced by the CARP in late
February, prompting Internet radio operators to predict the demise of the fledgling
ad-supported radio over the Internet industry, it's been Page 1news.
Web Watcher has never seen such a
blitz. From the New York Times to the
smallest Valley News, they've chronicled
the attack of the big, bad record companies, represented by the Recording
Industry of America Association, on
Internet radio.
"The cost could force most out of
business," said a New York Times
news story.
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Web Watch
Continued from page 49

"Eddie Fritts has said, on occasion, ultimately Congress might have to become
involved in this issue." Fritts of course is
CEO of the NAB.
In fact, standing at the PR equivalent of
the Little Bighorn may have already taken
its first toll on the recording companies.
Through the RIAA they've scaled back
their requests for reporting requirements
on music played on Internet radio.

May 22, 2002

was stated clearly to their listeners on their
Web sites. He also noted that the yearover-year decline of Internet radio stations
actually began with the AFTRA talent fee
issue, and that some stations had returned
after solving that problem, only to go offline again because of the looming copyright fees.
Even if there are fewer stations stream-

Network, that allows advertisers to buy
specific demographics, dayparts or metro
areas, irrespective of the station.
"For example, (an advertiser) can buy
time on adozen stations in L.A., Boston
and New York through Hiwire that are
owned by different groups — from Clear
Channel to Salem."
Having copyright fees and other issues

"RIAA has simplified its proposal by
dropping the listener log, which resulted
in considerable confusion and criticism,"
stated RIAA's Steven Marks, senior vice
president, Business and Legal Affairs.
"We look forward to working with
Webcasters on having these reasonable
regulations adopted so that record labels
and artists can begin receiving royalties."

Every Friday
morning you'll
receive the week's

Identifying listeners
Web Watcher has been told by engineering types that technically, tracking listeners by a "unique user identifier" is a
do-able, if demanding, deal. However, you
don't have to be alawyer (or play one on
TV) to suppose that the user ID would
have been dead on arrival from aprivacy
standpoint. So the olives on this olive
branch may have already been spoiled.
The PR firestorm did spur 20 U.S. representatives to send aletter in late April to
James H. Billington, Librarian of
Congress, expressing fear that the persong/per-listener fee formula could "stifle
the industry and force hundreds of small
Webcasters out of business." The letter
was drafted by Rep. Jay Inslee, Democrat
from Washington state.
In real-world business terms, the uncertainties of the copyright fee situation may
have already taken a significant toll on
Internet radio.

RW NewsBytes
headlines in one

Rep. Jay Inslee, 0-Wash., drafted the letter he and
19 fellow congressmen sent to the Librarian of Congress.
ing, that doesn't seem to have interrupted
the stampede to listen to Internet radio.
Ratings service MeasureCast Inc. reported
Internet radio listening rose 99 percent
over the first three months of 2002. (See
page 48.)
"Despite the beating ( Internet radio is
taking on) the AFTRA issue, CARP recommendations, few advertising dollars
and the weak economy, consumer
demand for Web radio is skyrocketing,"
MeasureCast Communications Director
Sven Haarhoff told Web Watcher. "In fact,
Internet radio listening is growing faster

Congrego of the Unlit)

emus

Miastungton, MC 20515

tidy, hyperlinked

Honorable James H. Billington
The Librarian of Congress
LM 608

e-mail message!

101 Independence AVE SE
Washington DC, 20540
Dear Mr. Billington:
We are writing regarding the Library of Congress's ongoing review of arecommendation of a
Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel (CARP), which proposed Internet radio sound recording
performance and reproduction royalty rates pursuant to the Digital Millennium Copyright Act's
(DMCA) statutory licensing provisions. We are concerned that the CARP proposal is contrary
both to the intent of the DMCA and Congress's general policy not to stifle innovation on the
Internet. Many of us have already been contacted by webcasters in our states, particularly small
webcasters, who are concerned that the recommended royalty rate would force them out of the
business of creating and webcasting innovative music programming over the Internet.
As you know, aportion of the DMCA modified statutory sound recording perfonnance and
reproduction licenses to ensure their application to Internet radio. In doing so, Congress
intended that ( a) creators be fairly paid for commercial uses of their creative works; and (b) the
media promise of the Internet, including the opportunity for new cultural and competitive
programming that generates value to creators and citizens, should be realized. As the leirislative

Twenty U.S. reps sent this letter to the Librarian of Congress,
expressing fear that the per-song/per-listener fee formula could stifle
the industry and force hundreds of small Webcasters out of business.'
BRS Media Inc., amultimedia e-commerce company targeting radio and the
Internet, estimates the number of Internet
radio stations has dropped from more than
5,700 ayear ago to 4,633 at recent count.
ERS Media CEO George Bundy told
Congress in a letter that the CARP decision on Webcasting royalties has already
stunted the business.
Bundy told me his company found the
reason many Webcasters ceased streaming

today than it was this time last year."
Hmm ... let's do a little Web Watcher
math: We have more listening to fewer stations, which sounds like it equals audience
aggregation. Ichecked his answer with
Internet radio ad-specialists Hi Wire Inc.
"Not only are there more listeners going
to 'fewer' (since it's not fewer by much)
stations," said HiWire Spokesman Wayne
Hickey, "but also we're seeing the proliferation of advertising tools, like Hiwire's Ad

threaten Internet radio is too bad just at a
time when there are two more bright spots
on the technical and financial horizons.
The first ray of sunshine is the
impending release of Microsoft Corp.'s
upgrade to the audio side of Windows
Digital Media, code- named Corona.
(Why does Web Watcher become thirsty
writing this?)
"Corona will bring what we call Fast
Stream, and that delivers an instant-on,
always- on streaming experience for
broadband users," Erin Cullen, product
manager for Windows Digital Media
Division told me.
"With Corona for broadband users,
there's the complete elimination of buffering, so that will give you instant on,
always on, like turning-on-the-radio-inyour-car-type of experience."
At NAB2002, Microsoft released alist
of companies developing products incorporating Corona, including Creative Labs
Inc., Echo Audio, M-Audio/Midiman,
Steinberg Media Technologies AG and
Syntrillium Software Corp.
Take comfort
Another source of comfort is that the
price of bandwidth, Internet radio's incremental cost of delivering astream to each
individual listener, is dropping.
"There's plenty of bandwidth; bandwidth prices are dropping," Tony
Greenberg, CEO of RampARate LLC,
said. Ramp^Rate offers procurement consulting for IT outsourcing. (Yes, the symbol is part of its name.)

"We see storage costs down about 6
percent over the last year, and bandwidth
costs down about 40 percent," he said. He
credited a new wave of content delivery
networks " that are starting to deliver
excellent quality, excellent prices."
Greenberg spoke at aStreaming Media
West's roundtable session.
So Internet radio can expect better
sound at alower cost. That's the best deal
since "tastes great; less filling."
Craig Johnston is a Seattle-based
Internet and Multimedia developer who is a
frequent contributor to RW. Reach him via
e-mail to craig@craigjohnston.com.
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Jim Wilson: A Love Affair With Radio
by Ken R.
Not everyone can walk into his or her
job day after day and get the same electrical charge as the first time through the
doors. But Jim Wilson, production director at WAKR(AM), WONE(FM) and
WQMX(FM) in Akron, Ohio, is one of
those guys.
PERSONAL

The stations, owned by the small
Rubber City Radio Group, provide
Wilson with a friendly, family environment he would not find at one of the
large conglomerates.
"The company is very cool," said
Wilson. "If I'm done with all my work by
6p.m., they don't mind if Iuse the studio
for my own freelance work. It's like

BROADCASTER

JK Audio Cell Phone
Adapter to the Rescue

another fringe benefit."
Wilson has aheavy workload because
there are about 30 sales people in the
building and he is charged with overseeing all commercial production. His creative director, Barry Heazlitt, handles station liners and imaging, leaving Wilson
free to concentrate on spot production.
Heavy production load
"We have atraffic person who, along
with the sales people, writes the spots
and in atypical day we produce between
25 and 30 commercials," said Wilson. "A
lot of it is local and direct with the advertisers, even more so since Sept. 11. The
day's events made our advertisers feel
like they should get on the air and talk."

May 22, 2002
fees if his voice runs in other cities.
These bonuses may range from $75 to
$150 per spot for himself and his fellow
announcers.
Wilson does most of his editing on
two workstations from Orban, the
DSE7000 and the Audicy. He has access
to software such as Sound Forge and
SAWPro: The station uses a Scott
Systems Maestro as the main audio
management system.
"We designate which stations the spots
are available for from here in the production room, and Ijust load it in," said
Wilson. "We're totally digital."
He also uses a Mackie 24-8 and a
Yamaha 02V board, both of which can
accept analog and digital signals.
Unlike many facilities that use rugged,
almost abuse- proof microphones, the
Rubber City properties opt for more delicate and nuanced Neumann U-87s.
"I am one of those people who wants

by Frank Beacham
It was shortly after the collapse of the World Trade Center when New
Yorkers rediscovered the value of cell phones. For journalists, working from
makeshift newsrooms throughout the chaotic city, the portable phone became a
lifeline to the breaking story around them.
It was during this period of iffy landline service that Iconfronted a serious
shortcoming in my reporter's sound kit: Ihad no simple way to record clean,
two-way audio interviews over acell phone.
Interface experts
Icalled JK Audio in Sandwich, H1., to see if they made an adapter for such a
purpose.
JK makes a line of professional-quality phone recording devices for just
about every application. These should not be confused with the plastic gizmos
sold at Radio Shack. Not only do JK interfaces work reliably, each is built into
virtually bulletproof metal box that will probably outlast its user.
The good news is JK had two new cell phone interfaces near completion. A
short time later the CellTap, a simple wireless telephone tap, and the Daptor
Two, a more sophisticated tap for remote broadcasts, arrived at my door for
evaluation.
The CellTap ($79) is awinner. Every journalist that works with sound needs
this tiny portable interface that allows the recording of cell phone audio with
an automatic mix of both sides of the conversation.
When landlines are down, or a reporter is working in isolated field
See JK AUDIO, page 55

Jim Wilson in Action at Rubber City Radio Group
There are about 10 other voices within
the building, including a secretary, who
contribute voices to commercials in this
nonunion shop.
Unlike many stations that put production employees on a. limited salary,
Wilson is able to command additional

«/Z17

-

to hear my voice, not abunch of effects,
and this mic is one of the most naturalsounding and has an awesome low end,"
Wilson said.
"I use a Yamaha SPX990 voice
processor if Iwant a DSP intensive

_Eli 1/1/

The Impact and Caddy were the
preferred equipment used in the
ceddy

Audio Switching Control Room
in Salt Lake City.

it-IF/ad Digital Router

phr.,nb:
fax:
954

r:/:•):•)

•
Capable to sum all inputs to all outputs
•
Able to distribute one input to all outputs.
•
Gain control for each individual VO Port
•
Modular one rack unit 12x12 or 24x24 AES/EBU
•
Expandable: adds more units and easily enhances routing,
summing and distribution capebikties.

Caddy AD DA Converter

•
Acompanion to the Impact digital
router, it is also an ideal stand
alone AD DA Converter

See WILSON, page 53

Products & Servic es

Monitor Your Remote Sites
From Anywhere
The Secure Network Interface allows you to display
and monitor any serial device attached to it as if it

The SEN 6 Subaudible Tone Encoder

Control your world with Ci rcu i
tWerkes
DTMF Tone decod ers and controls

The SEN6 is a single channel Subaudible tone
encoder with integral audio filtering that can

were the device itself, without an intermediary such
as aPC. Connect it to an EAS unit and you can

The DTMF-16 and DS- 8DTMF t
one decoders provide
economical remote control over audio lines. The
DTMF-16 decodes singl e or dua lcodes while the
programmable DS- 8accepts up to 8 four- digit sequences.

produce 25Hz, 35Hz and combination tones
from external closures.

Silencer option rem oves DTM F

instantly download activity logs right from your
office. Connect it to equipment at remote sites to
monitor temperature,
security systems, or

tones from audio.

even your tower
obstruction lights
via your network.
Technical Specifications:

The SUB- 03 SUbaudible Tone decoder

Perfect for Studio & A u tomation

The SUb-03 is a single channel subaudible
tone decoder that can detect 25Hz, 35Hz
and combination tones on audio channels.
Each tone gives a distinct relay closure.
Integrated filters strip each tone from the
SUB- 03's audio output so no one hears it.
CircuitWerkes - ( 352) 335-6555 / Fax 380-0230 htt

Control

• Serial Connection: RJ-45 8-pin Serial Port

Dial-up remote control w ith aud i
o interface lets you
control anything over regu l
ar p hone lines. Interfaces
with most studio au t
omat i
on systems.
Control

• Ethernet Network Connection: RJ-45
• FTP or email data delivery options
• Programmable serial ports connections

it from a dial- up li ne or external audio path. Th e
DR- 10's active, ba l
ance d, telco audio output
lets
you do live r
emo t
es,
remote
announcement

• Definable IP address and network connection parameters
,

•

clmwrun

recording and..MUCh
much more!
p:// www.circuitwerkes.com 2805 NW 6th Street Gainesville FL 32609

.%eleal (

rif(11.,

www.dawn ng.tom

1-800- 332-0 t
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REMEMBER THE CORTA//A

Match-Maker

FOLDED UN/POLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT WITH THE

Disc-Patcher

SAME HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS
AND WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...
•BROAD BANDWITH for better sound,
•GROUNDED ANTENNA for lightning & static electricity,
•ELIMINATES I
SOCOUPLERS in VHF & UHF antenna lines,
•BEST ANTENNA FOR DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

IHF— PRO

ALSO

Level and Impedence Converters

DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR

BI -DIRECTIONAL FOR

AM COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS, POWER LINES, TANKS

•Digital Workstations

OR ANY METAL STRUCTURE.

•Equalizers, Recorders and Sound Card
•Audio Effects Processors and Digital Reverb
•Dual Line Amp, DA, Splitter or Combiner

FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

UNI -DIRECTIONAL FOR
•Disc Players and/or DAW
•ENG
sette Dubbing
•Off-Air Monitor Tuners
•Console Audition Outputs

nterface consumer/industrial IHF (- 10db) stereo source equipment and signal processing
devices into professional studio + 4dBm, 600 ohm systems without loading distortion,
crosstalk, hum, response roll-off or RF pick-up.

4001 La Plata Hwy
Farmington, NM 87401

True transformer output isolation, balance and protection with dynamic range better than 18
bit digital!

phone 505-327-5646

AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED

fax 505-325-1142

Free Brochure Available Upon Request
http:/Avvnv.atiguys.com

Rugged gold connectors. Adjustable 6dB reserve gain - all channels.- Excellent

RF immunity Distortion 80dB below + 22 dBm peaks ( 20 - 20Khz), under noise at + 4dBm.
Rack mount kits • Internal 115/230VAC Power • UL and CE markings.

328 W Maple Avenue, Horsham, PA 19044
800-959-0307 • (215) 443-0330 • F., (215) 443-0394
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BROADCAST,.
t

SS 12.4
Active audio switcherfreuter with t? stereo
inputs and tour stereo outputs.

SS 8.2
Act ive audio switcher with eight stereo inputs,
two stereo phis two mono outputs.

ad

18x2
The 16x2, Sixteen input, Dual Output Stereo
SwitcheriRouter passively switches or mutes
any one ot 16 stereo inputs to either or both
stereo outputs or vise- versa through gold
contad relays.

16x1

Active audio swncher with eight stereo inFins.
two stereo plus two mono outputs.

Passive switcher/router with 16 stereo inputs
and one stereo output, or vice-versa.

8x1 DAS
Routes any one ot eight AES/FRU digital
inputs to three common outputs.
10X1
Ten input, Single Output St ereo
Switcher/Router passively switches or mutes
any one ci 10 stereo inputs to one stereo ougut
or vise- versa thmugh gold contact relays.

s

Innovative Problem, Solving Tools for Broadcast

6x1

Passive switchertrouter with six sierro inputs
and one stereo output, or vice - versa.

3x2
Active aud io switther with three sitien inputs
and two stereo outputs.

SS 3.1
Passive switcher/router with three stereo
inputs and one stereo output or vice-versa.

SS 2.1/BNC
Passive switclierhouterwith tcsucomlositeandirc
viderc
or AFS/Fril/inputstolvecomposievileo
nr AFS/Filt:outpus,revice-wrea.

Stereo mixer with six stereo inputs, astereo
output, and front panel on/off switthes.

SS 2.1/TERM
Passive washer/router with
and one stereo output

tic%)
or

stereo inputs
vice-versa.

SSM2
idi"e11111111111111

01.1111111111111.111..

8‘.2

CirrnTrrirgalb

lot!

RIS

Oc
0111111.1
3.s2

S41 6

6,5 3./

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing, and distributor locations!
wet

NW,. : adcastools.com

•email: supporebroadcasitools corn • phn 360854.9559

ss 2
.ile.Vc

411
"1 1111
nrrsillib
10x1

SS 2l/TERAI

Designed by broadcast engineers jor broadcasters. our ,tus/lo and digital audio
twitchers offer excellent son:quality remomble Lit) amneetions, contact closures,
serial remote control capabilities, and flexible mounting act essories.
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Affordable Power
Monitors From McCave

Continued from page 51

effect, then Ican dump it into my spot as one
piece of audio."
Wilson uses some compression, but he likes
to mix each spot and EQ it individually without
resorting to presets.
"You have to do that to get the voices to stand
out over the music," he said.
"My dad owned his own business, and I
learned that you need to do whatever the customer needs," he said.
Wilson is comfortable talking to the dozen or
so local business owners who come to the staJim Wilson
tions each week to record their own spots.
"They may not have the best announcer skills, but Imake them comfortable, and
with editing Ican keep them from looking stupid," Wilson said. "They must be
successful or they wouldn't keep coming back."
One example is Tim Godard, proprietor of Godard Auto Sales. His verbal style
is folksy and he just talks about things going on at the dealership.
"It's almost an anti-sell," Wilson said. "He uses our country format station,; last
February he sold 14 cars and this February he sold 34. He told me, ' Don't tell my
salesman because he'll raise our rates!"
Wilson believes that the key to keeping these amateur talents happy is to make
them comfortable in the studio.

The ADAM P- Series of powered analytical monitors is available from McCave
International.
The P-Series is aimed at professional project studios, broadcast facilities and
post-production facilities.
The P-Series monitors feature the ADAM folded ribbon HF driver. This technology is claimed to provide an improvement in effective diaphragm area and
transient air-pressure time when compared with conventional voice coil, electrostatic or magnetostatic transducers.

Digital magic
"I'll just sit down and start chatting for 10 or 15 minutes, asking about their
families, and their hobbies," said Wilson. "Then in the middle of it I'll start rolling
and they're already at ease. Digital editing can make them sound great."
Wilson learned that these spots can't be rushed. He tells bis clients not to watch
the clock and not to worry about making mistakes; those can be edited out.
The clients in turn have come to trust him.
"I came from abackground of on-air work, but got tired of freaking out every
times anew rating book would come out," Wilson said. "Inoticed that the production directors Iworked with had always been there about 15 years, through several
sets of program directors and jocks, so Imade aconscious effort to get off the air
and into production."

When Wilson

did not stay late on a

Friday night to record an important client,
his boss said, You're young enough, you'll
be sure to find other work somewhere.'

Wilson loves the organization of his job and the details. He tries to farm out
voicing chores fairly so that no one talent is overloaded.
Wilson's first radio job was at asmall station in Ashland, Ohio. One late Friday
afternoon he was looking forward to getting away from the station for a little
socializing.
"Our biggest client, acar dealer, called me at 5p.m. and wanted to come down
and record a spot," remembered Wilson. "Itold him if he could be here within
about five minutes Icould record him. He wasn't, so Irolled out of there:'
On Monday morning the station manager asked Wilson why he didn't stay
and wait for the client. Wilson explained the situation and his boss said to his
production director, "You're young enough, you'll be sure to find other work
somewhere."
Now Wilson stays until the job is done. Every time he worries about being home
late for dinner, he remembers back to 1979.
"Employment is always better than unemployment," he said. "Stay the extra half
hour if you need to!"
The Rubber City Akron cluster has asoft rule that anything that needs to be produced should be turned in by noon of the day before.
"But realistically, we are asmall station and we do whatever we have to do to
get it on the air," said Wilson.
Wilson said that the first time he walked into aradio station, he couldn't believe
anyone would let him in.
"I was akid who loved listening to the radio and it was my life:' he said. "The
beauty is that Istill have that feeling every time Icome to work. I've tried manual
labor and didn't like it."
Wilson considers himself lucky to have ajob he really enjoys.
"Even on the worst days it's still fun:' he said.
Tell us about the production wizard in your lift. Write to the author at
ken@kenr.com.

According to the company, the ADAM monitors have excellent precision in
imaging and high- frequency detail.
The line of powered monitors includes the P11 -A (pictured), the P- 22-A, and a
matching subwoofer, the Sub- P.
Prices: P- 11-A: $ 1,895/pair; P- 22-A: $2,495/pair; Sub-P: $ 1,695 each.
For more information from McCave International, contact the company in
California at (925) 283-6020 or (
800) 218-6305, e-mail sales@mccave.com or
visit www.mccave.com.

LF(c.,.useçci,
24- bit Analog I/O • 24/96 Digital I/O
Balanced XLR Connections

Amebà

"Sonically, the Lynx0NE is
top quality. Easy install
and crash free operation...
offers I/O and sync options
professionals expect.
One could use this card
for a big- buck master
session or block- buster
movie without any
reservations."
-Pro Audio Review
April 2000

"It's extremely
clean, very clear,
and amazingly
accurate.
Rock solid with a
wide range of
programs."
-Recording Magazine
February 2000
"The Lynx0NE is an
excellent mastering
card in terms of sound
quality and flexibility.
Suitable for today's
professional studio."
AUDIO QUALITY: 5 [ out of 511

tek0NE

-Electronic Musician
4ugust 1999

Lynx Studio Technology, Inc.
1048 IRVINE AVE. *468. NEWPORT BEACH. CA 92660 ph.949.515.8265 • www.lynxstudio.com/rw
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ELECTRONICS RESEARCH. INC

RAMSEY

The Complete Rodio Station...

IN A BOX!
Everything

FM Exciter. Powe
nipiifters (Kr. Antenn
wi4
7
././te/v)()It'ci:coi

You Need

Your complete products
and services provider

• FM Antenna S

Exciters 25W, 50W. 150W
ower Amplifiers up to 3kVV
ennas 1to 8 bay up to 6kVV

V' 35 watt FM stereo transmitter
e Integrated CD player

6/ Integrated cassette player

• X Mounting

v• Integrated audio mixer
./ Professional microphone and cables

Systems

LOWEST COST
FACT RY DIRECT

V' Omnidirectional antenna and coax
✓ Installed and prewired jeu a high Impart road case!

• Filters

One of the most requested FM broacast products 0%.•..4 the past year has been a
station ,nabox . Overseas cu,tomers as well as some St trie new LPFM

-ractro

licensees have aneed to gurckty " get on the air" at temporary matrons or rn the inter-

• Towers

For further information check our w
site or call 408 448 3342
PTEK 1814 Schooldale drive, San Jose.
CA )5124 FAX 408 549 9991
E-mail sales@ptekpower.corn

n to their installed studrotratismrtter see A number of overas customers also
had to originate short term 0(09rd/toning horn vanouS remote Silginator, sees for cbSaSter preparedness broadcasts' Well here you go a "aria station in abox'

• Monopoles

RAMSEY ELECTRONICS INC
793 Canning Parkway • Vic-tcr, NY 14564
(800) 446-2:95 • ( 585) 924-456C

• Lightning

www.highpowerfm.corn

Protection
•

fmsaleseramseyeiectronics.corn

l 11Riv
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Grounding
Systems

ea p one Echo" driving your D
Use MoniSwitch to eliminate it! 4 .
1-

Structural
Analysis

MoniSwitch is a sp3cia audi o switche - that automatically switc hes th e DJ's head,

Installation &
Services

phones from " air" to " local" when the mic is
on. Those weird echoes and flanging
; effects are gone!
Quick and easy installatior...
Only $ 195

Electronics Research, Inc.
812-925-6000
7777 Gardner Road

Mon IS witch is iN STOCK at all Henry
Engineering dea,ers.
e drelp

Chandler, IN 47610
www.ERlinc.com

ENGINEERING

For detailed info, visit www.henryeng.corn

AUDIO ROUTING SWITCHERS
SR 10

$398.00

••••••••••

SR- 10M

-

10 x 1STEREO SWITCHER

SR- 210

1499 00

DUAL lxxi STEREO SNATCHER

SR-84

$898.00

- mar millirounier

=••

USA

SR-201

ICE from
FURNITURE
the manufacturers of
ljiiitie

àstom Studio Furniture

I.

899800

Introducing
Furniture, - ne
20 X ISTEREO SWITCHER

SR-8181

$999.00

OWL Ma%

BROADCAST MANUFACTURING, INC.

www.ramsyscom.corn

847 487 7575
Át

Fax: 626.355.00

10 x ISTEREO SNATCHER
WITH METERING & MONITORING

9X 1STEREO SWITCHER
WITH METERING d MONITORING

ià

Tel: 626.355.3656

SOU
sigh qualit

1597 00

8X4STEREO SWITCHER

rt.A.11/1

HENRY

_à.•••••_•_à*LiLaàttn_à

CANADA
705 722 4425

Starling D3 IOW
Ma

e3,2Y5

Systems, Inc. the in
turer
The Best in Sound Furniture, Sou
Choice Furniture is high quali

As shown,
excluding Console
Guest Top

Stock studio furniture, featuring th
same high quality construction
nethods and materials found in
Mager Systems, Inc. custom
urniture. All -Sound Choice
:urniture" includes solid surface
countertops. The standard color Is
stormy gray for the solid surface top
¡rid amedium speckled gray on the
cabinets ( see photos). Call today to
a's how Sound Choice Furniture will
benefit your studio.

I
V
ÁlLUM

Ralik)
BE Radio Nliagezintle

TL: 623-780-0045

•
â'n'Tn,e1393,, tnew.maçjersystms.corn
vise
The Beer., Sex

FAt
mager.

986C
esystems.com

our website for wore informal«

Sound Choice Furniture
offer these Fine
Standard Features:
Solid Surface Tops
1- 1
/
2"thick 19- ply plywood
cabinet construction
13- ply Finland Birch access
panels
No Particle Board or
melamine
10- year Limited Warranty
Reversible Punch Block
cabinet
Modular - Many
Configurations, add-ons and
colors available
Built in ventilation
Fast Installation - No cabinet
assembly
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JK Audio
Continued from page 51

conditions, the CellTap allows interviews to go on in a completely mobile
newsroom.
A 2inch by 2- inch by 1.3- inch die
cast aluminum cube, weighing only 3.5
ounces, the CellTap links together your
cell phone, recorder and earpiece. It
comes with two cables. Plug one into
the 2.5mm earpiece jack of the phone
and the other into the recording device.
Then plug your earpiece into the
CellTap. That is it — no levels to set.
Just hit record. It is passive; no AC or
battery power is needed.
My tests using a Motorola V60
phone on the Verizon network and a
Sony MZ-B3 MiniDisc recorder
worked flawlessly. The audio was clean
and the conversation mix was perfect.
The CellTap also allows a group to
listen to aconversation. Simply connect

a powered speaker to the audio output
jack and, presto, you have conferencing
capability. Everyone in the room can
hear the cell phone conversation, but
only the person wearing the earpiece
can talk to the distant party.
While it is not a substitute for a
speakerphone, this setup may be more
suitable in that it limits the number of
talkers and avoids confusion.

Audio transit
Daptor Two ($ 179) adds the capability of sending and receiving audio from
a mixer or tape recorder through the
cell phone.
As with the CellTap, your cell phone
will recognize the device as a headset.
which will disable the phone's internal
mouthpiece and receiver. Since Daptor
Two replaces the headset, the user must
provide amicrophone and preamplifier,
and aheadphone and amplifier to allow
acellular conversation.
Encased in a 4.4- inch by2.7-inch
by 1.2- inch aluminum case that
weighs seven ounces, the Daptor Two
has both XLR and 1/4-inch input and
output connectors. Only one type of
connector can be used at the same
time, however.

To plum,
Une h
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From phone
mir level

Oaptor Two

Wireless Phone Audio Interface

JK Audid«
To phone
line level

From phone
mic level

Wireless phone
headset jack

common 2.5mm jack. For models with
proprietary headset connectors, the
manufacturer often sells a 2.5mm
adapter as an option.
Niche filled
JK Audio has again filled an important niche in the journalist's continuing

free at ( 800) 552-8346; or visit
www.jkaudio.com.
Frank Beacham is a New York Citybased writer and producer. Visit his
Web site at www.beacham.com or
e-mail to frank@beacham.com.

•

Auditronics
Names New
CellTap
Audio hors phone
Wireless phone
headset lack
Headset

When landlines are down,
or a reporter is working in isolated field
conditions, the CellTap allows interviews to
go on in a completely mobile newsroom.

The device was designed to take
advantage of the increasing number of
wireless phones that accept third-party
headsets and earpieces. It includes a
circuit that emulates the electrical characteristics of these headsets.
Both CellTap and Daptor Two can be
used only with phones equipped with a

rrnêzice By Design

struggle to conquer the slings and
arrows of our nation's telephone system.
CellTap and Daptor Two are important additions whose value will be most
appreciated in times of emergency.
For information about JK Audio
products, contact the company
in Illinois at ( 815) 786-2929 or toll

National Seller
Auditronics has designated
Creative Studio Solutions Inc. of
Wheat Ridge, Colo., as a national
seller for its broadcast audio
console systems.
CSS will provide consultation,
integration and installation for the
Audatronics models ALM, 2660
and 220. CSS also has been
made "Authorized Installers" for
Wheatstone,
Audioarts
and
Auditronics Broadcast Consoles, as
well as the new Wheatstone Bridge
Audio Network.
For information from Creative
Studio Solutions, contact the company
in Colorado at (303)425-5004 or visit
wwmtcregtivestwrnsolution.çoni.

MANUFACTURER
OF RF COAXIAL LOAD RESISTORS.
DUMMY LOADS FROM 1KW TO 1500KW,
AVAILABLE IN AIR, WATER OR SELF
CONTAINED HEAT EXCHANGERS.
HIGH POWER NON- REACTIVE CERMET
RESISTORS FROM 1OHM TO 20 MEGOHMS.

ALTRONIC RESEARCH INC.
P.O. Box 249 • Yellville, Arkansas 72687 870-449-4093 • Fax: 870-449-6000
E - mail: altronicemtnhome.com Web Site:http:/ www.altronic.com

cts & Services
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The Bemat

Since 197g, Magei Systems
Inc. has been custam
desigling arid fabr.cating
award winping fu.niture ' ir
the broadcast industry
nationwide. We are still the
innovators and leaders in
solid surface lops and
applications which comes
with a10-ear wairanty.
Our cemplet?, one-.:topshop hcludts installation.
turnkey pre Wiring,
switches and
components conference
rooms reception desks, and
office furniture. Our blending
of art form with cutting ede
rechniques, and ac:ear
enderstanding of each
client's applic ation âlows is
b prodidce ycur shewplace
tailored to your budcet.

TEL: 623-7804045
:623-180-9860
gersystems.com
stems.corn
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Sc,irel F122riture

Embedded Control Over Audio

ore information

The SEN6 is a single channel Subaudible
tone encoder with integral audio filtering
that can produce 25Hz, 35Hz and
combination tones from external closures.

Encodes 25, 35 & 25/35 combination tones
(can also generate 50 & 75Hz or 19 & 27Hz).
»•-• Tunable notch filters remove subaudible content

'ea 1 Yet

from progrem material prior to tone insertion.
• Jumper- se! precise tone duration.
• Model SE4-6 List Price only $ 399.00

If Val, IJ I 01.111è

"50 8.75 Hz tones may require external input fittering to avoid false tripping.

Touch Sensitive Switches & Keyboards

r

CIRCU

ERKES, NC.

ERVING BROADCASTING SINCE 1990

Affordable Custom
Broadcast Furniture

raduga.auromation

Automate your station in minutes
...No De3ree Required

Designed,
Constructed,
Delivered and
Installed by

•Great for Music Formats
•LPFM, NCE, Small & Medium Comms
•Live Assist or Full Blown Automation
•Schedule Spots, Ds, 3uild Rotations
•Plays mp3, way, wma

H

www.raduga.netirw.ntn
e
Di l
dwe

m.mtton... Free Support

Download you! FREE Demo
(513)887-0714

$649 Buyout

ECHNOLOGY

1

TEL:

6

10-640-1229

FAX: 610-296-3402

32 Pennsylvania Avenue, Malvern PA 19355

email: sales,' studiotechnology.com
web: www.studiotechnology.corn

rfSoftware, Inc.

nves-tigfaior

communications solutions

New Contour Ana4eis Too!

Never purchase another FCC database!
Professional edition builds dazabases
directly from FCC downloads.
• Model/compare multiple station contours.
• Unique antenna pattern tool makes directiona;

Mien/ion 1111 1
Yerns!lYs!
wed

RADIO
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Products F, Services Shovvrap
provides a perfect medium for
marketing gour products
and gPrViCPS.

design a snap
• Analyze STL/microwave paths with the
Terrain Profiler.

It's an efficiemt. offoetivo and
affordablo advertising option!

• Easily perform FCC spacing studies with
Auto Search.
• Instantly calculate population within contours
and contour overlaps.
• Design part 74 translators.
• Includes 30-second terrain data, 3-sec available.

Ask About air Training Seminars
Service Cmour

C'

Bau

vnih aSec. Terrain Underlay. Aspen Co.

3523367223

www.rfsoftware.corn

For more information
including rate and
deadlineR contact gour
le.s repreRontative or
Simone, Fewell at
703-998-7600. oxt. 154
to reguoRt amedia kit.
.d.ed
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I've Seen Fire & I've Seen Rain
by Alan R. Peterson
It seems like only a few months ago
that Iwrote in these pages of my experiences with a radio station fire. Looking
back on the date, Iam astounded to see
the event was nearly adecade ago.
It was during the early 1990s. I, a
newly divorced PM drive jock, was
staying late at WLAD(AM) in Danbury,
Conn., hanging around the production
room and chatting up a storm with
evening FM jock Susanna Palmer, now
a familiar face on Bloomberg
Television. In short order, fire bells in
the hallway started going off — afairly
common occurrence in the building we
were in.
But that time it was real. Oily smoke
began coming out of the elevator shaft
while residents and workers throughout
the building began emptying out of their
suites. Palmer and I made on- air
announcements regarding the condition,
put on long CDs and got out.
The fault was in the boiler room,
where furnace motors had begun pumping oil but failed to ignite it. When it
finally did ignite, there was an awful lot
of it and it stunk up the joint something
fierce. No real damage, but the walls of
the radio station five stories above felt
like the inside of afrench-fry cooker.
This led to one of my favorite articles
from the earliest days of this column,
especially describing how it was possible
to thoroughly clean a smoked- up ITC
cart deck by running it through a dishwasher. Honest.
Back to the present
Iam revisiting this old tale to set up
a recent mini- disaster that had the
potential of being as bad — if not
worse. In fact, after reading this, you
may wish to take acloser look down the
hall yourself.
Long and dry was our winter in
Washington this year, with a precipitation shortfall of 5inches or worse. When
the spring rains came, it was awelcome
sight for all.
But one day in mid- April, the rains
came fast and furious, driven by heavy
winds and accompanied by hail. My station, located in a highly visible office

Audio Theatre
Workshop
Correction
The April 24 issue of Radio World
included incorrect information about
the upcoming National Audio Theater
Festival workshop.
The dates of the event are May 26
to June 1, culminating in alive performance. The workshop takes place at
the campus of Southwest Missouri
State University in West Plains, Mo.
Anyone can attend. Students represent arange of ages and backgrounds;
no prior involvement in audio theatre
is necessary.
The cost is $425. A limited number
of fee waivers are available for those
who need financial assistance.
For information contact Sue Zizza
at (516) 483-8321.

building across the Potomac River from
the nation's capital, was just beginning a
special listener-participation program to
sponsor Third-World children.
That is when the outside came inside.
In a hallway leading to the engineering shop, a recessed light fixture began
to weep. It then began to dribble. In fairly short order, there was a cascade of
water pouring out of this light fixture
that would have made the owner of a
splash theme park proud.
As we rounded up large trash pails
from wherever we could, our computer
gurus pointed and exclaimed in apanic,
"The ENCO servers!"

not ahigh-risk area, and was actually the
best overall place in the station to put
our servers.
There was plenty of electrical capacity
there, the servers abutted our audio processing rack and had only ashort hop to
our telephone and network circuits, and
represented a logical common point for
feeding and linking all of our studios up
and down our halls.
Code worthy
Given the internal layout of the building by itself, there really was no better
place to have installed the racks. In fact,
apeek up inside the ceiling reveals sev-

Only a few feet away

from

our micro-Niagara sat a cluster of racks
containing our ENCO DADpro32 system.

Indeed, only afew feet away from our
micro-Niagara, inside the engineering
shop, was acluster of racks containing
the brains and storage of our ENCO
DADpro32 system.
All we needed was just one pint of
water on those puppies and we would
have had up to four radio station audio
libraries — plus three XM Satellite
channels originating from our facility —
knocked completely out of service.
While several employees were scrambling with the pails, others quickly
brainstormed how to protect the servers.
A plastic sheet covering the rack was out
of the question, as the servers would
have overheated without adequate ventilation. We could not have powered them
down to protect them, as our entire audio
inventory would not have been available
to us.
Fortunately, the storm cell moved off
and the flow of water through the ceiling
diminished quickly. We were on the air,
but soaking wet and not terribly pleased
as to what had just happened to us.
Dry off, look back
What we had just experienced was the
culmination of a fairly improbable
sequence of events.
Above the studio is an intermediatelevel parking garage. Drainage pipes
from that level run through the space
between the building structure and our
suspended ceiling on their way to large
vertical standpipes, as they do in countless office buildings around the world.
Sometime during the winter, a pipe
had apparently developed acrack. With
small amounts of rain to divert, everything was kosher. But when the floods
came, the pipe could not handle it fast
enough. Water poured forth from the
split, through our ceiling and into our
workspace only two yards from our
nerve center.
So what possessed us to put our audio
servers — elements so crucial to our survival — into such a high- risk area?
Simply this: Until that moment, it was

eral crossovers of water drainage pipes,
plenum-safe network cabling and galvanized electrical conduits of considerable
capacity. Apparently, everybody was satisfied with the integrity of the infrastructure at this point, and the building code
groupies seemed happy.
And yet, ker-pow, splash.
Iam reminded of adisastrous building
explosion in New York City some years
ago, where a basement water tank
became over-pressurized, blew out its
bottom and launched up like arocket.
It ruptured abadly fitted gas pipeline
running overhead, which filled the
building with natural gas. A spark inside
the building took care of the rest. There
were no fatalities, but there certainly
was an awful big pile of bricks left to
sweep up.
At any other moment in time, an
arrangement of pipes such as described
here might have been overlooked by all
but the most conscientious of inspectors
and safety experts. Water pipes, gas
pipes, electrical lines ... who knew?
Yet, the introduction of that random
occurrence — the tank failure — caused
acascade of events that turned asturdy
building into gravel.
Which leads me to several points, all
of which Ihope you will consider seriously if you are hip-deep in aconsolidation buildout or are now suspiciously
eyeing an installation you recently finished and thought you were proud of.
First, if you installed your station's
expensive new server in an unused
broom closet (the last place left in the
station), you may wish to consider exactly why it was abroom closet in the first
place.
Pop the ceiling tiles and follow the
plumbing lines; those closets are invariably located near restrooms, and a ruptured fresh water supply is a lot more
relentless than rainwater.
Look higher. Is there an air conditioner chiller unit mounted through the roof
above your rack? You are likely to have
future condensation problems that could

drip through the ceiling onto the
$200,000 heart of your station.
Do not count on a drip pan to save
your hide, either — they clog up fairly
fast. And if your core ices over and
requires aservice call, you are not going
to like what happens when that block of
ice melts.
Sure, it is tempting to mount both
the HVAC system and the station's
audio network at a central "star" point
in the mid- point of the building to simplify design. But trust me, you do not
want anything over your server rack
except a nice big exhaust port through
the ceiling.
The same goes for drain standpipes
fastened parallel to vertical support
columns in your new building. Keep
your servers agood •distance from them.
While those pipes may not crack, they
could clog and force pooled water
around the flashing or roof seal around
the drain.
This is generally revealed as an icky
stain on a ceiling tile next to a chase
built around acolumn and is a sign of
things to come.
Alternative location
It can get mighty snug these days at
the ol' hometown station, what with a
pile of rackmount computers driving the
show now, and no place to put that pile
where it might be safe. But Ihave asuggestion Ithink might be worth it.
Back in the days of reel- based
automation, the old cast-iron monster
used to sit close to the lobby or reception area, dramatically lit and viewed
through large glass plates. It was
impressive to look at and it was safe
there, with practically no plumbing or
HVAC lines overhead or close by to
bring the station to its knees should an
accident occur.
Isee no reason why we cannot bring
back this concept, especially where there
is not awhole lot of mechanical activity
going on in the racks in the first place.
Imagine two racks, one with acluster
of hard drives flashing and flickering;
the other with the CPUs and network
hubs and routers necessary to make it
happen. Add some neon tubing to the
insides of the PC cases to look cool, pop
in some cheapie limiters just to watch
the dancing LEDs, glass it all in, then
top it all off with the biggest VU meters
Dorrough makes.
You've got the greatest slice of eye
candy you could have ever wished for. It
is safe from prying fingers, it looks slick,
it is secure behind the glass, and it is safe
from the floods.
Ihope. You did look up inside the
ceiling first, right?
Read about the New York City explosion in the book " Why Buildings Fall
Down: How Structures Fail"(W.W.
Norton, 1994) by Matthys Levy and
Mario G. Salvadori.
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"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS

AUDIO

Want to Sell

PRODUCTION

lcouticsnrsr
7S5.2111

e. I$$

Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.

www.acousticsfirst.com

Want to Sell
Sony CCP13B high speed audio
cassette tape duplicator, one
master, 3 slaves, stereo, excellent
cond, $250. Al Ross, 3309 214 St
SW, Brier WA 98036. 425-7758853.

AMPLIFIERS

AUTOMATION

Want to Sell

EQUIPMENT

Leitch DA, power supply 10 card
chassie w/10 Leitch stereo DA
cards, model FR-882, $250; WBS
DA, power supply & 12 card chassie
w/12 WBS stereo DA cards, model
D8212Q, $200. Chris Fraley, KMA
Recordings,
1222
Arch
St,
Philadelphia PA 19107. 215-8164575.
Western Electric amplifiers & preamplifiers,
any
model,
any
condition, top dollar offered. Larry
Drago, WELI, POB 85, New Haven
CT 06501. 203-230-5255.

Want to Sell
Arrakis DL3 with latest upgrades, 30
GB SCSI, all outboard switching &
cables included, full documentation,
network acres, 4trakstar production
stations, $8000. Ron Habegger,
WAWZ, 14 Chapel Dr, Zarephath NJ
08890. 732-469-0991.
Enco
DADPRO
32
System,
$19,000/60.
Keith
Shipman,
Horizon Bdctg Group, 854 NE
Fourth St, Bend OR 97701. 541383-3825.

ANTENNAS/

CART MACHINES

TOWERS/CABLES

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

BE Dura-Trak 90 Series, (
3) R/P
machines in good cond w/manual,
$100 ea; BE Dura-Trak 90 Series, 5
PB machines in good condition
w/manual, $75 ea. William Boyer,
WMOP, 3349 NE 28 Ave, Ocala FL
34479. 352-629-5147.
COMPLETE
FACILITIES
NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO/SR/TRANSMITTER/ANTENNA
OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE

Jampro JSCP-8, tuned to 105.7.
Recently rebuilt. $ 10,750 +shpg.
Keith Shipman, Horizon Bdctg
Group, 854 NE Fourth St, Bend, OR
97701. 541-383-3825.

-LEASE OPTIONS-

SCMS, Inc. ( 800)438-6040

Reliable, On- time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair

Want to Sell

1040' radio tower located in
Southeast Missouri for sale or
lease. Contact Sydney Pollack at
901-685-0882.

so advertise in

PR&E BMX-5 slide fader console.
Joseph Bahr, Islands FM, POB
6556, San Juan PR 00914. 787725-4164.

Western Electric 25B. Need parts
or full unit in any condition, will pick
up, offering $ 7500 for decent
console. Larry Drago, WELI, POB
85, New Haven CT 06501. 203-2305255.
LIMITERS/

Want to Sell
Optimod 8100A, serial 530284,
BO. Hiram Champlin, Chisholm Trail
Bdctg, PO Box 952, Enid OK 73702.
580-237-1390.
Pyramid Sea-8600 rack mount 24
channel EQ, works great, $50
+shpg.
Gene
Whittenberger,
Whittenberger Studios, POB 396,
Mexico IN 46958. 765-985-2224.
Digitech DSP-256XL digital multieffects processor/reverb/delay 100
presets 100 user presets, $200/130:
dbx 166 2 channel gated limiter
compressor, like new, $200/80. Will
Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley, At 1,
Box 1548, Mill Spring MO 63952.
573-998-2681.
Optimod 8000A reconditioned by
J- Squared. $ 950/60. P Lopeman,
WMOM FM, 907 E Ludington Ave,
Ludington MI 49431. 231-845-9666.

Autogram AC-8/1C-10, 8 & 10 pot
stereo consoles, 3 VU's, working
cond, $ 1000/$1500. Jeff Smith,
WSAUWLHM, 425 Second St, Box
719, Logansport IN 46947. 574722-4000.

Want to Buy

EV EVT-5212, 12 channel, great for
recording or broadcast, like new,
$350 +shpg. Gene Whittenberger,
Whittenberger Studio, POB 396,
Mexico IN 46958. 765-985-2224.

8- Bay used FM antenna for 101.7
mHz or close by. Joseph Bahr,
Islands FM, POB 6556, San Juan
PR 00914. 787-725-4164.

TOA RX-5-16 (
stereo) 16 channel
mixing console, works great, looks
great, $200 +shpg.
Gene
Whittenberger,
Whittenberger
Studios, POB 396,
46958. 765-985-2224.

Mexico

Orban 8000-A Optimod, $ 1350/80
+shpg. Joseph Bahr, Islands FM,

Want to Buy

Broadcast Equipment

Altec microphones, amplifiers &
mixers in any condition, any model.
Larry Drago, WELI, POB 85, New
Haven CT 06501. 203-230-5255.

Exchange

IN

WBS R2000 radio console w/2
power supplies, $2250. Chris Fraley,
KMA Recordings, 1222 Arch St,
Philadelphia PA 19107. 215-8164575.

call Simone Fewell

UREI BL40's in good condition. Call
1-888-433-1141.

Want to Buy

Roadie World.

RCA 77- DX.
44-BX,
KU-3A's.
WE-639's, On- Air & recording
lights wanted, top dollar paid!
615-352-3456, FAX: 615-352-1922.
E-mail:
billbryantmgmt@yahoo.com..
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.
MISCELLANEOUS
Want to Sell
ROTRON BLOWERS AND KATE nicocats,
new & rebuilt for Elcom, Harris, CCA,
CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
L402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

1kW 9-tower phasor @ 1520 kHz.
10 kW 3-tower phasor @ 1520 kHz,
$3500
each/$5000
both.
P
Lopeman, WMOM FM, 907 E.
Ludington Ave, Ludington MI 49431.
231-845-9666.
Large quantity of brand new 5" & 7"
small & large- hub plastic reels &
white boxes. Low package price for
all. Bill or Joel, The Production Block
Studios. 512-472-8975.
Motorola TA-42 input & output
terminals, T&R 2-25 amp fuses, 115 amp fuse, $25. Will Dougherty,
WLD, Music Valley, At 1, Box 1548,
Mill Spring MO 63952. 573-9982681.
BAY COUNTRY
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source For
Quality Used Radio
Broadcast Equipment

Want to Buy

View The Latest List On Une At:

Tascam DA-30MKII DAT RIP,
excellent cond, low hrs, $600. Jay
Swafford, Newschannel 5Network,
474 Jas. Rob. Pkwy, Nashville TN
37219. 615-244-5000.
Tascam BR-20 r-r's (2), both in
excellent cond, $850 ea/BO. Joel
Block, The Production Block. 512472-8975.
REMOTE a&
MICROWAVE

703-998-7600, ext. 154.

Texan
Audio
Prism
digital
controlled
audio
processor,
$150/130. Will Standley, WRFM,
Cocoa FL. 321-427-3512.

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's or any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Two boxes ( 19 total) of new motors.
Oriental motor, Japan S-301
motors, 7.5W 115V 1500/1800 rpm,
$30/all. Will Dougherty, WLD, Music
Valley, RI 1, Box 1548, Mill Spring
MO 63952. 573-998-2681.

Radio World's

Want to Buy

POB 6556, San Juan PR 00914.
787-725-4164.

'
You Know We Know Radio"

CONSOLES

1-877-766-2999

Space is available...

-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

AM Ground Systems

www.amgroundsystems.corn

Otani Series 54 studio console, 28
inputs x24 buss in a32 mainframe,
full
TT
patchbay.
DiskMix
automation. Large LEDs, great EQ,
$12,000/80, FOB Austin, Texas,
Bill, Phil or Joel. The Production
Block Studios. 512-472-8975.

AUDIO PROCESSING
Scott Studios AXS, complete
system for studio & production
rooms, includes Super Log Traffic &
Music Log, BO. Hiram Champlin,
Chisholm Trail Bdctg, PO Box 952,
Enid OK 73702. 580-237-1390.

(;UNION'S
TOWER
PAINTING
Get It Done Ri2ht!
320-764-257-2

yEs 1

For more information,

Hughes & Kettner tubeman preamp, $ 175, very little use. Will
Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley, RI 1,
Box 1548, Mill Spring MO 63952.
573-998-2681,

Dielectric 3-5/8" motorized four
port coaxial switch . Continental
Communications, 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm@fiastl.net.

Harris Stereo 80 console, $ 1500
+shpg. Joseph Bahr, Islands FM,
POB 6556.,San Juan PR 00914.
787-725-4164.

Equipment Exchange
MONITORS
Want to Sell
Used Mod Monitors, McMartin &
Belar. Many to choose from, tuned &
calibrated on your frequency, full
guaranteed. Goodrich Ent. 402-4931886.
Bird model 3171 monitor, BO.
Hiram Champlin, Chisholm Trail
Bdctg, PO Box 952, Enid OK 73702.
580-237-1390.
Motorola
C-Quam
package
complete with exciter & monitor,
$1750/80. PLopeman, WMOM FM,
907 E Ludington Ave, Ludington MI
49431. 231-845-9666.
Potomac Instruments 1901. 9
tower digital antenna monitor,
$4250. P Lopeman, WMOM FM,
907 E Ludington Ave, Ludington MI
49431. 231-845-9666.

RECORDERS
Want to Sell
Otani MX- 5050611 (
2), good working
cond when removed from service,
includes manual & roll around stand
available, $400 ea. William Boyer,
WMOP, 3349 NE 28 Ave, Ocala FL
34479. 352-629-5147.
Panasonic SV-4100 DAT machine,
like new, $800; Panasonic SV-3700
DAT machine, like new, $500. Chris
Fraley, KMA Recordings, 1222 Arch
St, Philadelphia PA 19107. 215-8164575-

Want to Sell
Comrex Nexus ISDN Codec unit,
works perfectly, used 1year, $ 1300.
Charles, Pitroad Racing Network,
WCON, 706-886-0652,

REMOTE
EQUIPMENT
RENTAL
Silver Lake Audio
(516) 763-1776

silverlakeaudio.corn

Marti
RPT-40
1R-30
RPU
transmitter & receiver, 161.7 &
161.76 frequencies, $500 each. Jeff
Smith, WSAUWLHM, 425 Second
St, Box 719, Logansport IN 46947.
574-722-4000.
Marti STL-10, R- Series model
PSF-15K/951, discrete receivers &
transmitters, gd condition, 947.375
mHz,
BO.
Hiram
Champlin,
Chisholm Trail Bdctg, PO Box 952,
Enid OK 73702. 580-237-1390.

WE RENT FOR LESS
Hotlines
afillYrs
Nexus
Audio

Fit Eidters
Sll's
FU Per Amps
Test elms«

It we don't have it, we will get it!
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

1995 35' Winnebago Wilderness
Coach with camera back-up
monitor, ps, pb, auto 6speed, 454 fi.
Outdoor lighting, 27' awning, 2
doors, 2Onan generators, 2roof ac
front & rear, microwave, refrig., 1/2
bath. Used as training unit, 2072
actual milage, power- level jacks,
$43,800, can email photos. Mary,
8264 S Cody St, Littleton CO
80128. 303-972-9698 or email:
Windchimes5@juno.corn.

http://www.baycountry.corn Or
Call And We Will Fax It To You.
7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220
Toll Free: 877-722-1031
FM 786-513-0812
E-mail: info@baycountry.corn

member of BBB
MICROPHONES
Want to Sell
RCA microphones, any model, any
condition, will pay up to $ 1000 for
decent one. Larry Drago, WELI,
POB 85, New Haven CT 06501.
203-230-5255.
EV644 with shockmount & cable,
very nice, $200. Will Dougherty,
WLD, Music Valley, Rt 1, Box 1548,
Mill Spring MO 63952. 573-9982681.

SAMS Project Studio Blueprint by
Greg Galluccio, 236 pages; The
Studio Business Book by Jim
Mandrel!, 335 pages, $25/both. Will
Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley, At 1,
Box 1548, Mill Spring MO 63952.
573-998-2681.

and so are the potential
buyers for your products
and services.
lie

Standby power generator, Onan,

Radio World's Classifieds section is agreat place to find things

15000 watts, 3 phase, air cooled,
gas & low hours, $8500. Mary,
8264 S Cody St, Littleton CO
80128. 303-972-9698 or email:
windchimes5@juno.corn.

for your business, and agreat place for prospects to find you!
To advertise, call 703-998-7600, ext. 154
or e-mail: sfewell@imaspub.com.
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REMOTE & MICROWAVE WTS (cont.'
Burk TC-8 wireless remote control, no
relay panel available, $ 1500. Joseph
Bahr, Islands FM, POB 6556, San
Juan PR 00914. 787-725-4164.

TAPES/CARTS/

TEST EQUIPMENT

REELS/CD's

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

Sine Systems remote control
package iicludes ( 2) RP-8 interlace
panels, enhanced speech module &
processor, $950. Rod Chambers,
KSUE, 3015 Johnstonville Rd,
Susanville CA 96130. 530-257-2121.

Ampex Grandmaster 456 1/2 inch
tape on 10.5" metal reels in original
boxes (7), $75. Elliott Ribner, 8820
Karl Lane, Columbia MO 65201.
518-449-7747.

Ampex
300E
vacuum
tube
voltmeter, $30; Beta Scope non
destructive thickness gauge, $30;
(4) HP 4000 vacuum tube
voltmeters, $40/all; HP 400L
vacuum tube voltmeter, $20;
Supreme 574 electronic set tester in
case w/manual, $40; RCA - NE
Radio wall monitors, very old pair,
never used, still in original packing,
speaker bolts still in package,
natural color w/RCA logo & 2mi
38309-2 from engineer products
division, BO. Will Dougherty, WLD,
Music Valley, RI 1, Box 1548, Mill
Spring MO 63952. 573-998-2681.

FTC ESL/IV splice locator/eraser for
carts, $ 150. Jeff Smith, WSAUVVLHM,
425 Second St Box 719, Logansport
IN 46947.574-722-4000.

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell

ITC PD-II & 3D, (2) single mono P/R
PD units & ( 1) 3 deck mono PB,
work but need tune-up, $ 150 ea/BO.
Jeff Smith, wSAUVVLHM, 425
Second St, Box 719, Logansport IN
46947. 574-722-4000.

Comsbeem DAC-700, less than 2yrs
old & has been on a UPS, $6000;
Comstream CM-701 modem is less
than 5yrs old & has been on aUPS,
$3000. Joe Barker, Trans World Radio,
1441 Commerce Way, #250, Miami
Lakes FL 33016. 305-894-1214.

TRANSMITTERS
Want to Sell
AEL FM-25-KE 25ffl grounded grid
FM. Continental Communications, 314664-4497. Emal:contcomm@fiastinet.
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Rack- up Rentals
FM Exciters - STb FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment
SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Radio"

59

BE FM- 30-B 30KW FM. Continental
Communications, 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm@fiastl.net.
Continental 814-R1 2.5 KW FM.
Continental Communications, 314-6644497. Email: contcomm@fiastinet
Continental 816-R2-C 25KW FM.
Continental Communications, 314-6644497. Email: contcomm@fiastinet
-- - _
McPherson
Radio Corporation
Specializing in pre-owned 0E1 FM
transmitter products. All tuned and tested on
your frequency, 6month warranty included!
MK has afacility to meet your broadcast
needs for repair and complete overhaul of
0E1 exciters and low power transmitters.
Other broadcast manufacturer products
are also welcome.
Bob Brown
Phone: B.56-232-1625 • Fax: 856-232-2075
Email: rjbemeteaol.com.

McMartin BF-5K, 5kW FM. Factory
rebuilt in perfect, like new condition,
includes new tubes, tested & tuned
on your frequency. Guaranteed, fully
adjustable from 0 to 5.5 kW.
Goodrich Enterprises Inc, 402-4931886.

Harris FM-20K, PN 994-8052-002,
Serial 4 85-0077-005, BO. Hiram
Champlin. Chisholm Trail Bdcbg, PO Bca
952. End OK 73t02. 580-237-1390.
Harris MX-15 exciter, PM 994-7950004, Sena) MFG444022459, BO. Hiram
Champlin, Chishdrn Irai Bd, PO Box
952, Enid OK 73702. 580-237-1390.
NCR AM88 PLL 100 milliwatt AM
transmitter "kit" ( Part 15), new, parts
& case, $ 130. Gene Whittenberger,
Whittenberger Studio, ROB 396,
Mexico IN 46958. 765-985-1114.
CCA 1000-D-1kW FM xmtr. New IPA
tube, no exciter, $4000/130 +shpg.
Joseph Bahr, Islands FM, POB 6556,
San Juan PR 00914. 787-725-4164.

Consulting

a

Engineers

11

ROCS

A

1

I

S

unza Eons

FCC Applications • Design - Field Engineenng - Tower DetunIng
& Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array TurlIng & Proof

Upgrade

EXPERTS lit
TV • DTV Transition • FM • Directional Antennas • RF Exposure
210 S. Main St. Ttiensville. WI 53092. (262) 242-6000, FAX (262) 242-6045
httplArawevansassoc.com
Member AFCCE

(***
T. Z. Sawyer
Technical Consultants
www.sawyer.com
AM-FM-TV-LPTV
•FCC Applications AExhibits
•Experimental Authorisations
•AM Directorial Antennas
•Hi ghPower Antenna Arrays
•Frequency Studies
•Class Upgrade,
•Sit Applications
•Station Inspections

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Full Service From Allocation to
Operation AM/FM/IN/AUX Services;
Field Work;Antenna and
Facilities Design
Over 35 years engineering
and consulting experience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

1r 1-301-913-9287
FAX: ( 3011413-5799
Ifiver Rd. 04W. Bethesda. MD 211116 .
1

Radiotechniques
LO2 Tenth Avenue - PO Box 367
Haddon Heights, NJ 08035
858-548-8008 - Fax 858-548-1841
E-mail: ted@radiotechniques.com

Consulting Engineers
AM - FM - TV
FCC Applications
Directional Antennas
Transmitter 8 Studio Design
Edward A. Schober, PE
Member AFCCE

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC.

w ww.grahambnxic.coni

M Celenza
Communications Consultants
TV-$550; LPTV-$550; FM-$250:
AM Frey Searches-Call for quote
Applications, Amendments
& Upgrades
Antenna Structure Registration.
Field Work Avail
631-928-0077
Fax: 631-928-1905

•FCC Applications and Field Engineering

•

intotemelene.com

j
71i.D.DJ
/2_,

The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you

•Frequency Searches and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
•

details at

DISTRWUTOR
DIRECTORY

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

with any of your requirements.

•EMC Test Lab-FCC and European (IEC)

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
1-800-797-1338

6699 Hastings St NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 ( 763) 785-4115

Doug Vernier

Telecommunication Consultants

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
ANI/FWTV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

Neftc ft
ware for your PC
(800) 743 - 3684
www.v-soft.com
MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers
-Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
-Analysis for New Allocation.
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/tv1MDS/ITFS/OFS)
-Environmental Radiation Analysis
•Field Work
-Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: (301) 921-0115
Fax: (301) 590-9757
email mullengr@aol corn

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

Fax ( 763) 765-4631
Al tii

•System One Communications
Broadcast Constructor, A: Consultânts
lonston. Texas

888-625-5649
AM- FM Site Construction
Specialists
)1.• Complete Tower Service
›..• Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics

FROM STOCK

•

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

e-mail: linkesurcom.com web: www.surcom.com

FASTER__
MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE
•Real lime 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

...Some people get hooked on
broadcast equipment big
time. they think about it...dream
about it...talk about it all the
time.. for example.. . us...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

Iirs on the the web at www.radiosolt.com
109 West KnappAve.• Edgewater • FL • (386)426.2521

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment

( ' unimunicationsTechnolioeies.lu,

.11 .421Bilie-11._

det9wephie

Market Analysis
Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages

www.dateworkLcom
800-368-5754

info@dataworld.com
fa:: 301-656-5341

lirriaticast Engineering Consultants
AM FM TV LPTV

R. MORGAN BURROW, P.E.
& ASSOCIATES, P.C.
ALLOCATION STUDIES
(AM, FM, TV, LPTV) New babtes.
site relocation, FM upgrade, dtplex

Cellular/PCS Site Analysis

RWIIMMIII ASPECIaury

•
P.O. Box 1130, Marlton, NJ 08053
Phone: (
856) 985-0077
Fax: ( 856) 985-8124
Internet: commtechrf.com

•AM Directional • FM & TV field inter •
antenna airs-Met & other measure , measurement & prod • Faty inspector •RADHAZ measurePurdlaseilnuzart'
rnents RADiation
nntrOses

•

Clarence M. Beverage
Laura M. Mizrahi

Rmu

ELECTROACOUST1C5
OSHA measurements
304-259-7921

Fax 304-239-7927

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen
kkannapolis@worldnetatt.net

STUDIO
FURNITURE?
Durable - Attractive - Quality
Room systems starting at $2695!
PRE- BUILT COMPONENTS!
FAST & EASY ASSEMBLY!
WE CUSTOMIZE
VERY AFFORDABLE SHIPPING!

SPACEWISE
"It fits as well into your budget...
As it does into your studios!"
800-775-3660

•

Call Simone for

CCA 30000 with plate tar
b5
kW sine phase, curren1ty on air at 102.7
mHz, $3000. PLopeman, VVMOM FM,
907 E Ludington Ave, Luchglon MI
49431.231-845-9666.

CONSULTANTS
411100ifilSEVAI•IS

EE"
habit
!Jj lling
rused
quipment

spacewise.com

BEE
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ONCe

POWER TUBES
REBUILT

1/2 THE COST
OF NEW!

RF PARTS

TRANSCOM CORP.

1

\

INT711:4-1:53503-6262-724553
FAX: +1530-666-1760
www.econco.com
SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

ATTENTION EMPLOYERS!

COMPANY

•Broadcast • Industrial
Communications

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
300W

FM

1988

Harris FM 300K Solid State Single Phase

2.4KW

RI

1995

0E1 Quantum Solid State Single Phase

2.5KW

FM

1984

Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

2.5KW

FM

1980

Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

2.5KW

FM

1979

Harris FM 2.5K

2.5KW

FM

1976 Collins 8310 Single Phase

5KW

FM

1992 Continental 815A

6 KW

FM

1994

Henry 60000 Single Phase

10KW

FM

1974

Harris FM1OH/K

15KW

FM

1980

McMartin BF15.000

20KW

FM

1974

Harris FM2OH/K

25KW

FM

1980

CSIT-25-F

25KW

FM

1978

Collins 831G -2C

27.5KW

FM

1990

Continental 8168-4

30KW

FM

1983

BE FM 30

30KW

FM

1988

BE FAX 30A

50KW

FM

1982

Harris Combiner w/auto exciter- transmitter switcher

1KW
5KW
5KW
IOKW
IOKW
10KW
25KW
50KW

AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM

1983
2001
1980
1982
1982
1982
1991
1986

Harris MW1A
BE AM 5E
Harris MW5A
Horns MW10A
Continental 316F
Nautel ND- 10
Nautel NO- 25 Solid State
Naute4 Amptet 50- Solid State

Per word!

•EIMAC • TAYLOR
•ECONCO • SVETLANA
Also
Motorola • Toshiba • Thompson
& Mitsubishi Semiconductors

EXCITERS
Harris MX- 15
BE FX30
Harris Digit
Harris M11515

Catalog: www.rfparts.com

To advertise call
VV° IgellesGOe"

Se Habla Español • We Export

Miscellaneous Equipment:
Potomac Ins. AAS1 Audio Anyl inc.«)
Moseley TRC-15 Remote a/ Hallikainen
Moseley INC-15-A Remove Control System
SCA Generator iMv-15 Module)
Optirnod 81006 icards 3thru 9)
Dummy Load 25 KW air cooled

Simone Fewell at
703-998-7600, ext. 154
or e-mail:
sfewell@imaspub.com.

760-744-0700 • 800-737-2787
Fax 760-744-1943
E-mail. rfp@rfparts.com

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

EMPLOYMENT

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361

HELP WANTED

VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO: transcom@fmamtv.com

BROADCAST ENGINEER

N
CCA FM 20000D 1969 transmitter.
Complete package w/Bext PTX-30
exciter, lo pass filter & manuals. Tuned
at 100.7 mHz, runs well, used as
backup only since 1989. FOB
Colorado Springs, $3000/80. Jim
Bruneau, KGFT, 6760 Corporate Dr,
#340, Colorado Springs CO 80919.
719-531-5438.

Harris Gates II, 2500W, Solid State AM
transmitter with lots of extras, 1510 kHz,
never used in excellent condition,
$21,500#30. Angie Sugalski, 888-9802299 or angie@wikinsrado.ccen.

Collins E/F 10 kW AM xmtr, needs
work, choke, reactor & transformer
good, $2750. P Lopeman, WMOM
FM,
907 E Ludington Ave,
Ludington MI 49431. 231-845-9666.

Peter Dahl 10kW plate transformer
&filter chokes, convert A3 phase 10
kW Fm xmtr into single phase
operation. $6000 +shpg. Joseph
Bahr, Islands FM, POB 6556, San
Juan PR 00914. 787-725-4164.

Continental 816-F 10 kW AM
transmitter. Joseph Bahr, Islands
FM, POB 6556, San Juan PR
00914. 787-725-4164.
Harris 10H, 10kW FM nntr, no exciter,
already crated, $8500/B0 +shpg.
Joseph Bahr, Islands FM, POB 6556,
San Juan PR 00914.787-725-4164.

,îom74--

Want to Sell
FOR THE BEST PRICE
&24 Hr service on transmittino tubes
& socketsi_ports, new & rebuilt call
Goodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 day
or night , FAX 402-493-6821
EIMAC,
AMPEREX,
ED-COM,
3CX2500F3, 3CX3000A7, 4CX250B,
4CX300A, 4CX1000A, 4CX1500B,
4CX5000A, 4-400C, 811, 833C, ETC.
WESTGATE 800-213-4563.

CAN

,,ree

ISO 90-01—C
edified

The Answer for a
Reliable Clean Signal
NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes
NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS
Worldwide Availability
Made in U.S.A.
CALL 800-414-8823
Intl (650) 592-1221
Fax (650) 592-9988
Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com
eta ell Mir
1.1111

Standard equipment
in all major AM
and SW transmitters

C Electronics Co.

for all your needs, at the
lowest prices, direct from

Svetlana

OUR SIULXIII

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK®,
EEV and many others.
(352) 688-2374
PH: (800) 881- 2374
FAX: (
352) 683- 9595

RIM Online

fflale

IM11.1114M

MN,

—

WI

mammon...at 41 4
1.1«444144/4/44,4041

&maw elwxsan

NEW TUBES
We have the alternatives

Sge
VISA

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL
WE EXPORT
MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Engineenng Manager . The successful candidate will oversee all technical
aspects of the market and must be highly skilled not only in technical matters,
but also have strong management skills. This position will also have
substantial hands on requirements, so dyou are looking for adesk job, this
isn tfor you
We offer Excellent Pay, Technical Training programs, 401K, Employee Stock
Purchase Plans, Great Benefits and many Opportunities for growth and
advancement.

Want to Buy

TUBES

CLEARCHANI,
RADIO

Clear Channel Radio has a rare job opening in Dallas for a Market

Harris MW-1A 1kW AM transmitter in
good condition, $4500/80. W Stanley,
VVRFM, Cocoa FL 321-427-3512.

BE or CSI or QEI or Harris 5 kW
FM transmitter. Joseph Bahr,
Islands FM, POB 6556, San Juan
PR 00914. 787-725-4164.

je
r

TUBES, Eimac, Svetlana
Phone: 905-844-5772
Fax: 905-844-6263
ams@hard-to-find.net
www.hard-to-find.net

To advertise here
call 703-998-7600,
ext. '154.

If you have great technical skills and are ready to work with our highly qualified
team . If you are tired of your job and are ready for a career...
If you are ready to make a move up.
Contact'
Jeff Littlejohn - Senior VP Engineenng Services
Clear Channel Communications
50 East RiverCenter Blvd # 1200
Covington. KY 41011
859-655-6535 Direct
859-655-9345 FAX
jefflittlejohn@clearchannel.com
Clear Channel is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Western Michigan University's WMUK
Radio is seeking to fill afull-time, Broadcast
Engineer position to operate, test, maintain,
and repair electronic and digital audio
equipment including transmitter, satellite
downlink, consoles, and audio server;
record remote and in-studio programs and
concerts. Quaiifications: Three years' experience in broadcast maintenance and
repair; working knowledge of conhenporary electronics, troubleshooting practices,
broadcast computers and networks; ability
to travel and properly record concerts.
Ability to do heavy lifting and work out-ofdoors; college education in arelevant field,
Bachelor's degree preferred. WMI4 offers
a competitive salary and on excellent bee
efits package.
For a more complete
description of the job, visit our web-Me at
http://www.winich.edu/hr/job.htm. Fax or
send cover letter and resume by Mop 31,
2002 to: Human Resource Services
#2887, Deportment of Human Resources,
Western Michigan University, 1903 W.
Michigan Ave., Kalamazoo, MI 49008FAX: 616/387-3441.
E-mail:
5217.
hrjobs@wmich.edu. WMU is an EO/AA
Employer.

POSITIONS WANTED
Friendly,
industrious,
FCC
commercial-1st Class wiradar-amateur
extra radio licensed, CE, asst CE,
seeking Ff, PT, contract IN* AM/FM,
cade, N within 75 mies radius of metro
NYC area. Mitchell Rakoff, 81-12
Roosevelt Ase, Ste 702, Jackson Heights
NY 11372-6726. 718-969-5224 or email:
MicheiRakoff@Yahoo.com.
Fun-loving rookie with a passion
for sports & many types of music.
Willing to relocate! Trained & ready
to go! Jerome 405-672-3527.
Look no further than right here!
Trained & qualified for many fields in
radio from sports broadcasting to
production. American Broadcasting
School graduate. Ricky 405-598-0524.

Broadcasting talent ready for
Texas airways. Recent graduate of
ABS. Prefer employment in DFW
Metroplex but will travel for right
price. Semie, 972-613-5234.

Radio Vet

Clifford A. Potts. On-air talent. News,
sales, rookie with apassion for digital
production. One year webcasting, will
relocate, 817-645-2834.

Recent graduate looking to take
your radio station to the top. Willing
to start at the bottom. Kelli, 817-42903428 or 214-562-1577.

Dependable
ABS
graduate.
Professional on air broadcasting.
Commercials, voice-over, news & cool
edit pro. Team player. Call Kody, 972529-2201 or ksdavis@mymail.net.

Recent graduate of ABS eager,
willing & ready to put my skills to
use, will relocate. Joslyn, 8174924919.

Distinguished graduate of ABS
desires employment in DFW area.
Willing to travel/relocate if required.
April C, 817-909-5663.

Recent graduate from American
Broadcasting School seeking aradio
position with R&B station. Unlimited
potential, will get you the ratings with my
deep lunng voice. Bobby 405-216-9270.

Greg Frank, 512-636-4898. Recent
ABS graduate. Very ambitious. Willing
to do whatever it takes to do the job
the best. Will relocate for any job.

As abroadcaster my ambition is to
excel for success with enthusiasm & a
competitive edge for your company in
the millennium. Brady, 972-475-2861.

Outgoing,
friendly,
rookie
graduate, Outstanding production &
voice work. Not afraid to work hard,
will relocate. Tracie, 214-450-3991.

Rookie, willing to relocate. Hard
working, eager to perform any task.
Great sense of humor. Mark Binds,
817-608-0268.
Talented & intelligent on-air radio
personality with experience. Vie my
web page at mikeryanradio.com
and listen for yourself.
Wet behind the ears but drying off!
Radio rookie willing to travel to a
sun soaked destination, great
personality, excellent production
skills. Trey, 817-741-0213.

BEE
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EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE lisfing seivee or radio stations only. M other end users will be charged This FREE service
does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads These are published on a paid basis only Send your listings to us by filling out

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.

the torn below. Please be aware that it takes one month tor listings to appear The listings run tor two consecutive issues
and must be resubmitted in order to run agate

61

Thank you

PAGE
PiCa , e

print and

include

ADVERTISER

WEB SITE URL

Are you currently a subscriber to Radio World?

CI Yes

CI No

51

AEQ

www.aeqbroadcast.com

14

AETA Audio Corp

www.aetausa.com

Contact Name

55

Altronic Research

www.altronic.com

Title

47

Aphex Systems

www.aphex.com

52

ATI

www.atiguys.com

City/State

63

Auditronics/VVheatstone

www.auditronics.com

Zip Code

42

BALSYS

www.balsys.com

Telephone

22

Balar

www.belar.com

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate ill
the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on a
per word or per inch basis.

41

Bradley Broadcast

www.bradleybroadcast.com

29

Broadcast Richardson

www.broadcast-richardson.com

19

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI)

www.bsiusa.com

52

Broadcast Tools

www.broadcastlools.com

32, 33

BSW

www.bswusa.com

4

Burk Technology

www.burk.com

37

Cartworks/DBM

www.cartworks.com

52

Circuit Werkes

www.circuitwerkes.com

56

Circuit Werkes

www.circuitwerkes.com

all information:

Signature

Dale _

Company/Station_._
Address

WTS Li WTB J Category
Make:
Brief Description: _

Model:

i
S

—

Price:

WTS

0 WTB 0 Categon :

Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Pr ir.:,:

WI'S J WTB —ICareer .
Make:
Brief Description:

WI'S Li WTB ..-1Categor :

Make:
Brief Description:

\ 1, ,,i,•i:

Model: ...

Price:
'Closing tor listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

L

Broadcast

Equipment Exchange

PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 - Tel: 703-998-7600 •

Fax: 703-998-2966

Rodi3 W.dcl
5827 Columbia Pike, 1st Floor •
PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

Falls Church, VA

22041

FAX: 703-671-7409

Classified Advertising Rates Effective January 1, 2002

1-9 col inch (per inch)

1x

6x

13x

26x

$100

95

90

85

10-19 col inch ( per inch)

$85

75

65

55

Distributor Directory

$125

120

115

110

Professional Card

$95

90

85

Station/Studio Services

$185

157

Classified Line Ad

$2/word

Blind Box Ad

$15 additional

133

www.comrex.com

Crown Broadcast

www.crownbroadcast.com

52

Dawning

www.dawning.com

54

Electronic Research Inc.

www.eriinc.com

25

Eventide

www.eventide.com

1

Harris

www.broadcast.harris.com

23

Harris

www.broadcast.harris.com

54

Henry Engineering

www.henryeng.com

18

lnovonics

www.inovon.com

21

Klotz Digital AG

www.klotzdigital.com

17

Logitek

www.logitekaudio.com

53

Lynx Studio Technology

www.lynxstudio.com/rw

15

Mackie

www.mackie.com/SRM450

54

Mager Systems

www.magersystems.com

56

Mager Systems

www.magersystems.com

43

MediaTouch

www.omt.net/dependable

44

Moseley Associates

www.moseleysb.com

12

Neumann/USA

www.neumannusa.com/103RW

52

Nott Ltd.

www.nottltd.com

45

NPR Satellite Services

www.nprss.org

46

Octiv, Inc.

www.octiv.com

49

OMB America

www.omb.com

9

Omnia, aTelos Company

www.omnàaudio.com

54

PTEK

ptekpower.com

27

Radio Computing Service ( RCS)

www.rcsworks.com

16

Radio Design Labs ( RDL)

www.rdlnet.com

5

Radio Systems

www.radiosystems.com

11

Radio Systems

www.radiosystems.com

26

RadioSoft

www.radiosoft.com

56

Raduga Automation

www.raduga.net/rw.htm

54

RAM Broadcast Systems, Inc.

www.ramsyscom.com

54

Ramsey Electronics, Inc.

www.highpowerfm.com

56

rfSoftware, Inc.

www.rfsottware.com

S.C.M.S.

www.scmsinc.com

80

35

Sierra Automated Systems

www.sasaudio.com

113

10

Sine Systems

www.sinesystems.com

56

Studio Technology

www.studiotechnology.com

Use your credit card to pay, we now accept VISA,

MASTERCARD and American Express.

Comrex

3

Call Simone Fewell, Ext. 154, Classified Ad Manager, to reserve space
in the next issue.

7
31

13

Telos Systems

www.telos-systems.com

8

Tieline America

www.tieline.com

2

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

64

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

42

Woodline Furniture

www.woodlinefurniture.com

62

OPINION

Radio World

•READER' S
Offensive ad?
Iam writing to you in regards to the ad
for the Eventide digital delay (March 27,
page 29).
Radio World has always been one of
the finer publications Iread, so Iwas surprised to see this ad with a woman, full
page no less, flipping us "the bird."
Ifind this very offensive. Why didn't
you just print "F***" in 3-inch letters?
It's the same thing. There were so many
other ways in which to get the ads point
across, but you choose "the low road."
How to avoid paying for free speech.

While Ifully understand that it is not
your product, you as editors have the
responsibility to decide what is appropriate for your readers. In my opinion, you
let us down. My respect for your publication has dropped several notches.
Shame on you.
Cindy Sue Brooks
Cleveland
Ed. Note: The decision to publish a
given advertisement is not an editorial
matter; it is made by the publisher, who
opted not to exercise censorship of the ad
in question.
We invited Eventide to comment; the
company's reply appears below:
Dear Ms. Brooks,
Iwholeheartedly agree with you. Itoo
find the woman in our BD960 Broadcast
Delay ad rude and offensive. You obviously understand the point of our putting
her in our ad.
While Ican't repeat the four-letter
word you put in your letter, I'm guessing
that the woman in the ad is at least as
familiar with the term as you are. Which
is exactly the reason we started making

FORUM•

IBOC
Exciter-ment

Broadcast Delays back in 1977 — so that
we don't actually have to hear such utterances, at least not on the radio.
Marc Lindahl
VP Marketing & Strategy
Eventide Inc.
Little Ferry, N.J.

Systems have been proposed by
Ibiquity Digital Corp. to allow all AM
and FM stations in the United States to
add digital sidebands to their transmissions. The new carriers will allow listeners equipped with new and specially
designed receivers to enjoy much better
fidelity ( in the case of AM) and much
less multipath fading (in the case of FM)
— positive steps for the broadcast industry. However, certain engineering tradeoffs are involved.
The systems, as conceived many years
ago, would " bury" the digital data
beneath the primary analog signals.
Specially equipped receivers would then
recover the digital data using sophisticated signal processing techniques. This
approach was called in-band on-channel
("IBOC") digital audio broadcasting
("DAB") and it was hoped that full compatibility would be provided with existing analog-only receivers. Unfortunately,
IBOC was not sufficiently robust to do
the job.
Today's approach to DAB involves inband, adjacent-channel ("IBAC") techniques where the digital data are transmit-

Competitors and IBOC Supporters: Geoff Mendenhall of Harris; Scott Campbell
of Nautel; John Pedlow and Tim Bealor of Broadcast Electronics.
The three companies were singled out by Ibiquity at the recent NAB convention, and attracted attention from attendees with their displays of IBOC gear.
The companies earned the recognition of our judges, who gave each a Radio
World "Cool Stuff" Award for Technical Advancement of IBOC.
Right now, these guys get the headlines. But we also salute the other companies that are working to prepare the digital air chain, suppliers that plan to
license IBOC for transmitters or who manufacture IBOC linear amplifiers,
antennas, combiners, filter injectors and related gear like IBOC-ready STLs,
ATUs and processors.
Our industry is built on the efforts of companies like these.
—RW

ted almost exclusively on the first-adjacent
channels to the analog stations. For example, astation assigned to 1050 kHz will
transmit DAB carriers in the spectrum
ordinarily assigned to 1040- and 1060kHz stations. An FM station on 104.3
MHz will transmit its DAB data in the
104.1 and 104.5 MHz channel spectrum.
While some may argue that the DAB
carriers continue to represent an "IBOC"
(on-channel) approach because the new
carriers will fit within the "emissions
mask" of the primary stations, the new
digital data will, in fact, largely reside in
the first adjacent channels for both the
AM and FM DAB systems.
The understanding that we are now
dealing with IBAC (adjacent channel)
DAB systems is crucial to understanding
why, under certain circumstances, the
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Radio has much to gain if in-band
digital radio works as promised. As
debate over the technology heats up,
we pause to recognize companies that
are investing significant research and

development effort in the hardware.
These are the men and women working to make sure that, once IBOC gets
an FCC green light, your station can order the necessary equipment.
Notable among them are the three companies now licensed to use Ibiquity
Digital Corp. technology in their exciters and transmitters. These manufacturers
recently got behind IBOC in abig way, recognizing its potential importance to
the industry. Harris Broadcast Communications was licensed in the spring of
2001; Broadcast Electronics Inc. and Nautel Ltd. were licensed in the fall.

Call it MAC
Call it apet peeve, but the technology
that everyone has been calling IBOC
really should be called IBAC: in-band,
adjacent-channel digital radio.
The digital carriers are not underneath
the analog carrier, as was originally
espoused in the Project Acorn days, but
are actually in the wings of the FM mask,
and on adjacent channels.
Language matters. Outmoded issues
have lived on to taint the prospects, like
much of the "bad rap" IBOC has suffered (deservedly so in 1995 when an
earlier incarnation produced objectionable interference).
I suggest Ibiquity ban the term
"IBOC" and go with iDAB or IBAC to
reinforce the fact this is afundamentally
different system design than the flawed
embryo of IBOC.
Mike Starling
Vice President for Engineering &
Operations
National Public Radio

May 22, 2002

AM and FM DAB systems will cause
interference to neighboring stations.
Robert Gonsett
Editor
The CGC Communicator Newsletter
Fallbrook, Calif
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D IGITAL A UDIO N ETWORK ROUTER
•B1- DIRECTIONAL FIBEROPTIC OR CAT-5 INTERLOCATION CONNECTIVITY
•ALL DIGITAL DOMAIN AES SWITCHING
•ANALOG OR DIGITAL (AES SAMPLE RATE) INPUTS
•BOTH ANALOG AND AES DIGITAL OUTPUTS
•SERIAL CONTROL AND DISPLAY WITH WHEATSTONE CONSOLES

complement of control panels and PC applications to
It's simple to install, easy to learn, and certain to reduce choose from—all designed for straightforward operation
system costs. Compact enough for small applications, and arapid learning curve.
yet stackable for tremendous growth potential, it's deWith 25 years of experience, Wheatstone has the
sign consists of 7"rackmount digital routing cages, each infrastructure in place to help you build your OWN
capable of handling 512 simultaneous audio channels infrastructure. Contact us for answers.
on its backplane.
Units can be stacked to suit particular card complements (analog or digital input aind output cards or optical
network cards) but more significantly cages can be
separated by great distances and network their audio
through either bidirectional fiberoptic links or asingle
CAT 5 wire. O NE I
NTERCONNECT DOES I
T ALL:
6.4 channels of simultaneous bidirectional digital audio,
intercage communication, XYcontroller commands plus
auxiliary RS-232 data streams. This single interconnect
between your studio and central rackroom can save
you tens if not hundreds of thousands of feet of wire in
atypical installation.
SIGNAL SWITCHING is easily accomplished with achoice of AES
The 2001's graphic based setup software is intuitive MIXED
digital or ANALOG 24- bit A>D input cards, and of course 24- bit digital or
and easy to use, with all the authorization and security 24- bit D>A ANALOG output cards, all of which can be serviced from the
levels you could want. And of course we have a full front of the cage. All signals are routed entirely in the digital domain.
THE 2001 MAKES

ilth

AUDIO

NETWORKING PRACTICAL.

Cor- orot

tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857/sa'es@wheatstone.c in

mew wheatstone. corn
copyright
2001 by Wheatstone Corporation
specideations and features sunject to change without notice

